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Abstract 
 
This thesis investigates how fault diagnosis may be effectively applied within a 

connected home of the near future. The goal is to correctly identify faulty components 

with minimal use of system resources and minimal disruption to users. Faults may occur 

in hardware or software, in applications, network links and nodes or host platforms and 

devices. 

 

This thesis explores the use of agent technology to address this problem. It considers the 

use of different reasoning methods to generate candidate diagnoses based on 

observations of system behaviour. In addition, it proposes a method for collaborative 

diagnosis which incorporates a 'Diagnostic AND' operator to logically combine partial 

diagnoses for different agent viewpoints. This operator is applied as part of a 

collaboration protocol that enables the growth of 'grains' of consensus, involving 

increasing numbers of agents, until consensus is achieved across an entire home domain. 

 

This grain based distributed method is compared with a more centralised approach 

(termed holistic diagnosis) to show that the collaborative approach scales significantly 

better with increasing problem size and complexity. 

 

The collaborative method used for negotiation between local agents is independent of 

the models used to identify possible faults. This allows the development of an open 

architecture for a diagnostic infrastructure that enables problem oriented 'plug-in' 

analysers and associated supporting elements to be applied within the generic 

collaborative framework. In this way the diagnostic capability may be dynamically 

extended whilst the system is in operation. This architecture integrates with connected 

home applications  running on Open Services Gateway initiative service platforms and 

enables new applications and devices which manifest new types of problem to be 

readily accommodated. 

 

This thesis critically evaluates the proposed ideas against a range of fault scenarios and 

presents findings based on both simulations and experiments with a real home network. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 
 
Given that widespread IP (Internet Protocol) network access into the home has now 

been achieved, at least in developed countries, it seems likely that the trend for 

connectivity will continue with networks being developed within the home. This is 

already happening amongst early technology adopters and the widespread take up of 

home networking will undoubtedly follow in time, supported and encouraged by the 

continuing rollout of broadband technology. Indeed, the next major revolution in 

computing after the desktop PC and the worldwide web could arguably be the large 

scale deployment of Internet appliances – consumer electronics devices and household 

appliances connected to the Internet. 

 

Home networks emerge as a natural consequence of the well publicised convergence of 

computing, communications and consumer electronics. So-called connected or 

‘smart/digital’ homes have the potential to deliver a wide range of applications and 

services offering increased comfort, convenience and control to users.  However, 

connected homes will inevitably involve the complex use of technology with 

connectivity between multiple disparate devices and computing platforms. Complex 

systems frequently demonstrate a propensity for failure. In this context, the need for 

mechanisms to identify and help rectify faults as soon as possible is vital to ensure 

minimal service interruptions and avoid stress and frustration on the part of users. In 

fact, automated fault diagnosis may be critically important in the home environment if 

widespread acceptance of home networks is to be achieved amongst home owners. 

Furthermore, the well-being of users may be dependant on the continuous and 

successful operation of these services, particularly if they provide healthcare support. A 

fault diagnosis capability integrated within a connected home’s infrastructure would 

help improve the quality of life for both healthy and infirm users and may be essential 

for less able users. 

 

This research therefore postulates the need for a distributed fault diagnosis system (FDS) 

which is able to integrate (ideally seamlessly) with the home network and its 

applications and provide assistance to users. The primary function of such a system 

would be to identify faulty components, the replacement or repair of which would 
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restore the system to normal operations. To this end it will need to collect operational 

data, in the form of sets of observations of system behaviour, which in effect act as 

symptoms upon which to base diagnoses. In fact to improve confidence in a tentative 

diagnosis or to disambiguate multiple suspects it may initiate additional operational 

tests to collect further data. It is clear with distributed systems such as these, faults can 

arise through the interplay of different components and individual devices will only 

have a partial view of the whole system and may well have different views of where 

faults lie. Consequently some form of collaboration between the various viewpoints 

will be needed to formulate a unified collective view.  

 

1.2 Research Goals 
 
The aim of the research has been to investigate mechanisms for reasoning about fault 

conditions within home networks. The specific goals were to: 

• Investigate techniques for collaborative fault diagnosis and reasoning.  

• Evaluate the use of agent based architectures for ‘second generation’ home 

networks to augment OSGi [50] structures. 

• Implement a pro-active fault analysis system as a proof of concept demonstrator 

within a distributed home environment.  

Effective strategies for fault diagnosis within the connected home would be those that 

achieve a balanced resolution of the following (possibly conflicting) diagnostic goals: 

• Achieves correct diagnoses, i.e. identifies all the faulty components and only the 

faulty components 

• Speedy solutions 

• Minimal use of system resources 

• Minimal user disruption  

• Largely autonomous operation. 

 

1.3 Achievements 
 
The main contributions of this work, which distinguish it from prior research are: 

• The development of a diagnostic AND operator to logically combine partial 

diagnoses (e.g. the initial diagnoses from different agent viewpoints). 
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• The introduction of a grain-based approach for consensus building, supported by a 

collaboration protocol, which incrementally grows agreement starting with small 

groups of agents until a full domain shares the same consistent view. The resulting 

ability to share knowledge across all agents within the home domain facilitates 

diagnosis of failures due to previously identified faults.  

• The development of an open architecture for diagnostic infrastructure that separates 

problem oriented analysis methods from a generic collaborative framework. The 

scheme is independent of system models and integrates with OSGi applications. As 

a consequence, there is no requirement for a predefined, overarching system model 

and the use of ‘plug-in’ analyser agents, models and diagnostic plans is enabled 

which means that new applications and devices can be dynamically introduced to 

the system during operational use. 

 

In addition, this work has developed a number of symptom analysis algorithms and 

incorporates the use of an end to end process from problem notification to a final, 

minimal diagnosis by eliminating demonstrably invalid alternative diagnoses. 

 

Collectively these features mean this scheme is suited to dynamic environments with 

incomplete advance knowledge of how the system under inspection may be used. It also 

involves comparatively simple diagnostic structures which  potentially means the 

scheme is less computationally demanding for embedded processors but still fit for the 

purpose intended in that it is able to identify faults in ‘replaceable units’. These ideas 

have been embodied in a proof of concept research prototype FDS. 

 
To date, aspects of this research have been reported as follows: 
 
• A fault diagnosis system for the connected home, Utton P, Scharf E., IEEE 

Communications Magazine, vol 42, no. 11, pp128-134, November 2004 [69] 

• The Connected Home is Coming …, Peter Utton, OUTPUT, house magazine for 

Computer Science and Electronic Engineering Departments, Queen Mary, 

University of London, December 2005 

• Fault Diagnosis for the Connected Home, Peter Utton, Invited contribution to the 

'British papers' volume produced by ibexcellence/ UK Trade and Investment for the 

International Conference on Intelligent Green and Energy Efficient Building & 

Technologies and Products Expo, 28th to 30th March 2006. 
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1.4 Scope and Structure of Thesis 
 
Figure 1 provides a simple conceptual model illustrating key features of the proposed 

solution for fault diagnosis in the connected home, advocated by this thesis. The 

solution embodies a generic framework which operates in conjunction with a collection 

of problem oriented analysers. The core mechanism within the framework is grain 

based collaboration. This mechanism is incorporated within an open FDS architecture. 

The architecture requires the use of analysers and the algorithms and implementation of 

a number of these are described in this thesis. Of course, open means the set of 

analysers can be extended however for the purposes of this thesis a demarcation line is 

drawn between items deemed to be within scope (and reported by this thesis) and those 

earmarked for future work. This demarcation line is shown in red in Figure 1. The 

foundation analysers provide a basic diagnostic capability that would be needed in any 

home network. The simple add-on analysers reported in this thesis serve to validate the 

open framework concept. A number of more sophisticated add-on analysers are 

identified for future work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within the generic framework, strategic reasoning is envisaged as a layer of 

intelligence that would optimise the performance of the FDS diagnostic capability by 

making appropriate choices of diagnostic strategy. The idea of a strategic reasoning 

capability is intellectually attractive but need not be regarded as an essential element 

providing that the diagnostic system is able to deliver minimal, valid diagnoses without 

overloading the system under inspection. Assuming the default diagnostic processes 

grain based
collaboration

open fds

strategic reasoning

foundation
analysers

simple add-on 
analysers

more sophisticated 
add-on analysers

Generic Framework

Problem Oriented Analysers

Figure 1 – Research Scope 
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employ ‘safe’ options then strategic reasoning may be treated as an optional extra. 

Furthermore, if the diagnostic capability is to be realised in the form of embedded 

agents within consumer electronics devices then the extra computation required by 

strategic reasoning is unlikely to be affordable. In an embedded scenario, lightweight, 

small footprint processes will be needed even if solution times take longer as a result. 

Consequently, realisation of strategic reasoning has largely been deferred to future work. 

 

This thesis is structured as follows: 

• A description of the proposed solution forms the heart of this document and 

appears in Section 4.  

• This section is preceded by three context setting sections which provide 

motivation for the research (Section 1), background information, primarily on 

previously published work, (Section 2), and the author’s perceptions of the 

limits of existing approaches (Section 3). 

• Following the description of the proposed solution, Section 5 provides a critical 

evaluation of the ideas by examining the step by step operations involved with 

diagnosing a range of different problem scenarios. It considers the quality of the 

results and the performance characteristics of the processes. Furthermore, it 

identifies various limitations of the proposed solution. 

• Section 6 provides conclusions by summarising key findings and outlining some 

possible avenues for future work. 

 
Various sections include performance graphs which plot the average of  measurements 

taken over multiple runs and, where practical, include error bars to denote 95% 

confidence limits indicating the variability of experimental results. Statistical theory 

dictates that if results follow a normal distribution then based on the experimental 

sample, 95% of measurements will fall between these limits. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Home Networks – Now and the Future 
 
The connected home of the future is coming closer day by day with increased 

availability of broadband access and ‘always on’ technology, the emergence of viable 

(standards based) home networking technologies, cheaper processing power and the 

‘digitisation’ of all forms of home entertainment. The increasing numbers of homes 

with multiple computers and the desire to connect them and share resources, is another 

driving factor. 

 

In the author’s opinion, most current home networks can be categorised as ‘first 

generation’ systems: they typically encompass a few PCs sharing an Internet connection 

and possibly a printer. However some would argue that the future lies with systems built 

around a service gateway at the heart of the system. Such systems might reasonably be 

characterised as ‘second generation’ systems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A service gateway based system extends the home network vision to include a range of 

devices, not just PCs, attached to a variety of types of local network with differing 

properties, and in so doing should help to realise the truly connected home (Figure 2). 

Home networks will increasingly incorporate a range of device types and network 

technologies [75]. Devices involved in future home networks might include TVs, VCRs, 

audio units, cameras, temperature sensors, passive infra-red sensors, mains power 
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switching units as well as more traditional computing devices such as desktop PCs, web 

pads and PDAs. In fact in the future it seems likely that all domestic electrical 

equipment in the home will be interconnected.  

 

For network technologies, both wired networks, such as IP over Ethernet and HAVi 

(Home Audio Video Interoperability) over Firewire (IEEE1394), and wireless networks, 

such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi (IEEE802.11b and g), might be included. Indeed 

connectivity for some sub-networks may include Powerline technologies such as X10, 

where low bit rate signals are transmitted over mains cabling. Recent developments 

such as ZigBee [76] and UWB [67] are also likely to feature. 

 

Possible services include security (home intruder and fire alarms), remote home 

healthcare, home automation, entertainment, communications and energy management. 

Energy savings through the use of smart control systems that sense whether rooms are 

occupied could help cut fuel bills. However, entertainment may be the key that unlocks 

home networking’s potential. The increasing ubiquity of the humble iPod as well as 

other, competing, MP3 players may motivate a critical mass of consumers to explore 

home networks in order to exploit their growing investment in digital downloads.  

 

The goal of such developments is to enable a wide range of different applications and 

services to execute within the home environment. Ideally the home network of the 

future will support the dynamic download and installation of program code to enable 

‘on the fly’ selection and execution of new applications and the straightforward 

introduction of new local devices.  

 

Standards will be  important to enable the home networks market to really develop and 

realise the billion dollar values predicted by some forecasters. OSGi (Open Services 

Gateway initiative) is arguably one of the leading standards in the home networking 

domain. The OSGi service platform specification [51] delivers an open, common 

architecture for the multiple stakeholders involved such as service providers, developers, 

software vendors, gateway operators and equipment vendors and allows them to 

develop, deploy and manage services in a co-ordinated fashion.  

It is important to note the change in emphasis from service gateway to service platform 

as the OSGi standard has evolved and matured and its value as a general purpose 

distributed services platform has been recognised. 
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Figure 3 provides a simplified representation of a home networking system based 

around the OSGi standard. OSGi is based on Java which enables the required dynamic 

code download. It is hardware and operating system independent (merely requiring a 

small footprint Java Virtual Machine) and is designed to work with multiple network 

technologies, device access technologies and services. OSGi functionality is structured 

into a core set of framework services and an extensible set of ‘bundles’. Bundles form 

the basis for dynamic code download.  

 

Plug and play is a fundamental goal of OSGi, and support for automatic discovery is 

built into the OSGi device access manager. For this to work smoothly end-to-end, with a 

minimum of user interaction, the system requires devices to be able to ‘announce’ 

themselves on connection to their LAN. This feature can be provided by a number of 

complementary technologies, such as Bluetooth [3], HAVi [27], Jini [66], and UPnP 

[68].   As a result, OSGi in combination with these other technologies offers the basis 

for a sound, service based, home network environment. 

 

Another relevant emerging standard is the Home Electronic System, part 1 of which was 

published in 2003 [28]. Informally known as HomeGate, it defines the architecture for a 

modular platform to act as a gateway for delivery of broadband information to the home 

and facilitate the inter-operability of different LAN technologies. In contrast to OSGi, 

HomeGate is more hardware oriented, mandating the use of physical plug-in modules 
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rather than remotely downloadable software bundles. It does however have the backing 

of an international standard. 

 

Within the complex environment of future home networks, the management of faults 

will be critically important. Systems will be assembled from components from different 

suppliers and the scope for operational problems will be wide ranging. Support for 

diagnosing problems and localising them to an individual component may be a key step 

towards persuading a supplier to accept responsibility for resolving problems. Certainly 

to transition from an early adopter market to a mainstream business, home networks will 

need to be able to manage themselves autonomously. For home networking to achieve 

widespread acceptance, it will demand automated support for identifying and resolving 

faults.  

 
Within the context of a connected home, faults may occur in hardware (e.g. network 

links or devices or platforms connected to the network) or in software (e.g. components 

of applications). The management of fault conditions in networks is a long established 

discipline (and of course gives rise to the ‘F’ in the ‘FCAPS’ mnemonic for standard 

network management functions). However, there are some key differences between 

traditional (large scale) networks and the emerging field of connected homes. These 

differences necessitate a fresh approach suited to this target environment: 

• Large network fault analysis is about filtering and correlating alarm information 

generated by network elements. This practice is not applicable in the home. 

Devices intended for the home tend not to generate network alarms or support 

network management protocols such as SNMP (Simple Network Management 

Protocol) as consumer electronics are frequently designed down to a price. 

Furthermore, the scale is entirely different. 

• Large networks tend to keep applications at arm’s length: they enforce a 

separation between network level services and application services running on 

top or situated at the edge of the network. In contrast, home networks allow 

much closer integration between applications and network. 

• It is practical to have detailed knowledge of the network topology in the home. 

This is not necessarily the case with wide area networks, transit networks and, 

especially, the Internet. 

• In traditional networks the emphasis is on fault management more than fault 

diagnosis – managing the volume of fault declarations from self testing network 
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elements, performing database lookups for related information (e.g. services, 

affected customers etc) and issuing trouble reports to responsible parties for 

repair. 

• In contrast, the emphasis of this research  is more on reasoning about candidate 

faults based on a set of symptoms (observations of system behaviour) and on 

models of the structure and behaviour of a network and the applications 

deployed on it. 

• Furthermore this research recognises that the underlying network can act as both 

a source of potential faults and a utility to exploit to facilitate the diagnostic 

process. 

 

Perhaps the crucial difference from traditional networks is that home networks will have 

limited user expertise available to resolve problems. Certainly there will not be a team 

of skilled human experts on hand to act as technical support. In fact the OSGi promotes 

a philosophy it terms ‘zero user admin’ to reflect the fact that negligible effort on the 

user’s part should be devoted to systems administration. 

 

Consequently, maintaining  the ethos of ‘zero user admin’ will demand a fault diagnosis 

system that: 

• Is highly autonomous 

• Provides expert advice to users  

• Exploits multiple knowledge sources to enable the most informed decisions to 

be made. 

 

2.2 Review of Published Material 
 

This research involves three distinct strands –  

• the connected home concept and related, home networking, technologies,  

• fault diagnosis theory and techniques  

• and agent technology involved in intelligent or multi-agent systems.  

At an early stage, literature searches were conducted in all of these areas to both identify 

specific material of relevance and also to generally assess the degree of activity in each 
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area and in combinations of areas, i.e. how much activity is there already in agent based 

solutions to fault diagnosis of home networks or networks in general? Are intelligent 

agents being applied to fault diagnosis; is fault diagnosis being applied to home 

networks? etc. 

 

Searches were undertaken on published papers using the INSPEC database. These 

findings, for searches conducted in April 2002, are summarised in the Venn diagram in 

Figure 4. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The key finding was that the intersection of home networks, fault diagnosis and multi-

agent systems produced a zero return, i.e. that although there was a wealth of existing 

literature in all three contributory topic areas, nothing had been published in the target 

area which suggested there would be ample opportunity for new research. 

 

A more recent check of INSPEC (conducted in June 2006) revealed returns for the key 

topic areas as follows (for publications from 1997 onwards and using slightly expanded 

search criteria): 

 

• Intelligent agents/ Software agents/ Multi-agent Systems: 21,879 

• Fault diagnosis: 10.951 

• Home networks/ Connected home: 1065 

 

This time the intersection did not produce a zero return; instead it identified a single 

paper [69] by the author of this thesis which reports on various aspects of this research. 

Figure 4 – Returns from Literature Searches 
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The topic of home networks has already been introduced in Section 2.1. The remainder 

of this section will therefore focus on previously published work in the field of fault 

diagnosis and in particular discuss the application of agents to fault diagnosis. 

2.2.1 Fault Diagnosis - General 
 
Fault diagnosis within electronic systems can generally be reduced to a small number  

of basic principles once one abstracts away the detail inevitably involved in 

implementing diagnostic capabilities within real systems. Two such principles are that 

candidate faults can be (a) identified by spotting mismatches between a system’s 

expected behaviour and its actual behaviour or (b) recognised by using prior knowledge 

of the symptoms that faults tend to produce. The first principle underpins an approach 

known as Model Based Diagnosis (MBD) and the second is known as Experiential 

Diagnosis. 

 

MBD emerged in the late 1980s [26] and is now a well established approach to fault 

diagnosis [53], at least within the literature.  One of the seminal papers on MBD was by 

Reiter [58]. Section 2.3 will return to this particular source and provide additional 

background material on reasoning methods for diagnosis.  

 

Model Based Diagnosis requires a model (a formal description) of the system, typically 

encompassing its structure and behaviour, which allows the expected behaviour (results) 

of the system to be compared with actual results (see Figure 5, taken from [62], which 

in turn has adapted it from [12]). The advantage of this approach is that only knowledge 

of the theoretical behaviour of the system, available at design time, is required. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In contrast, Experiential Diagnosis relies on having practical experience of how a 

system fails. Popular in the 1970s using Expert Systems technology (for example, see 
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Figure 5 – Principle of Model Based Diagnosis 
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[39]), the idea was to use experience to map from symptoms directly to likely faults. 

The logic would typically be represented in a diagnostic decision tree (see  Figure 6) 

and was easily computable. However the major problem was the difficulty of getting 

good heuristics, i.e. rules for interpreting symptoms. Domain experts were not always 

willing or able to define the rules by which they operated. In addition, large collections 

of rules were difficult to understand and modify. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More recently a further experiential technique has emerged known as Case Based 

Diagnosis. This employs Case Based Reasoning (CBR) (for examples, see [56] which 

also offers valuable introductions to a wide range of diagnostic approaches). CBR 

generally uses text based (free form) problem descriptions and pattern matching to 

identify relevant cases. CBR can be effective for diagnosis, particularly in support of 

help desk applications. It is suited to situations where the problem domain is broad but 

shallow (possibly with multiple failure entry points), where experience rather than 

theory is the prime knowledge source and solutions are re-usable. Of course all 

experiential techniques depend on having sufficient experience of a problem from 

previous encounters to be able to make a diagnosis. 

 

Experiential approaches based on probabilities (e.g. Bayesian nets) or learning 

mechanisms (e.g. neural nets) are also possible. Of course systems can include a 

combination of MBD and Experiential techniques. Fenton et al [19] report on a number 

of hybrid approaches and in fact this reference provides a good overview of fault 

diagnosis within electronic systems in general. In so doing, it recognises the research 

effort expended in this area but bemoans the fact that industrial acceptance of AI 

techniques for diagnosis has not  been high. 
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Figure 6 – Example Diagnostic Decision Tree 
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Perhaps a contributory factor to this lack of acceptance has been the use of inconsistent 

and conflicting terminology. Given that diagnosis is a form of logical inference, some 

references in the literature date back over one hundred years. Indeed modern inference 

rules have evolved from work undertaken by the ancient Greeks so many fundamental 

principles are much older than this. However this particular  review will focus on 

material published during the last twenty years. Over this period, terms such as Expert 

Systems based, Rule based, Heuristic, Model based, Experiential and Behaviour based 

diagnosis have all been in common use. Fenton et al [19] categorise approaches as 

heuristic, fundamental and historical. However, this thesis will group the heuristic and 

historical categories together as experiential and treat fundamental approaches as 

equivalent to model-based. Darwiche [10] draws a distinction between rule-based and 

model-based approaches but given that models for diagnosis tend to be expressed as 

rules of behaviour, such a classification may confuse more than clarify. This thesis will 

associate the term rule-based with heuristic rules gained from experience and argue that 

model-based diagnosis should include all methods derived from models of structure and 

behaviour regardless of reasoning method employed. See Figure 7 for a suggested 

taxonomy of diagnostic approaches. Section 2.3 provides more background on possible 

reasoning methods to achieve a MBD.  

 

A further factor influencing take up may be that advocates of particular approaches tend 

to be somewhat partisan in their views. For example [39] denigrates MBD systems as 

‘verifiers’ and inherently inferior to diagnostic tasks whereas [62] denigrates heuristic, 

rule based approaches as impractical. However Reiter [58] provides a refreshing 

perspective in that he acknowledges a role for both heuristic and model based 

approaches. 

Figure 7 – A Taxonomy of Diagnostic Approaches 
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Although authors  tend not to agree on terminology or approaches, they do recognise 

that the diagnosis of product or system faults is fundamentally different to that of 

medical diagnosis. In general, the purpose of system fault diagnosis is to identify a least 

replaceable unit, i.e. a faulty component that can be replaced, so there is no need to 

diagnose further. The use of intervention techniques are possible to test an hypothesis 

by replacing a suspect component. Clearly this option tends to be one of last resort in 

medical diagnosis.  

 
Within MBD, models can range from dependency models to state based models, other 

types of functional models, causal models, or qualitative reasoning models. Many of the 

models involved in this thesis are forms of dependency model, so Figure 8 provides a 

simple example: the correct operation of component C1 is dependant on C2 and C3, the 

correct operation of C2 is dependant on C4 and C5 etc. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Most model based diagnosis papers (for example, those reprinted in [26]) concentrate 

almost exclusively on analysis of hardware based systems. Usually the theory is applied 

to digital circuits. These are simple, well defined functions that can be exactly modeled 

with First Order Logic (FOL) using discrete, 2 state variables. Of course, electronic 

circuits can indeed fail because of hardware faults so the diagnosis can be useful. But 

software components are inherently different and more complex and to date, do not 

seem to have been properly addressed within the literature. 

 

Over the years, the trend in fault diagnosis has been away from experiential based 

techniques towards model based techniques. More recently multi-agent based 

approaches have been employed and, in principle, agents could be used in combination 

with both experiential or model based approaches. Systems involving homogeneous 

(same type) or heterogeneous agents (distinct types) are possible. The next section goes 

into more detail. 
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2.2.2 Agent-based Diagnosis, Cooperative Problem Solving & CDPS 
 
Arguably the leading innovation in the field of Artificial Intelligence during the last 

decade has been the emergence of so-called ‘intelligent’ agents operating in the context 

of distributed or multi-agent systems. Developments in agent technology have benefited 

immensely from the increasing availability of low cost distributed processing power and 

the ubiquity of TCP/IP networks. The technology has also received an impetus from the 

emergence of Java as a platform independent programming environment and, more 

recently, from the emergence of the Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) 

[20] as a standards body encouraging inter-operation between competing agent 

platforms.  

 

There are numerous papers that provide introductions and overviews of this general 

field (for example, see [36], [37], [48], [49] and [72]). However, a key characteristic of 

a multi-agent based solution lies in the idea that the whole is more than the sum of its 

parts. Individual agents need not be that complex but the emergent behavior arising 

from their interactions should be able to solve problems that are impractical or 

impossible for an isolated agent to tackle.  

 

There are a several reasons why agents are suited to fault diagnosis within home 

networks. 

• This task is naturally distributed. Agents can operate within the distributed nodes of 

the home network, execute local tests on components and cooperate with other  agents 

to identify problems. De-centralising processing also removes potential single points 

of failure and the processing load on a remote manager can certainly be reduced if 

diagnostics are processed locally. 

• Different agents can implement different analysis techniques (e.g. experiential or 

model based) and an open agent architecture should enable the straight-forward 

introduction of alternate analysers within the fault diagnosis system. 

• The goal that the system should be highly autonomous aligns particularly well with 

agent philosophy. It is possible to visualise such a system as embedding various 

experiential and model based analysers within the home network, exploiting a range 

of knowledge sources and taking the initiative to run a variety of system tests in order 

to provide pro-active assistance to human users. Furthermore in the event of network 
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disruption, agents operating in different partitions can still reason about their view of 

the problem and maintain some level of service to users. 

Of course an agent approach is not without its drawbacks. For example, the computing 

resources at some nodes may be limited. However, by separating essential ‘per  node’ 

functionality from more computationally demanding processes and restricting these 

latter processes to run only on selected nodes, it should be possible to accommodate a 

balance of ‘lightweight’ and ‘heavyweight’ agents across a network. 

 

An important sub-field of multi-agent systems is Cooperative Distributed Problem 

Solving (CDPS) and many of its principles are of particular relevance to this thesis. 

CDPS specifically concerns cooperation between loosely coupled distributed problem 

solvers to address problems that may be intractable if tackled on an individual basis 

through lack of expertise, resources or information. CDPS originated with the work of 

Victor Lesser and introductions to the field are available in [4], [18], [43] and [71]. 

 

Two important concepts in this area are coherence and coordination. Coherence 

indicates how well agents behave as a unit and may be measured by the quality of the 

result and the solution time etc. Coordination indicates the degree of extraneous activity 

involved and might require explicit communications to ensure a satisfactory outcome or 

incur extra costs through conflict or interference between agent activities. In a review of 

CDPS issues, recommended by Wooldridge [71] as still relevant and insightful even 

though written in 1988, the survey article by Bond and Gasser in [4] argues “much more 

research is needed to understand how to achieve coherence”. This thesis attempts to 

contribute in  precisely this area. 

 

There are two typical approaches to achieving CDPS: task sharing and results sharing. 

The FDS agent architecture discussed in this thesis embodies both. Task sharing appears 

in the delegation of symptom analysis tasks to specialist analyser agents while results 

sharing underpins the basic collaborative approach to diagnosis whereby agents 

cooperatively exchange information as a diagnosis is developed. 

 

This section will now review relevant material from a series of papers addressing  fault 

diagnosis by means of multiple agents with particular relevance to telecommunication 

or computer networks. Note that no papers prior to this research addressed this topic 

within the context of home networks. This review will emphasise synergies with the 
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proposals contained in this thesis and embodied in the FDS prototype. Section 3 will 

highlight key differences. 

 
Although Carver and Lesser’s paper [7] is not about the application of diagnosis to a 

network per se, it does encompass some distributed diagnosis principles which are very 

relevant. The paper embodies CDPS principles and discusses the idea of distributed 

agents collaborating to determine ‘consistent’ local solutions to sub problems which can 

then be adopted globally. In so doing, it aims to reduce the volume of data 

communicated within the system and potentially improve performance, reduce system 

cost and improve reliability. Various collaboration strategies are defined. The basic 

approach (CLSS – Consistent Local Solutions Strategy) is appropriate when 

communicating agents have consistent local solutions. In this case the solutions can be 

merged, in the simplest case by taking their union. However what constitutes 

consistency is not defined and will inevitably depend on the domain of interest. 

Furthermore, complications may occur when sub problems are not independent and 

merging cannot simply be achieved by taking the union of the local solutions. If local 

solutions are inconsistent, then a number of alternative collaboration strategies are 

presented. One of these is CLSS1 – one agent transmits all its data to the other and that 

agent interprets the complete set. Other strategies are based on the selection of higher 

probability local solutions. 

 

To summarise: the paper considers collaboration between distributed agents and 

discusses the propagation of consistent conclusions. The proposals of this thesis are in 

line with these principles and apply them to our domain of interest – specifically this 

thesis determines what it means to ‘merge’ local solutions (i.e. the Diagnostic AND 

operator) and how to evaluate the consistency of solutions.  

 

Letia et al [44] describe a goal driven agent based distributed diagnosis system for 

computer networks. The emphasis is on use of a shared ontology between different, 

heterogeneous agents. Tester agents perform model based diagnosis for non-self 

checking devices to turn them into self-checking devices. Diagnostic agents integrate 

fault notifications from the tester agents and failure notifications from other agents to 

give results for individual sub-systems. If an agent cannot resolve an unexplained 

failure, then it forwards the notification to neighboring agents until one is able to 

resolve it. Resolved failure notices are passed back to the agent that initiated the 
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notification. This is a de-centralised approach, albeit a rather different one to that 

proposed by this thesis. No consensus on faults is attempted. Schroeder [62] presents a 

very similar example of cooperating agents within a computer network. However the 

focus in Schroeder’s case is on the use of an extended logic formalism as a universal 

language for expressing system models.  

 

Provan [57] describes an interesting approach to distributed diagnosis that is also 

fundamentally different to this thesis. Local diagnoses use localised component models 

which are independent of context and which will only implicate local components. Inter 

agent logic synthesises local diagnoses into global diagnoses by reference to a model of 

causal influences. Effectively this model provides a routing diagram through the 

network of connected components and forwards conclusions to related components. No 

alternative diagnoses are supported in Provan’s scheme. Instead the ‘most likely’ fault 

scenario is selected at each stage.  

 

Kurien et al [42] discuss both centralised and distributed approaches. The paper treats 

distributed diagnosis as a distributed constraint satisfaction problem in which a global 

system model is partitioned into a number of sub-models which must agree on values 

for shared variables. A diagnosis consists of value assignments to variables, i.e. a 

statement of the set of component states in the system. 

 

The distributed diagnosis process proceeds by local agents exchanging variable 

assignments (effectively partial diagnoses) that act as local solutions and in the process 

of exchange, remote solutions that prove inconsistent when viewed in a different 

context, are eliminated (pruned). Iteratively, the range of variable values is then 

reduced. This process is described as refinement. To determine the most likely 

diagnosis, prior probabilities of each failure are combined assuming conditional 

independence and the highest rated diagnosis is selected.  

 

The diagnostic process therefore proceeds by local agents comparing results with 

selected peers (those sharing the same state variables) and agreeing variable values 

(diagnoses) to achieve consensus. At this level of abstraction the process is essentially 

consistent with the proposals of this thesis (and also with [7]) although in [42] 

collaboration activity is restricted to known interested parties. In both [42] and [57], 

inter agent communications are dictated by system models expressed using a 
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consistency based formalism.  

 

In [42], local diagnostic agents support multiple, alternative diagnoses and prune 

alternatives as part of the distributed process. Such practice is certainly in keeping with 

the spirit of this thesis but as with [44] and [57] there are some key differences which 

are discussed in Section 3. 

 

Sugawara et al [64] describe a multi-agent system for diagnosing problems in TCP/IP 

networks. Problems are diagnosed cooperatively or autonomously depending on their 

type. It uses experiential diagnosis based on knowledge bases of rules to recognise 

known symptoms, i.e. it follows very much an expert systems approach. Distributed 

homogeneous agents collaborate by propagating partially satisfied hypotheses together 

with certainty factors. Essentially an agent is saying to a peer, “I think there’s an x% 

likelihood of this particular problem, this is why, and can you shed any light from your 

perspective?”. As all agents are homogeneous, an agent is in a position to expose details 

of its internal rule matches. Note that this is in marked contrast to the philosophy behind 

[44]. 

 

Sugawara et al [64] use sophisticated knowledge bases and sophisticated agent 

interactions but nevertheless still rely on users flagging operational problems in the first 

place. From the perspective of the current research, it makes a key claim that AI-based 

management and diagnostic systems for networks mainly focus on OSI layer 1 and layer 

2 issues. It goes further to assert that “For constant network operations, the system that 

can monitor the network from higher-layer viewpoint is required.” This is one of the 

driving forces behind the work of this thesis. It should be noted that  [64] acts on this 

motivation but only to the extent of considering OSI layer 3 and 4 as its higher layer 

viewpoints. In other words it still does not consider an application’s perspective. 

 

Guigoussou and Soulhi [25] describe a multi-agent system for diagnosis and 

troubleshooting in mobile phone networks. They use agents as a basis for 

modularisation. There is little autonomy and no collaboration. The paper adopts a very 

traditional telco perspective by being heavily based on TMN terminology [32]. As such 

it addresses large business concerns like handling Trouble Reports and functions such as 

event/ alarms correlation and root cause analysis. It uses CBR for known faults 

recognition and also includes rule based domain knowledge. It appears to adopt a 
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centralised approach to analysis of data collected. However, the interesting aspect from 

the perspective of the current research is its inclusion of software oriented data integrity 

checks (e.g. FindHang and LinkedList functions).  

 

Wijata et al [70] describe an agent based network monitoring system. Its purpose is to 

collect performance data across a network. It does this by providing ‘wrappers’ of agent 

software around existing monitoring and measurement tools to create a network of 

distributed agents. The system can execute scripts that instruct distributed test agents to 

send test messages to other agents and for distributed measurement agents to collect 

observation data.  

 

The system uses ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) to ‘ping’ hosts to routine 

the network to check for connectivity. It uses the information to support dynamic 

reconfiguration of a distributed application. There is no collaboration. 

 

The interesting point from the perspective of the current research is that [70] claims to 

perform monitoring at application (and network) levels. The key point is that it monitors 

the network from an application perspective but doesn’t actually monitor the application 

itself. Application agents represent the interests of a distributed application and act on 

its behalf to drive the monitoring system. However no diagnosis is performed only 

visualisation of measurements taken.  

 

Sugawara with colleagues, in a second paper [1], describes agent based cooperative 

analysis within a very specialised system to check that routing information is being 

correctly propagated across neighbouring network domains. This system ‘pings’ 

network nodes to check connectivity and asks third party agents for observations from 

their viewpoint on the behaviour of second party nodes. Although there is cooperation 

between agents there is no propagation of diagnostic information. Conclusions stay 

local to the ‘first party’ (i.e. the originating agent).  

 

2.2.3 System Level Diagnosis 
 
In addition to work in the fields of multi-agent systems and model-based diagnosis, a 

further and distinct body of literature is to be found under the label of system-level 

diagnosis. This latter field has developed from the ‘PMC model’ proposed by Preparata, 
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Metze and Chien [55] and has been primarily driven by consideration of fault 

identification in multi-processor circuit boards. Although there are some degrees of 

synergy, the emphasis here is on determining the trustworthiness of test results relayed 

from processor nodes rather than on inferring the presence of faults from observations 

of system behaviour.  System-level diagnosis relies on test processes embedded within 

nodes which are typically invoked on a periodic basis. Generally this body of work 

assumes regularly interconnected network structures, i.e. direct connection between 

nodes in a mesh-like structure, which does not usually apply in a home network. There 

is also no allowance for problem notifications from self-aware applications. However 

the key factor limiting the applicability of this theory is that it makes no inferences 

about the state of passive components (i.e. network links) or software components. 

Consequently work on system-level diagnosis has not particularly influenced this thesis. 

 

2.2.4 Failure Detectors 
 
A further body of work has been published which is concerned with failure detectors in 

distributed systems. This work is exemplified by a paper from Chandra and Toueg [8] 

which presents algorithms for establishing consensus. In this context, consensus is 

treated as a form of voting mechanism where all processes within a distributed system 

are able to agree the same outcome i.e. choose the same value from the set of values 

proposed by those processes. This is a somewhat narrower definition of consensus than 

generally adopted within CDPS, or indeed within this thesis, where information may be 

partial and negotiation is permitted to adapt proposed values providing the final solution 

is acceptable to all. 

 

Although the paper primarily deals with failure detectors as an abstract concept, it 

envisages they will be based on time out mechanisms. Each process maintains a list of 

suspect (remote) processes and adds an entry to the list when a message transmission to 

a remote process times out. Subsequent receipt of a message from a suspect process 

causes the suspect to be dropped and its timeout period to be extended to avoid 

premature inclusion on the suspect list again. Processes also routinely send out ‘I’m 

alive’ messages to all processes so timeout periods will adapt towards optimal values 

over time. 
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However, rather than identifying faults in components, the emphasis is on fault 

tolerance and achieving reliable transfer of information between processes. As such it 

has not particularly influenced the work of this thesis to date although the idea of self 

optimising timeouts for message transfers is elegant and may well be adopted within the 

FDS prototype in the future. 

 

2.3 Reasoning Methods for Diagnosis 
 

Much of the theory that underpins modern diagnosis was expounded by Reiter in [58]. 

This defines the principles now known as Model Based Diagnosis although the paper 

did not actually use this term. An important element of the theory proposed by Reiter, 

and also highlighted by de Kleer [17], was the importance of identifying minimal 

subsets of components as diagnoses. Reiter [58] used the term ‘principle of parsimony’ 

to justify this – essentially if a set of suspect components is sufficient to explain all 

observed abnormal behaviour then adding additional suspects to this set is irrelevant. 

This principle is embodied within the Diagnostic AND operator. 

 

The normal reasoning method associated with MBD is consistency based reasoning. A 

model of the system, typically expressed in First Order Logic, specifies the expected 

results for given inputs. The model is structured so that individual elements are enabled 

or disabled depending on the fault status of system components. To start with, all 

components are assumed to be fault free, i.e. that they are operating normally and make 

their normally expected contribution to system behaviour. If this set of assumptions is 

flawed and there is a mismatch between the model output and the observed system 

output, then individual assumptions are ‘relaxed’ and elements of the model disabled 

until the behaviour predicted by the model matches the observed behaviour. The 

model’s output will then be consistent with, and deemed to ‘explain’, the observed 

system output. Different combinations of relaxed assumptions which equally well 

explain the observed behaviour can then be used to identify the faulty components. In 

this thesis consistency based reasoning is treated as a reference point from which other 

methods are considered. Consistency based reasoning is a general purpose method but 

such generality is not always needed. This thesis will demonstrate that deductive 

reasoning and abductive reasoning also have a role to play. 
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Deductive reasoning is the basic form of logical inference: for example, if the behaviour 

of our world is consistent with a rule saying if situation X occurs then situation Y will 

also occur and it is also known that situation X has in fact occurred then it is reasonable 

to deduce that situation Y is due. This inference rule is given the rather grand name of 

modus ponens meaning ‘method of affirmation’. The key point is that deduction works 

in a forward direction, from cause to effect. 

 

Abductive reasoning works in reverse. Given the same world, with the same behaviour 

rule, if it is possible to observe that situation Y has occurred then it is possible to 

hypothesise situation X as a possible cause. This is unsound from a deductive point of 

view as this may not be the only rule involving situation Y. Indeed the set of rules may 

not be a complete description of our world’s behaviour. 

 

Section 4.5.1 will illustrate the logic involved in each of the above approaches by 

making use of a series of rules expressed in First Order Logic. These rules typically 

embody an implies symbol (⇒) relating a Left Hand Side (LHS) situation to a Right 

Hand Side (RHS) situation. This means that if the LHS situation holds then the RHS 

situation must also hold. LHS and RHS are sentences that may include elements such as 

predicates, functions, logical connectives, variables and quantifiers specifying the 

values over which variables may range. These specifiers may include set based 

operations. For a good introduction to these concepts see [60]. 

 

Predicates are used to represent the truth or falsehood of a particular situation. Instances 

of predicates may be regarded as specific facts within a knowledge base (KB). An 

important predicate is one that denotes the fault status of a component. Following 

convention  this will be denoted as ab() indicating that the component represented by its 

argument is abnormal i.e. faulty. Of course, its negated form ¬ab() indicates that the 

referenced component is operating normally. 

 

There are three basic patterns of rule which appear within the field of diagnosis: 

 

• Causal rules for normal behaviour: these may be recognised by the appearance 

of  ¬ab(x) on the LHS and effects on the RHS. These rules are used with 

consistency based reasoning. 
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• Causal rules for faulty behaviour: these may be recognised by the appearance of  

ab(x) on the LHS and effects on the RHS. These rules are used with abductive 

reasoning  

• Diagnostic rules: these may be recognised by the appearance of  effects on the 

LHS and  ab(x) on the RHS. These rules are used with deductive reasoning 

 

In addition, supplementary rules may be specified. These may facilitate interpretation of 

observations (in which case they will have a symptom on the LHS and the implications 

of this symptom on the RHS but will not include an ab() predicate). Alternatively, 

supplementary rules may specify integrity constraints, i.e. situations which cannot occur 

in our world. 

 

The more comprehensive a set of rules that can be provided then potentially the more 

powerful the model becomes. A complete model would include all these different types 

of rule. 
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3 Limitations of Existing Approaches 
 
Given the volume of published material concerning fault diagnosis (see Figure 4), it is 

difficult to deal in absolutes but nevertheless this thesis will postulate the following: 

• There have been no prior attempts to integrate fault diagnosis within OSGi based 

environments or to provide general fault diagnosis solutions to home networks. This 

research achieves both these goals. 

• Diagnosis is rarely applied to applications software. The notable exception is Franz 

Wotawa’s work [73][74] where MBD is applied to software debugging. In this case 

the model reflects the implementation (rather than its specification) and expected 

behaviour is defined by a test plan. Prior work on reasoning about software 

behaviour has tended to focus on formal specifications and the verification of 

transformations of these specifications (i.e. correctness proofs) rather than on 

reasoning about operational failures. This thesis integrates reasoning at network and 

software application levels. 

• Diagnostic facilities tend to be dedicated to particular systems, i.e. designed on a 

bespoke basis and integrated with specific products. Underlying methods may be 

adaptable or re-usable in different circumstances but the facilities themselves are not 

open and extensible. For example, in [42], [57] and [62] inter agent communications 

are determined by overall system models. The system models and the formalisms 

they are expressed in are an integral feature of these diagnostic systems. The FDS 

collaborative framework operates independently of such models and is therefore 

agnostic with respect to the types of model used by analyser agents. The separation 

of models, analysis and collaboration mechanisms paves the way for an open 

architecture  and enables the dynamic extension of diagnostic facilities. 

 
Many researchers have relied on a single abstraction (i.e. language or modeling 

formalism) to describe an entire system. Although Davis and Hamscher [12] identified 

the potential value of using multiple different abstractions as early as 1988, citing how 

to use different models in combination as a worthwhile research issue, this avenue 

seems to have been largely unexplored to date. The idea of exploiting multiple 

knowledge sources has a long heritage in AI, principally in the field of blackboard 

systems, but the idea of using multiple different models within distributed diagnosis is 

atypical. Letia et al [44], with an emphasis on heterogeneous agents and shared 

ontology, is a notable exception. Their approach allows local models to use different 
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formalisms (and analysis methods) than the system wide formalism enshrined in their 

‘diagnostic ontology’ shared by all diagnostic agents. Although their framework is 

potentially extensible, information exchanges between agents are tightly constrained by 

the ontology. In comparison, this thesis goes further by, in effect, adopting a minimal 

ontology where the common knowledge amongst agents is limited to diagnoses, which 

identify component names, and to symptom and model types (while the internal details 

are restricted on a ‘need to know’ basis). In this way the proposals of this thesis may be 

regarded as readily extensible and indeed ‘open’. 

 

Some systems support the idea of multiple, alternative diagnoses (e.g. [42]) which are 

refined as more information becomes available. In fact refinement is implicit in many 

approaches, e.g. the TOAST diagnostic strategy of [39] and the iterative diagnostic 

process of [17]. Some systems incorporate explicit test or measurement activity to 

capture more information; others rely on the ‘opportunistic’ availability of sensor data 

to narrow down diagnostic choices. Some systems (e.g. [57]) just select the ‘most 

likely’ diagnosis at each stage. FDS incorporates a blend of these ideas within an end to 

end process. It maintains alternative diagnoses until there is clear evidence to discount 

an alternative and incorporates the idea of refinement until a single candidate diagnosis 

remains. 

 

Although this research has focused on OSGi as a worthy platform for future systems 

within the home, the current OSGi specification [51], and its predecessors, have built-in 

limitations. Despite its intended use in distributed environments, OSGi is surprisingly 

centralist in outlook and an installed OSGi framework basically provides single host 

operations to code executing within a framework. There is no support for a federation of 

OSGi frameworks and the API provides no facilities to invoke OSGi services running 

on remote platforms. This research has addressed these limitations by augmenting OSGi 

with a combination of mechanisms including FIPA agent facilities and Java  RMI. 

 

Traditional fault diagnosis within networks has tended to focus on hierarchical reporting 

structures in keeping with centralised network ownership and management. The 

emphasis within this research has been on enabling self sufficiency within home 

domains with autonomy of operations and independence from the wide area network 

provider wherever possible. 
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4 Proposed Solution 
 
Section 4.1 outlines the author’s original vision for an agent based, distributed fault 

diagnosis system to address the goals identified in Section 1.2. This material pre-dates 

the development of the proof of concept FDS prototype.  Sections 4.2 to 4.7 then 

progressively describe the realisation of the vision and its manifestation in the prototype. 

Section 4.8 will then review the ideas embodied in the final FDS prototype against the 

original vision. 

4.1 Original Vision 
The idea for FDS was conceived against the backdrop of a diagnostic architecture 

outlined in Figure 9. Reasoning at a strategic level (diagnostic strategies) would direct 

the application of diagnostic knowledge to reason about specific system information.  
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Figure 9 – Diagnostic Architecture 

Within each of the major knowledge ‘blocks’ in Figure 9. a finer grained knowledge 

structure was envisioned. At a strategic level, i.e. Block 1, heuristics or other knowledge 

might be employed to focus the scope and ordering of diagnostic processes (in Block 2) 

and the timing of their invocation. For example, the determination of which agents 

should collaborate in a distributed diagnosis might well be subject to strategic policy. 

The determination of polling frequency for background system checks (i.e. routining) 

would also be strategic. Indeed the diagnostic strategies knowledge block would be 

responsible for determining whether regular polling is actually warranted or whether 

routine checks might be initiated depending on other factors (e.g. degree of activity in 

the system) rather than purely on the basis of elapsed time. 
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Schroeder [62] describes diagnostic strategies in a somewhat stricter sense as rules 

defining which candidate hypotheses should be used, rather than affecting how those 

hypotheses are generated in the first place. But he suggests the following as possible 

strategies which in fact could be used in either mode, i.e. to direct the generation of 

diagnoses, or to select diagnoses from a set of candidate solutions: 

• Use of hierarchical decomposition 

• Preference of single over multiple faults 

• Measurements (to distinguish among diagnoses) 

• Selection of alternate models if (initial) diagnoses are implausible. 

In [39], Keravnou and Johnson (in part based on Davis [11]) suggest possible strategic 

options as follows: 

• Explore the strongest (most probable) and minimal solutions (i.e. fewest faulty 

components) first 

• Evaluate constituent parts if not a leaf level part 

• Distinguish equally likely candidates by taking further observations (i.e. running 

tests). It should be feasible to trace back via symptom heuristics to determine 

which would be the best symptoms to collect (e.g. the symptom common to 

most candidates, run time of tests under consideration). 

Clearly there is plenty of common ground in these views. It can certainly be argued that 

diagnostic strategies (i.e. Block 1) are concerned with the application of meta-

knowledge to control the output of diagnostic processes (i.e. Block 2), independently of 

the diagnostic techniques used. 

 

Moving on to consider Block 2, Diagnostic Knowledge, and temporarily abstracting 

away the details of an OSGi environment, a home network application can be viewed as 

a set of distributed software processes that make calls (both synchronous and 

asynchronous) to other software processes that may execute on the same or different 

hosts. Within this context, diagnostic knowledge may be envisioned as a multi-level 

structure as outlined in Table 1.  

 

This model of diagnostic knowledge itself relies on different models for diagnosis at 

each level. The ordering of these levels is not based on any rigorous theory but involves 
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the idea of increasingly detailed knowledge of an application’s structure and expected 

internal behaviour at higher levels. 

Table 1 – Diagnostic Knowledge Levels 

Level Focus Description 

6 Full Functional Correctness Function’s output correct? 

5 Application Interaction Expected interactions within apps: c.f. 
message sequence diagram 

4 Application Integrity Has applications internal data been 
compromised? 

3 Application Call Hierarchy Software structure 

2 Application Topology How apps map to devices 

1 Device Topology  Which devices on which nets? 
 

It is expected that more sophisticated analysis of system behaviour will be required at 

higher levels. The lowest levels can be viewed as quite crude in comparison to the upper 

levels but it is believed that they can still provide useful results for diagnostic purposes. 

Defining a multi-level structure in this manner allows for the idea of multiple 

knowledge sources, each operating upon a different type of model, to be harnessed 

together to enable more informed diagnosis of problems. 

 

The theoretical upper bound on behaviour checks would be Full Functional Correctness 

which is shown at Level 6. However this level of check is impractical for a software 

component. This assertion is based on a body of work by Nancy Leveson concerned 

with software fault tolerance and software redundancy which dates from about 15 years 

ago (for examples see [5], [45] and [63]). Essentially, the conclusion reached from 

empirical studies into ‘n version programming’ was that there was no benefit in 

deploying multiple software implementations of a functional component with a view to 

comparing their outputs. Multiple implementations tended to exhibit the same faults, 

suggesting that (unknown) aspects of the specification or design documents were likely 

to be responsible for problems introduced at the code level. 

Of course software faults are invariably design faults not manufacturing faults. 

Hardware is different and multiple instances of the same hardware component can 

behave differently because of problems in manufacture or poor quality materials. This 

does not happen with software. One can of course experience installation and 

configuration problems but multiple copies of the software code will be equivalent. It is 

how the code is used that may differ. 
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Anyway, it is impractical for a diagnostic procedure to check completely that the output 

of a software function is correct. Why is the check function likely to be any more 

correct than the system it is checking? If it is, then it ought to be in use within the 

system itself. This holds whether the check function is automatically generated from 

design models or hand crafted. In such situations, the best that one is likely to end up 

with is a discrepancy between outputs and no way of knowing which to believe. In fact 

from Leveson’s experience, one may well get false acceptance of erroneous outputs  

when different implementations exhibit the same faults, and the system votes to accept 

an error. The exception to the general rule is if operational constraints such as speed and 

memory can be relaxed in which case the check function may be able to offer  a genuine 

verification of the accuracy and integrity of the operational component, albeit possibly 

not in real-time. However such cases are likely to be rare and are not ones likely to 

occur in a typical home system. 

 

However, despite these reservations, an upper bound of Full Functional Correctness is 

valuable in that it places a clear imperative on the other levels to check behaviour in 

different ways. These checks all ought to be orthogonal (in some sense) to Full 

Functional Checking. 

 

Level 1, Device Topology, is concerned with how devices map to networks. The 

expectation is that multiple devices will be connected to the same network and multiple 

networks may be connected to the same device. The device topology or network model 

can be represented as a set of connected predicates i.e. {connected(device, subnet)} 

indicating that a particular device is directly connected (has a network interface) to a 

particular  subnet. In fact the network model can be viewed as a connectivity map 

between devices.  

 

Level 2, Application Topology, understands how application components map to 

devices. It is envisaged that a Level 2 mechanism would operate via notifications (of 

problems encountered) from an application component to a local FDS agent (i.e. one 

operating on the same device). The FDS agent then has to decide what to do with the 

information received. The knowledge base could operate with predicates along the 

following lines:  
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deployed (appComponent, device)  

problem (type, target, source, [problem data]) 

 

The deployed predicate would provide configuration information: application 

component appComponent is deployed on the specified device. The problem predicate 

would provide notification of a problem detected with the target component by the 

source component.  

 

Level 3, Application Call Hierarchy, understands which software components are called 

by other software components. In principle, it can generate a simple dependency graph 

between software components which can be used to implicate faulty code elements 

shared by multiple components. This provides a quite simplistic view of application 

interaction (for example there is no knowledge of call sequence) but Level 5 revisits this 

area to provide a much more complete view. 

 

Level 4, Application Integrity, relies on applications providing entry points to allow 

FDS to interrogate them. In Java this would mean an interface class, say 

ApplicationIntegrity, with methods defined such as healthCheck() providing ‘callbacks’. 

An application wishing to avail itself of diagnostic support would implement the 

ApplicationIntegrity interface and provide the body of the healthCheck() method. In 

principle, healthCheck() would return true if application checks were successful and 

false (or not return at all) if there was a problem. This would allow the diagnostic 

system to check that a particular application component was available and apparently 

able to operate as expected.  

 

Level 5, Application Interaction, requires that the application registers an ‘application 

plan’ with the diagnostic system. This could be generated (possibly directly) from 

design models, for example from UML sequence diagrams (message sequence charts) 

or collaboration diagrams [31]. Essentially this would define the expected sequence of 

interactions between components, see Figure 10 as a possible example. In this case 

application component A1 executes process P1 which culminates in sending a message 

M1 to application component A2, then waits for message M2 in response. On receipt of 

message M1, application component A2 executes process P2, which sends message M2 

at its end.  Level 5 would require step by step notifications to be sent to the diagnostic 

system by the application at run time. The diagnostic system would then relate messages 
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and process activations to the plans and actively track the application processing and 

highlight any departure from the plan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Turning to the question of interactions between local diagnostic agents, should a local 

agent propagate observations, derived knowledge, or perhaps both across the network? 

On the face of it, transfer of observations (i.e. symptoms) would seem to be necessary to 

allow system wide diagnoses to be generated using a traditional ‘symptoms to faults’ 

inference procedure. However, on the assumption that the raw data of observations will 

involve larger data volumes than the conclusions derived from them, this means one is 

doomed to transfer greater data volumes and continually re-compute diagnoses. This is 

likely to become a problem as scale increases. This is certainly an argument presented 

in [7]. There ought to be scope for a fundamentally different process that exploits peer 

to peer interactions. 

 

What would be needed is a means for local diagnostic agents to propagate sound, agreed 

diagnoses and so avoid continual re-computation from original observations. This 

would necessitate a theory that allows negotiation between agents with partial 

observations that achieves equivalent results to a centralised solution with access to all 

observations. Such a centralised solution may be regarded as a reference solution that, if 

given access to full information, should always be able to infer the correct solution. 

 

A suitable distributed process would involve interaction between peer level agents. 

Agents would effectively be asking their peers to collaborate with a view to agreeing a 

joint diagnosis and so improve confidence levels above and beyond what is possible 

with their individual viewpoints. In this way all participating agents benefit.  

 

Agent based diagnosis may be viewed in BDI terms (Beliefs, Desires and Intentions) 

[24]. An agent’s working diagnosis or suspects list would form part of its beliefs. Its 
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Figure 10 – Example of a Possible Application Plan 
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desire would be to achieve an optimal diagnosis and its intentions, the steps towards 

achieving this diagnosis. A key step could therefore be to collaborate with an agent 

capable of reducing the entries in its suspects list. An example drawn from Level 2 

Diagnostic Knowledge (Table 1) will illustrate the process envisioned. 

 

Assuming an example system configuration as illustrated in Figure 11, and the 

knowledge that App A calls App B, and App C calls App D and given the observations 

that no response is received from either call, then a rational agent1 located on Device 3, 

aware only of the App C / D problem, would believe the set of suspect components to 

be {App D | Gateway | Device 1 | Subnet B | Subnet A}.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Now by requesting collaboration with an agent located on the Gateway, it might 

reasonably hope to clear both the Gateway and Subnet B by getting a response from the 

Gateway agent. So Device 3 requests collaboration with the Gateway and passes it its 

list of suspects, i.e. its current working diagnosis. 

 

Device 3 -> Gateway: Suspects {App D | Gateway | Device 1 | Subnet B | Subnet A}. 

 

But, from its viewpoint, the Gateway believes the suspects to be {Device 1 | Subnet A | 

App B}. It therefore responds as follows to Device 3: 

 

Gateway -> Device 3:  OK {Gateway, Subnet B}; Suspects {Device 1 | Subnet A | App 

D ∧ App B},  

 

                                                 
1 The term rational agent is used here in the sense defined by Russell & Norvig [60], i.e. acts to achieve 
the best outcome. 

Figure 11 – Example System Configuration 
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i.e. it exonerates the Gateway and Subnet B, confirms Device 1 and Subnet A are still 

valid suspects but concludes that the final alternate diagnosis must be App B (which 

Device 3 clearly does not suspect) and App D, i.e. it’s the conjunction of the remaining 

partial  diagnoses. 

 

Both Gateway and Device 3 now update their beliefs to share the new collaborative 

suspect list, i.e. {Device 1 | Subnet A | App D ∧ App B}. 

 

However, if Device 3 had selected Device 1 for collaboration then the exchange would 

have been: 

 

Device 3 -> Device 1: Suspects {App D | Gateway | Device 1 | Subnet B | Subnet A}. 

Device 1 -> Device 3: OK {Device 1, Gateway, Subnet A, Subnet B} ; Suspects {App 

D} 

Note that Device 1’s suspect set was previously empty – it had not previously been 

aware of any faults. 

 

If the Gateway now ‘pairs’ with Device 1: 

 

Gateway -> Device 1:  Suspects {Device 1 | Subnet A | App D ∧ App B} 

Device 1 -> Gateway: OK {Device 1 | Subnet A}; Suspects {App D ∧ App B} 

 

Then if Device 1 now ‘pairs’ with Device 3: 

Device 1 -> Device 3: Suspects {App D ∧ App B} 

Device 3 -> Device 1: Suspects {App D ∧ App B} 

 

And so all three nodes now share and agree a single final diagnosis. Now of course 

(App D ∧ App B} was not a minimal diagnosis in the earlier rounds of agent interaction 

(as there were several single component suspects). However if a Level 3 knowledge 

source were able to resolve the software call hierarchy, it might be possible to deduce 

that both App D and App B share a dependency on a further application component, 

App E, say. If App E provided support for Level 4 integrity checks, it may then be 

possible to confirm whether a single fault diagnosis of App E would be justified. 
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For diagnosis, a set of observations of system behaviour need to be mapped into a set of 

suspects, i.e. a diagnosis. To do this in a distributed, multiple host environment, requires 

operations on collections of observations and/ or collections of partial diagnoses. At one 

extreme, local diagnosis can be regarded as the translation from a set of local 

observations to a diagnosis that is partial in the sense that it represents that single 

viewpoint. At the other extreme, lies centralised diagnosis which implies the diagnostic 

process is applied to the entire collection of observations for the system under 

consideration, i.e. it takes a holistic view of the enterprise. Distributed diagnosis will 

involve local diagnosis at multiple locations and the subsequent synthesis of local 

results into a global solution. 

 

From the preceding discussions, collaborative diagnosis can be viewed as a form of 

distributed diagnosis which involves the propagation of diagnostic conclusions on a 

peer to peer basis. In contrast, holistic diagnosis is a form of centralised diagnosis which 

may be achieved by aggregation of observations collected at nodes across the network. 

Holistic and collaborative diagnosis are fundamentally different models. The first 

operates entirely on observations, the second primarily on conclusions.  

 

The remainder of this thesis will expand on these initial ideas and explain how they 

have evolved to form a viable fault diagnosis system, realised in a proof of concept 

prototype. 

 

4.2 Overview of Concepts 
 
This section will now introduce a number of concepts which form the cornerstone of 

FDS. In many cases these terms will have already been used informally within this 

document however a more precise definition is now appropriate in order to underpin 

further explanations. 

 

Put simply, a diagnosis identifies faulty components, i.e. the set of components which, 

if replaced, would restore the system to normal operation. In this thesis, a diagnosis is a 

structure comprising the following parts: a set of suspect sets where each suspect set 

contains the names of components which are suspected of being faulty; a set of cleared 

components – these are the names of components which are believed to be fault free; 

and a set of confirmed faults – these are components are believed to be definitely faulty. 
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Each suspect set, in conjunction with the faults set, provides an alternative explanation 

for the observed (abnormal) behaviour. If there are no suspect sets and the faults set is 

also empty then this is regarded as an empty diagnosis and the system is believed to be 

operating normally. 

 

Analysis is the process of translating symptoms into a diagnosis. In FDS, analysis is 

performed by analyser agents. 

 

A diagnosis is regarded as partial if it does not encompass all the possible viewpoints 

over a system. Viewpoints may be logical or physical. A physical viewpoint 

corresponds to that of a particular location in the system i.e. an individual node within 

the network. Nodes may be general purpose computing platforms, consumer devices 

with dedicated functionality or network devices (e.g. switches, hubs or wireless access 

points). This thesis will tend to use the term node where device type is not significant 

and host to indicate computing platforms. 

 

A logical viewpoint corresponds to a limited view of the system informed by particular 

knowledge or expertise. Such a viewpoint relates to particular types of symptom and 

particular types of component. For example a network level analyser might understand 

network nodes and links and symptoms such as ‘node A appears unreachable from node 

B’. An application analyser might adopt a logical view of the system that includes 

application components and the nodes they are deployed on and understands symptoms 

concerning operational problems encountered by applications, e.g. Java runtime 

exceptions.  

 

Analysis may be performed in ‘normal’ mode where it is applied purely to available 

symptoms (see Figure 12) or in ‘incremental’ mode where a prior (partial) diagnosis is 

also treated as an input (see Figure 13). Incremental analysis can be used to combine the 

results of different logical viewpoints (see Figure 14). Analysers can also generate 

additional symptoms to be added to the available symptom pool. 

 

Different physical viewpoints may be combined by following one of two distinct 

strategies. The first, termed holistic, is to aggregate (collect) symptoms from across all 
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locations in the network and analyse them at the same, single location to generate a 

diagnosis for the system as a whole. The second strategy, termed collaborative, is to 

analyse symptoms local to their point of origin and then combine the resulting partial 

diagnoses until an overall consensus emerges that all distributed agents can agree on.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Symptoms generated and analysed at local nodes will inevitably produce partial 

diagnoses. To combine partial diagnoses requires the application of a series of logical 

operations which this thesis will collectively refer to as a high-level operation named a 

Diagnostic AND. The Diagnostic AND lies at the heart of the collaborative diagnostic 

method and is applied as part of a collaboration protocol between participating agents. It 

exploits an agent’s belief in confirmed faults and cleared components to reduce the 

number of suspect components and the number of alternative suspect sets. In simple 

terms, if one agent has seen evidence that exonerates a component (and therefore adds it 

to its cleared set), another agent will use this knowledge to prune its suspect set entries. 

Confirmed faults are also used to prune entries from suspect sets and to eliminate 

alternative suspect sets when a suspect set becomes empty. In these circumstances, the 

elimination of all alternatives signifies that the remaining diagnosis has been confirmed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12 – Normal Analysis 

Figure 13 – Incremental Analysis 

Figure 14 – Combining Analyser Viewpoints 
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The benefit of the Diagnostic AND is that it operates independently of symptoms and 

system models and therefore offers the opportunity to introduce an open architecture in 

which different analysis methods can be used for different types of problem all within 

the same generic collaborative framework. Furthermore, use of the OSGi service 

platform essentially provides a plug-in framework for FDS components that allows the 

diagnostic capability to be dynamically extended with new analysers and models as 

different devices and applications are deployed. 

 

The label ‘incremental’ applied to analysis implies lower processing costs will be 

incurred. Certainly this may be possible. For example, Hou [29] defines an algorithm 

for an incremental diagnosis method which claims computational savings when 

processing new symptoms for a system with an existing diagnosis. Even without 

adopting specific algorithms, knowledge of confirmed faults and clears can streamline 

an analysis process. However incremental analysis does not automatically mean lower 

costs. Its biggest benefit is enabling a separation of concerns between logical viewpoints 

and so making a diagnostic problem more tractable to begin with.  

 

Incremental analysis also forms a vital element of collaborative diagnosis as  new 

symptoms are always analysed incrementally against a current working diagnosis by a 

local agent operating in collaborative mode. In contrast, holistic diagnosis discards any 

previous diagnosis and builds a new one from scratch. For holistic diagnosis, the first 

analysis step is always in normal mode but if multiple analyser viewpoints are to be 

combined, then subsequent steps will be incremental as well. 

 

The primary goal of fault diagnosis must be to correctly and unambiguously identify all 

faulty components and not to misdiagnose any fault free component. In FDS terms this 

means that diagnoses containing multiple suspect sets must be refined until only a single 

suspect set remains. In principle, the more information available to the diagnostic 

system in the form of symptoms (for example as a result of testing) then the more 

focussed a diagnosis is likely to be and the fewer valid alternatives will be available. 

But initial problem detection will typically offer  limited information on the nature of 

the problem and an initial diagnosis may well implicate a wide range of alternative 

suspects. 
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Ideally a diagnosis should be narrowed down to a single alternative to enable cost 

effective repairs. This will be termed a final diagnosis. A final diagnosis may still 

involve multiple suspects but in such a case all the suspects will be regarded as faulty 

and they will all need to be repaired or replaced to restore normal operations. In some 

situations it may not be possible to finalise a working diagnosis as all test options may 

become exhausted whilst multiple suspect sets persist. In such cases the outcome will be 

referred to as the end diagnosis rather than a final diagnosis. 

 

An end to end diagnostic process starts with initial symptom generation, proceeds via 

analysis, partial diagnosis generation and combination and refinement of diagnoses via 

cycles of testing and further analysis until a final diagnosis is generated whence 

component replacement or repair (see Figure 15) may be effected. Initial symptom 

generation might occur through self-aware applications recognising that they have 

encountered a problem (although they may not know where or why) and using an 

appropriate problem notification API to alert the diagnostic system of the occurrence, or 

from users initiating a problem notification via a suitable user-friendly interface, or 

from the diagnostic system proactively testing selected components (e.g. routining the 

home network for reachability). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Refinement involves collecting further information to inform analyses. This information 

may already be available somewhere in the network (opportunistic refinement, 

equivalent to the refinement found in [42]) or gathered as a result of explicitly testing 

selected suspects (deliberative refinement). Refinement is typically an iterative process 

whereby a small number of components are tested, the results are analysed, and a new 

intermediate diagnosis is generated which in turn helps to determine the next set of 

components to test. This process continues until a final diagnosis is achieved or all the 

test options are exhausted. 

• Opportunistic
• Deliberative

Detection

Initial Diagnosis

Refinement

Final Diagnosis

Replacement
/ Repair

Figure 15 – Diagnostic Lifecycle 
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Testing may therefore be selective, i.e. limited numbers of components may be selected 

for testing at each refinement cycle, or aggressive, when all suspect components are 

tested at the same time. 

 

Instead of preserving alternative suspect sets until there is clear evidence that they are 

invalid, a different strategy would be to simply ignore alternative diagnoses that are 

believed to be less likely. This may well allow a final diagnosis to be reached more 

quickly, however such a strategy is risky. If an erroneous diagnosis is selected 

(presumably having discarded the correct solution) then it can be difficult to recover. 

The natural consequence of such actions is that the user will be instructed to replace a 

component but having done so the fault will still persist! The policy within FDS is to 

analyse symptoms and retain alternative suspects within the working diagnosis until 

these components can be exonerated or confirmed as faulty. 

 
Given that the problem domain is distributed, the use of distributed agents to both 

capture and analyse symptoms seems natural. Furthermore, it would seem reasonable to 

expect that harnessing the power of multiple distributed processors to analyse symptoms 

in parallel would offer performance advantages over a centralised solution. However the 

distributed agents still need to reach a consensus decision on faults. At a comparatively 

early stage of this research, the author discovered that a collaborative process to agree 

diagnoses can be as computationally expensive as a centralised solution, if not more so. 

In fact initial attempts at a collaborative solution produced a markedly inferior 

performance to a holistic approach. This is illustrated in the graph shown in Figure 16 

by the curves labeled ‘Exhaustive Collaboration’ and ‘Holistic Diagnosis’.  

 

This graph plots solution times (from problem detection to final diagnosis) for a variety 

of fault scenarios with differing numbers of concurrent faults and varying numbers  of 

potential suspects. Exhaustive collaboration is a comparatively simplistic process and 

combines the partial diagnoses of each local agent without regard for the complexity of 

the outcome. Such a combinatorial process is multiplicative in nature which rapidly 

leads to computational overload with increasing numbers of independent faults. From 

Figure 16 it is clear that the exhaustive collaboration performance is much worse than 

holistic diagnosis. As a consequence, a key driver behind this research has been the 

search  for a collaborative solution that generates the same diagnoses as the holistic 

approach but delivers better performance. The breakthrough came with the conception 
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of a more sophisticated process that this thesis will term  grain based collaboration. A 

comparative plot using this method is included in Figure 16 and indicates a near linear 

characteristic with increasing problem size. 

 
 
 
 
Note that the results shown in Figure 16 were obtained by running an early version of 

the FDS prototype (before full implementation of the grain based method) essentially as 

a simulation. Using special features of the prototype including virtual hosts (see Section 

4.7.2) and scripted execution (see Section 4.7.3), end to end solution times were 

calculated from timing the piecemeal execution of the constituent operations on a single 

host and then plotted against a complexity measure, potential suspect space (which will 

be discussed in section 4.3.3). The graph is included here to explain the motivation for 

the grain based innovation. True distributed host results using the final prototype are 

included in section 5.2 and, reassuringly, reveal very similar performance characteristics 

for grain based collaboration relative to holistic diagnosis. 

 

The design of the grain based method exploits the fact that it forms part of a higher level, 

end to end diagnostic process whose goal is to produce a final diagnosis. At each 

attempt to combine partial diagnoses, agents involved in a collaboration check the 

potential outcome and refuse to complete the operation if the diagnoses are divergent 

and would generate a more complex solution. In such cases the local agents involved 

are  then obliged to attempt to refine their local diagnoses and repeat the collaboration 

attempt. In this way, refinement occurs in a distributed fashion across a network, the 

Figure 16 – Performance Comparison of Holistic & Collaborative Diagnosis 
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local diagnoses are simplified and the eventual consensus result not only avoids 

computational overload but performs significantly better than the holistic approach for 

larger problems. 

 

A further advantage of the collaborative approach is that all local agents share the same 

consensus diagnosis at the end. This means that subsequent problem notifications can be 

evaluated comparatively quickly to see if they can be explained by the known faults or 

whether a new problem has arisen. In the case of the holistic approach, only the agent 

on the initiating node has immediate access to the overall results. 

 
However the results reported in Figure 16 suggest that for smaller scale problems, 

holistic diagnosis may still be quicker (although the results are very close). This seems 

plausible as there is less inter-agent overhead involved. But despite this finding, grain 

based collaboration should still be regarded the safer option as it may be difficult to 

predict whether one is dealing with a small scale diagnostic problem or a large scale one, 

until substantial CPU time has been committed. 

4.3 Diagnoses 

4.3.1 Definition and Notation 
 

As discussed in Section 4.2, a diagnosis structure contains the names of cleared 

components and confirmed faulty components as well as suspects. Information on 

cleared components and confirmed faults can be most valuable in enabling the 

elimination  of suspects from other agents’ viewpoints.  

 

A diagnosis for a viewpoint  iv  may therefore be defined as 
iiii vvvv SSFCD ,,=  

where },....,,{ 21 nvvvv iiii
cccC =  and 1ivc  to nvi

c  are considered to be cleared, i.e. fault-free, 

components; },....,,{ 21 pvvvv iiii
fffF =  and 1ivf  to pvi

f  are considered to be confirmed 

faulty components; },....,,{ 21 qvvvv iiii
SSSSS =  and 1ivS  to qvi

S  are sets of suspects defined 

as },....,,{ 21 jrvjvjvjv iiii
sssS =  where the jkvi

s  are individual components that are suspected 

of being faulty. Each 
ivC  will be referred to as a cleared set, each 

ivF  as a faults set and 

each 
ivSS as a set of suspect sets. Each  jvi

S  is a suspect set and contributes to an 

alternative diagnosis. Note that the union of each 
ivF  and any jvi

S  gives a set of 
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components which if all were faulty would explain the symptoms observed at viewpoint 

iv .  Each such union will be termed a fault scenario. 

 

Each component name within a faults, cleared or suspect set may also be regarded as 

representing a logical proposition concerning its status. Each faults set, cleared set and 

suspect set may then be viewed as a conjunction and each set of suspect sets (i.e. each 

ivSS ) as a disjunction. Note that a diagnosis structure is independent of symptoms, 

analysers and the models used by analysers. 

 

To simplify writing diagnoses (and hopefully to facilitate their interpretation by the 

reader) a notation for their expression using only basic ASCII characters has been 

devised. The notation is intended to be concise, memorable and simple to write, either 

by hand or using any text editor. It is defined below in the form of a BNF style syntax 

definition: 

 

Note that the symbols ::=  <> [] {} |  are meta symbols and take their usual meaning 

within a set of BNF rules. Symbols delimited by single quote marks appear as concrete 

lexical elements within a diagnosis specifier. 

 
<diagnosis> ::=   <suspects> ‘;’ [ ‘+’ <faults list> ‘;’ ]  
   [ ‘ok’ ‘(’ <clears list> ‘)’ ] 
 
<suspects> ::=   ‘-’ | <suspect sets> 
 
<suspect sets> ::= <suspect list> { ‘|’<suspect list> } 
 
<suspect list> ::= <component list> 
 
<faults list> ::= <component list> 
 
<clears list> ::= <component list>  
 
<component list> ::= <component name> { ‘,’<component name> } 
 
<component name> is any string of ASCII characters excluding white space characters 

and  the comma, semi-colon and vertical bar characters which are used as separators 

within a diagnosis specifier. Note that hyphens are permitted within names, providing 

the name is longer than one character to avoid confusion with an empty suspect sets 

symbol. 
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Experience with the FDS prototype suggests that diagnostic processing costs are largely 

influenced by the cardinality of the set of suspect sets (|
ivSS |). Of secondary importance 

is the number of members in a suspect set. This thesis will therefore use the term size to 

indicate the number of alternative fault scenarios contained within a diagnosis.  

 

Size is defined as  follows: 

 

if |
ivSS | > 0 then 

ivSize = |
ivSS | 

else if |
ivSS | = 0 and |

ivF | = 0 then 
ivSize = 0 

else if |
ivSS | = 0 and |

ivF | > 0 then 
ivSize = 1 

 
In addition, this thesis will refer to the width of an individual fault scenario as the 

number of suspect components and the number of confirmed faults, i.e.  

 

jvi
Width = | jvi

S | + |
ivF | 

 
In many cases, a diagnosis will contain equal numbers of components in each 

alternative suspect set. In these cases, the diagnosis may be characterised by its shape 

defined as n x m, where n is its size and m is the width of each fault scenario. 

 
For example, if =xD a, b | a, c; + d; ok(e)  then its size would be 2, its width would be 3 

and its shape would be 2 x 3. 

 

4.3.2 Quality Considerations 
 
The quality of a diagnosis may be described in terms of its validity, consistency, 

completeness, correctness and optimality. This thesis will consider a diagnosis to be 

valid if the logical proposition represented by the combination of suspect set and faults 

set entries is true when compared with the real world. A complete diagnosis is a valid 

diagnosis which identifies all the actual faulty components. Note that a diagnosis can be 

valid but incomplete. The term correct may imply different things to different people – 

for example, does a diagnosis need to be complete to be considered correct? If not, does 

correct imply anything more than valid? Section 4.2 explained that a diagnosis with at 

most a single suspect set was termed a final diagnosis. For the purposes of this thesis, 
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correctness will be treated as meaning valid and final (but not necessarily complete)2. 

The stronger term optimal will be reserved for a final diagnosis that is valid and also 

complete.  

 

Note that none of these attributes concern cleared components and strictly speaking 

these are not essential to determining faults, however they can help expedite the process 

by enabling the Diagnostic AND operator to prune suspects. A diagnosis will therefore 

be classified as comprehensive if it includes all relevant cleared components within the 

viewpoint scope. A relevant cleared component is one that is shown as a suspect by 

another viewpoint. Finally a (partial) diagnosis will be classified as exhaustive if it 

embodies all possible alternative fault scenario propositions based on the evidence 

available to that viewpoint. 

 

The final quality attribute is consistency.  An inconsistent diagnosis is one that contains 

a contradiction, for example that the same component appears in both the cleared and 

faults sets, meaning that the component is deemed to be both fault free and definitely 

faulty. This can occur when different viewpoints have access to contradictory symptoms. 

This may be because some symptoms have become stale, e.g. a component that passed 

its tests at one stage subsequently fails them or a reachable platform becomes 

unreachable. 

4.3.3 Problem Complexity Measures 
 
To understand diagnostic behaviour it would be helpful to identify a complexity 

measure in order to be able to characterise problem scenarios. Such a measure could be 

plotted against elapsed solution times or CPU consumption to reveal how processing 

costs vary with system complexity for different diagnostic strategies. In addition it 

might also be used as part of the selection process for an appropriate diagnostic strategy. 

 

Now processing costs depend not only on the size of system (i.e. number of agents and 

number of components) but on the number of concurrent unrelated faults. Of course, 

such information is only available at the end of the diagnostic process (assuming a 

successful outcome) rather than at the beginning when all that is known is the number 

of problem notifications. Note that at the beginning it may not be obvious whether 

multiple notifications relate to the same fault or even the same application.  
                                                 
2 i.e the answers to the correctness questions posed have been taken to be no and yes. 
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A number of possible problem complexity measures are identified in Table 2 with an 

indication of their calculation cost. The higher the cost, then the more of the diagnostic 

process must be completed before the value can be determined. Potential suspect space 

has been adopted for use in performance analyses within this thesis as it offers a 

reasonable compromise  between calculation cost and providing an accurate reflection 

of the number of suspect combinations that will need to be explored to pin point the 

problem. 

Measure Description Comparative 
Calculation Cost 

Potential Suspect Space (PSS) The product of the number of components 
in each application implicated by problem 
notifications; ignores possible suspects 
from other viewpoints. 

Low 

Maximal Suspect Space (MSS) An expanded variant of PSS where 
potential application suspects are 
evaluated from all other logical 
viewpoints to implicate additional 
suspects. Defines an upper bound on 
suspect search space. 

Medium 

Unique Suspect Sets (USS) A subset of PSS with common 
components contributing to multiple 
applications factored out. A truer count of 
suspect space but requires comparison of 
actual components involved. 

Medium 

Initial Holistic Diagnosis Size Size of the first working diagnosis 
produced by holistic methods after 
problem notification but before explicit 
testing commences. Incurs substantial 
diagnostic effort. Will be <= USS. 

High 

Table 2 – Possible Problem Complexity Measures 

4.4 Grain Based Collaboration 

4.4.1 Diagnostic AND 
To recap, a consensus diagnosis is one that all agents within a given domain can accept 

as a satisfactory explanation of the observed behaviour; the diagnoses generated for 

individual viewpoints will be partial; to achieve a global view, partial diagnoses will 

need to be combined into a consensus view. The role of the Diagnostic AND operator, 

which will be denoted by the symbol d& in the following, is to effect this combine 

operation. The operator is applied by agents within the context of a collaboration 

protocol which defines the rules for interaction between local agents. Candidate partial 

diagnoses may be generated using any analysis process deemed appropriate. Section 4.5 

will discuss the analysis processes used in the FDS prototype. 
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A consensus diagnosis VD  across a collection of viewpoints V is defined as follows: 

})({d&,,
ivVVVV DSSFCD ==  

where VC  is the consensus cleared set,  VF  is the consensus faults set and  VSS  is the 

consensus set of suspect sets for viewpoint set },...,,{ 21 mvvvV = . Where only two 

viewpoints are being considered at one time then the Diagnostic AND may be shown as 

a binary operator, e.g. 

21 d& DDDV =  

Derivation of the consensus cleared and faults sets is the straightforward union of their 

constituent viewpoint sets, i.e. 

U
m

1  i =
=

ivV CC  

U
m

1  i =
=

ivV FF  

Generating the consensus set of suspect sets is more complex. This is simplest to 

explain by treating the suspect sets in terms of propositional logic. Each suspect set is 

treated as a conjunction of suspect propositions and the set of suspect sets as a 

disjunction. The propositions for each viewpoint are then conjoined (i.e. a logical AND 

is applied) and the structure normalised to disjunctive normal form (DNF), i.e. a 

disjunction of conjunctions which, back in set form, corresponds to the structure of each 

ivSS . The added complication is that VSS  must be pruned to (a) eliminate suspects that 

also appear in the cleared and faults sets and (b) eliminate suspect sets that are the 

superset of any other suspect sets. Requirement (b) is to satisfy the requirement for 

minimal diagnoses as identified by Reiter (see Section 2.3) and so is an embodiment of 

the principle of parsimony. 

 

Requirement (a) occurs because the mutual intersections of each suspect set and the 

cleared and faults sets should be empty. If a suspect also appears in the cleared or faults 

sets then it is no longer merely a suspect – firmer information of its status is available. 

Of course, a problem emerges if the same component appears in both the cleared and 

faults sets  as this would be a contradiction. This issue will be discussed in Section 5.3.2.  

 

To accomplish requirement (a), so-called hard or soft pruning may be applied, 

depending on the circumstances. Hard pruning means removing an entire suspect set if 

it contains a matching component. Soft pruning means that only the matching 

component is removed leaving the residual suspect set in place unless it becomes empty. 
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Figure 17 and Figure 18 illustrate the Diagnostic AND pruning rules. When pruning 

cleared components, a suspect set that becomes empty is simply discarded. However, if 

fault pruning eliminates a complete suspect set then this is regarded  as confirming a 

diagnosis and all the other suspect sets are then dropped 

 
Figure 17 – Pruning Cleared Components 

 

 
Figure 18 – Pruning Faulty Components 

Examples of some basic Diagnostic AND operations appear in Appendix A, presented 

in set notation. In addition, a simple hypothetical example is included here using 

diagnostic notation. Assume the partial diagnosis for a viewpoint x is as follows: 

=xD a | b | c | d; + e; ok(f) 

and for a viewpoint y is: 
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=yD  e, g, h | a, e, i | e, f, j; + k; ok(l) 

The consensus cleared set would then be =},{ yxC  {f, l} and the consensus faults set 

would be =},{ yxF  {e, k}. It is most economical to prune suspect sets of members also 

appearing in the cleared and faults sets before applying the AND operator rather than 

after. This gives an intermediate set of suspect sets for viewpoint y of {{a, i}, {g, h}} as 

the e suspect has been pruned equally from each suspect set whilst the f clearance has 

caused the {e, f, j} suspect set to be dropped as f does not appear in the other alternative 

suspect sets. Pruning leaves the viewpoint x suspect sets unchanged as they have an 

empty intersection with the cleared and faults sets. The AND operator is then applied 

followed by normalisation steps giving the consensus set of suspect sets =},{ yxSS  {{a, g, 

h}, {a, i}, {b, g, h}, {c, g, h}, {d, g, h}}. Note that candidate suspect sets {b, a, i}, {c, a, i} 

and {d, a, i} are removed from the consensus by the normalisation process as the subset 

{a, i} is also a candidate, i.e. the superset pruning rule is applied. Another way to look 

at this is that viewed in propositional terms (a ∧  i) ∨ (b ∧  a ∧  i) ⇒ (a ∧  i) i.e. the truth 

or falsehood of the proposition that b is faulty does not affect the interpretation of the 

overall expression.  

 

Note that the superset pruning rule is not applied across viewpoints: the suspect set {a, e, 

i} of viewpoint y is not pruned because {a} is a suspect set of viewpoint x. The key point 

is that these suspect sets exist in an AND relationship rather than in an OR relationship 

as in the previous paragraph. Imagine for one moment that {a, e, i} is a valid solution. If 

pruning were to occur at this point it would mean incomplete diagnoses would always 

be preferred over potentially complete ones. 

 

For the current example, the resulting diagnosis is  

=},{ yxD  a, g, h | a, i | b, g, h |  c, g, h |  d, g, h; + e, k; ok(f, l) 

meaning that one of the following five fault scenarios holds: either components a, e, g, h 

and k are faulty or  a, e, i and k or b, e, g, h and k or c, e, g, h and k or d, e, g, h and k.  

 

The standard d& operator, as described above, may be regarded as a benchmark for 

comparison with alternative, hypothetical operators. For example, it is possible to define 

a simplistic d& operator which simply takes the union of all suspect sets resulting in a 

single consensus diagnosis consisting of those components suggested as suspects by at 

least one agent. With such as operator, cleared and faults set pruning is limited to soft 
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pruning. To compare these possible approaches, let us assume that the correct solution 

in the above example is actually a, e, and k, i.e. none of the fault scenarios identified at 

this stage is actually correct. The ‘nearest’ is a, e, i and k which informally could be 

regarded as ‘over complete’, but strictly speaking is not valid. If more evidence is 

collected, for example by explicitly testing components, then it will be possible to refine 

the diagnosis. With the standard d& operator, this will require 3 tests to identify and 

confirm the correct solution, as follows. 

 

If component a is tested and results confirm it is faulty, then   

=},{ yxD  i | g, h; + a, e, k; ok(f, l) 

If g is then tested and cleared,  

=},{ yxD  i; + a, e, k; ok(f, g, l) 

As a last step, if i is also tested and cleared this produces a final diagnosis structure of  

=},{ yxD  - ; + a, e, k; ok(f, g, i,  l) 

Note that the outcome will be the same, irrespective of the order in which these three 

tests are applied. 

 

If the simplistic d& operator is used instead, then at the start of the test phase  

=},{ yxD  a, b, c, d, g, h, i, j; + e, k; ok(f, l) 

This will now require 8 tests to achieve the same outcome. The simplistic operator 

sacrifices knowledge of any structure inherent in the problem necessitating a linear 

examination of all suspects. 

 

A d& operator which simply takes the intersection of different viewpoints would also 

provide a very weak result. One might argue that such an approach would select suspect 

sets that all participants can agree to. However, in practice such ‘common mode’ 

consensus leads to a form of agent groupthink. Groupthink is a concurrence seeking 

tendency amongst close-knit human groups [34] which can lead to poor decision 

making. In FDS, agents adopting common mode reasoning tend to resist new 

propositions from individual agents to the extent that the view of the agent group never 

changes. 
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Some of the results shown in Appendix A may seem counter-intuitive, in particular the 

pruning results for cleared/faults intersections with some, but not all, suspect sets. For 

example, consider case 20: why should 

(a | b, c) d& ( - ; ok(b)) ⇒ a ; ok(b) 

rather than  a | c; ok(b), i.e. why not soft prune the second suspect set not hard prune it? 
 
The answer lies in a key principle of the d& operator, namely that its output should be 

stable, i.e. a consensus should not change if one of the constituent viewpoints is re-

considered. Furthermore the same consensus result should be achieved for a collection 

of viewpoints regardless of the order in which the viewpoints are considered. Now 

diagnosis  a | b, c would be a consequence of combining partials  a | b and a | c. A valid 

consensus should therefore survive unaltered if it is subsequently subjected to a d& with 

one of these partials. However regardless of whether hard or soft pruning rules are in 

effect, 

(a | c; ok(b)) d& (a | b) ⇒ a ; ok(b) 

so  a | c; ok(b) cannot be a true consensus as it is not a stable result.  

 

Note that it is possible to demonstrate the stability of all of the Appendix A examples. 

4.4.2 Collaboration Protocol 
 
The collaboration protocol is illustrated in Figure 19 and is a hybrid of the standard 

FIPA Request and Propose protocols. An initiating agent requests collaboration with all 

the other local agents in the home domain by sending them a copy of its latest working 

diagnosis. Receiving agents choose whether to participate and if so, send an agree 

response, apply the d& operator to the incoming partial diagnosis and their own 

diagnosis and send the result back to the initiator in an inform message. The initiating 

agent receives new partial diagnoses from participating agents and applies the d& 

operator to each of these and its own working diagnosis. It then chooses to accept or 

reject the result and sends the appropriate notification to the participating agent. If the 

initiating agent accepts the result then it sends a copy of the result with the accept 

message and also uses it to replace its own working diagnosis. The participating agent 

combines the diagnosis received in the accept message with its own latest diagnosis 

using the d& operator again. The reason that the d& operator is applied repeatedly at 

both initiating and participating agents is to check for changes in local viewpoints which 
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may occur whilst a diagnosis is in progress. Note that new problems may emerge at any 

time. 

 
Figure 19 – Collaboration Protocol 

The mathematical properties of the d& operator allow it to be used repeatedly in this 

manner. As indicated in Section 4.4.1 the d& operator is operand order independent and 

in mathematical terms it is associative, commutative and idempotent. It does not matter 

which agent starts the process or the order in which it consults other agents. Results are 

also invariant with repeated application of the operator, i.e. the consensus does not 

change however many times the same viewpoint is considered. 

A diagnosis may contain multiple alternative suspect sets. If these relate to  different 

components then unfortunately the effect of applying the d& is multiplicative and the 

size of diagnoses in terms of the number of alternative suspect sets can rise 

exponentially across a domain (see case 4, Appendix A). In such cases there is a real 

risk of combinatorial explosion and processing costs can rapidly outstrip those of the 

holistic approach, as indicated in Section 4.2.  

 

The solution to this problem is to be found in the recognition that the processing costs 

of the d& vary depending on the pattern of partial diagnoses it is being applied to. The 

cost of the d& operator on related partials (specifically where one viewpoint is the 

subset of another) is O(agents). Of course such a situation includes the case where one 

or more viewpoints is an empty diagnosis or indeed where viewpoints are equal. 

However the cost of the d& applied to unrelated or ‘divergent’ partials generated as a 

result of completely independent problems is O(|SS|2*agents). 
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If an agent has the basis to determine whether the cost of the d& will be high or low 

then it has the basis to choose whether to participate in the collaboration or not. In fact 

the decisive factor in avoiding computational explosion is that the number of alternative 

diagnoses should not be expanded by applying the d& operator. So the acid test of 

compatibility is that the size of the consensus is not larger than the largest of the 

contributing partials. If an agent determines that the d& operator will expand the 

working diagnosis then it will choose not to participate. In such a case its partial 

diagnosis will certainly contain more than a single suspect set and it is incumbent on the 

agent to attempt to refine and simplify its diagnosis by eliminating some of its 

alternatives and then try again to achieve consensus. Remember that the overall goal is a 

final diagnosis comprising only a single alternative so it is in all agents’ best interests to 

cooperate towards this end. 

It is therefore desirable to apply a low cost test of the compatibility of partial diagnoses 

before the cost of the d& itself is incurred. Unfortunately this is not possible in all cases 

but a pragmatic solution is to check those cases that can be checked cheaply for 

compatibility and in other cases to perform the d& locally, cache the result and make a 

decision on compatibility based on the size of the result. Figure 20 summarises the 

compatibility tests implemented. Note that by caching the d& result, repetition of the 

d& operation is avoided if the decision to proceed is subsequently taken. So ‘wasted’ 

effort is only incurred in a subset of truly incompatible cases. However this modest 

extra cost avoids the potentially much larger costs that would be incurred if the 

expanded d& result were used as input to a further d& operator and in turn subjected to 

further expansion etc. 

 
Figure 20 – Partial Diagnosis Compatibility Rules 

On receipt of a collaboration request, an agent which determines that the partials are 

incompatible will refuse the request. Furthermore an initiating agent that discovers that  

the diagnosis within an inform message is incompatible with its latest diagnosis will 
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reject the newly proposed diagnosis. This in turn causes the participant to rollback to its 

previous viewpoint. 

 

Now because the initiating agent builds up a collective view by consulting with other 

agents on a pairwise basis, its diagnosis is subject to change once its exchanges with an 

individual agent are completed. Therefore once a collaboration cycle has completed, it 

needs to repeat the process to share its updated view with all other agents. In fact the 

initiator continues to repeat collaboration cycles until it detects that there has been no 

change in the working diagnosis between the start and the end of the cycle.  Although 

the collaboration process is concurrent in the sense that all agent collaboration requests 

are sent off in one go, without waiting for a response from one before trying the next, 

the d& operation is applied to messages on a first come first served basis and 

participating agents do not lock out local changes to their working diagnosis while they 

are involved in collaboration. There seems little point in doing this as it would only 

delay the time at which new information would be incorporated within the collective 

view.  

 

As the d& operator is applied repeatedly as part of collaborations, it is desirable that its 

implementation is efficient. To this end, FDS incorporates an optimised d& algorithm 

that checks for certain special cases before applying a simple AND to suspect 

propositions. The suspect sets of the contributory viewpoints are compared to see if any 

are equal or related as subset and superset. If this is found to be the case, the superset (or 

arbitrarily one of two equal suspect sets) is carried forward directly to the resultant 

diagnosis without the need for further processing. Residual suspect sets (if any) are then 

permuted and rationalised in the normal way.  

 

An example will illustrate the process and the savings available. Assume  

D1 = a | b | c | d; and D2 = a, e; 

Applying the basic d& process, one step at a time: 

Step 1: D1 d& D2 ⇒ a, a, e | b, a, e | c, a, e | d, a, e; (by permuting suspect sets or in 

propositional terms, distributing and over or) 

Step 2: ⇒ a, e | b, a, e | c, a, e | d, a, e; (rationalising suspect sets to establish unique 

membership) 

Step 3: ⇒ a, e; (rationalising suspect sets by selecting subsets) 
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By applying the optimised algorithm, a, e; is recognised as a superset and carried 

forward unchanged. This leaves D2  empty so that no permutations with D1 suspect sets 

are required. The equivalent result is therefore achieved in one step. Note that 

viewpoints reflecting empty, equal and related (i.e. subset/superset) diagnoses tend to be 

common occurances within a home network and may all be processed at low cost with 

the introduction of the optimised d& algorithm. 

 

4.4.3 Grain Metaphor 
 

By repeating collaboration cycles until there is no change ensures that the results are 

stable and that all agents participating in the collaboration will share the same diagnosis. 

However, because of the refusal mechanism, this does not necessarily mean that there 

will be consensus across the domain. In fact consensus may only have been achieved 

across a subset of agents, a situation which may be thought of as equating to a ‘grain’ of 

consensus. The next step is to grow these grains of consensus until a global, agreed 

view is achieved. 

 

The term grain is borrowed from materials science as in the author’s opinion it provides 

an apt metaphor for this kind of distributed process. In materials science, grains are 

homogeneous zones of crystalline structure in metals [30]. They form when a liquid 

metal solidifies on cooling and develop around nuclei (which tend to be impurities). 

They are separated by grain boundaries which appear as pronounced dislocations in the 

lattice structure. If this phenomenon is examined, parallels can be drawn between nuclei 

and sites of problem notification; that uncommitted agents (i.e. those with an empty 

diagnosis) correspond to atoms in a liquid state; that forming or adopting a partial 

diagnosis commits an agent to a specific diagnostic viewpoint and corresponds to a 

phase change, i.e. a change to the solid state; and that agents with different diagnoses 

belong to different grains. Furthermore, faster cooling and more seed points equate to 

more system activity and more concurrent problem notifications. Both these situations 

tend to lead to smaller grain sizes.  

 

To grow these grains to achieve consensus across the entire home domain, the various 

partial diagnoses need to be refined (i.e. to eliminate some of the alternative suspect sets) 

and the d& operation re-attempted. To this end both initiating and participating agents 

involved in a refusal or a rejection will each attempt a refinement cycle after their 
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collaboration attempt. A refinement cycle consists of a test of one or more components 

followed by an analysis step.  

 

Following a policy of selective testing, the process of refinement and collaboration 

cycles will continue until either consensus is achieved or all test options have been 

exhausted. In fact once test options have been exhausted, a participating agent will  

relax its compatibility criteria and switch to exhaustive collaboration mode. This means 

it no longer refuses a collaboration request on compatibility grounds. This ensures that 

eventually a consensus will be reached across the domain although the result may not be 

final (i.e. a single fault scenario). In such a situation the initiating agent has to decide 

how to discriminate between the remaining alternatives, possibly ordering them on 

probability grounds. However each agent in the domain is aware that the responsibility 

for this activity lies with the initiator so conflicting activity is avoided (which helps 

maximise satisfaction of the CDPS coordination criterion).  

 

The initiator may be regarded as the  lead agent for a diagnosis. Note that a lead agent 

never switches to exhaustive collaboration mode, even after it exhausts its test options. 

If  it did, participants might not complete all their possible tests. This approach therefore  

ensures that the consensus result will be as minimal as possible given the available test 

procedures. 

 

Returning to the grain analogy, it should be noted that annealing is the term given to 

crystal growth in the solid state when a metal is heated and slowly cooled to improve 

ductility. The annealing metaphor seems apt for growing grains of consensus through 

deliberative refinement and introducing more order (and stability) into the structure. 

Arguably this is actually closer to the true spirit of annealing than is the long established 

technique of so-called ‘simulated annealing’. 

 

4.4.4 Added Complications 
 
Problem notifications normally lead to automatic activation of diagnostic processing. 

However an explicit wait period is introduced between notification and activation so 

that if multiple related symptoms are notified (for example by different parts of the 

same application) then there is a reasonable chance that they will all be processed 

together as part of the initial analysis step. This is likely to improve the quality of the 
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initial working diagnosis as more information is available to it. A wait time of 500 ms 

has found to be a reasonable delay in practice. 

 
Subsequent activations on the lead agent’s node are disabled whilst an end to end 

diagnostic process is in progress. However notifications of new symptoms are accepted 

at any time and are picked up at  the next analysis step within the end to end process. 

 

Whilst a diagnosis is in progress on one host, problem notifications can occur on other 

hosts. These notifications will activate diagnoses at the other hosts and in due course, a 

collaboration request will be received at the first host. However, there is no benefit in 

allowing multiple concurrent collaborations to proceed and indeed this will inevitably 

duplicate some diagnostic processing. Therefore, in such a situation, one collaboration 

will defer to the other. FDS uses a priority scheme based on static properties of the 

agents – the agent with the alphabetically lower name simply assumes priority. As each 

collaborator agent is regarded as an equal and it does not matter which agent leads the 

collaboration, as long as they do not both choose to do so, there is no need for 

negotiation over the decision. Consequently if an agent which is already leading its own 

collaboration receives  a collaboration request, it will check the agent name of the 

requesting agent and either decide to defer to it, in which case it marks its own 

collaboration to cease at the earliest opportunity (it could be partway through 

interactions with other agents) and responds with an agree message to the requestor or it 

decides to assume priority and returns a refusal with an explanation that this is on 

priority grounds. On receipt of the refusal, the requesting agent will recognise that it 

needs to defer to the other agent and will mark its own collaboration to cease at the 

earliest opportunity. 

 

One final complication concerns testing. Section 4.6.4 will consider testing in detail but 

one aspect is relevant to the current discussion. Test activity will return direct test 

results (e.g. pass/ fail) to the agent requesting the tests but can also trigger the 

generation of  additional problem notifications as a bi-product. In such situations 

activating further diagnoses would be unnecessary and potentially computationally 

expensive so FDS initated test activity on a host will disable activations on that host 

until the tests have completed. Symptoms generated by the test activity are still valid 

and are accepted but, in keeping with the general principle of avoiding unnecessary 

concurrent collaborations, will not trigger redundant activations. 
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4.5 Symptom Analysis 
 
In this section, the methods used for analysing symptoms within FDS are described. 

These constitute the algorithms used within the various FDS analysers to generate 

partial diagnoses. The section looks first at network level analysis and explains how the 

deductive and abductive reasoning methods used by FDS agents compare to the 

consistency based reasoning method normally used for MBD. Application level analysis 

is then considered.  Finally this section considers how these methods are integrated 

within FDS and addresses the important issue of suspect subsumption.  

 

4.5.1 Network Models & Analysis 
 
Home networks are likely to use a variety of network technologies but given the 

ascendance of IP at layer 3, the core of a home network is expected to operate as an 

intranet and to support end to end IP connectivity. The traditional method of testing 

connectivity within an IP network is to use a ‘ping’ command to send a series of ICMP 

messages to a destination address, which if reachable will respond accordingly. This 

behaviour may be described using a set of rules. These rules provide a simple model of 

network behaviour but despite the model’s simplicity it can still form the basis for 

constructing useful diagnostic facilities. The rules will be expressed in First Order Logic. 

Section 2.3 provides background information to assist with their interpretation. 

 

The main causal rule for normal behaviour would take the form: 

 

R1:  ping(b, a) ∧ connected(b, a, via) ∧ ¬ab(a) ∧ ¬ab(b) ∧ ∀x (x ∈ via ∧ ¬ab(x)) ⇒  

reachable(b, a) 

 

where: 

ping(b, a) denotes an attempt to contact node b from node a; 

connected(b, a, via) denotes that there is a route from a to b in the IP network where  

via = {c1, c2, … cn} and each ci represents an intermediate network component between  

a and b;  

ab(x) denotes that component x is abnormal; and  

reachable(b, a) means that b is reachable from a as evidenced by the output of the ping 

command. Conversely, unreachable(b, a) means that b is not reachable from a. 
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The ∀ symbol quantifies the set of values the variable x can range over and means x can 

take each of the values specified by the condition to the quantifier’s right, i.e. for all 

values of x where x is a member of via and x is not abnormal. The rule therefore means 

that if node b is pinged from node a and there is a route in the network that connects a 

to b and both nodes a and b are normal and every node on the route between a and b is 

normal then this combination of circumstances causes b to be reachable from a. 

 

A causal rule for faulty behaviour may also be specified as follows: 

 

R2:  ping(b, a) ∧ connected(b, a, via) ∧ ∃x ((x=a ∨ x=b ∨ x ∈ via) ∧ ab(x)) ⇒  

unreachable(b, a) 

 

The ∃ symbol is also a quantifier for the variable x but in this case asserts that there is at 

least one x that satisfies the condition specified. The rule therefore means that if node b 

is pinged from node a and there is a route in the network that connects a to b but any of 

the nodes on this route are faulty or indeed a or b is faulty, then b will be unreachable 

from a. 

 

A supplementary rule can be specified as follows: 

 

R3:  unreachable(b, a) ⇒ ¬reachable(b, a) 

 

This may be viewed as either an interpretation of an observation or as an integrity 

constraint. The latter view is perhaps more recognisable if R3 is expressed in the 

following (logically equivalent) form: 

 

R3A: unreachable(b, a) ∧ reachable(b, a) ⇒ False 

 

What this means is that a node cannot be both reachable and unreachable. The fact that 

a single point in time is under consideration is implicit in the model of our world as 

represented by these rules. The focus of attention is the current situation. Of course, it 

would be possible to expand the model to recognise the passage of time, in which case 

the same node could be both reachable and unreachable, albeit at different times. But 

the simple model has merit. 
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It should be noted that an explicit unreachable predicate is needed as this is not 

equivalent to (i.e. interchangeable with) ¬reachable. If no ping had been performed, 

then it would not be reasonable to assert that the node was reachable nor that it was 

unreachable. The correct status is unknown. If it is known that a node is explicitly 

unreachable then it is valid to infer that it is definitely not reachable (i.e. R3) but not 

knowing that it is reachable is different to knowing that it is not reachable.  

 

Finally diagnostic rules R4 and R5 may be specified as follows: 

 

R4:  unreachable(b, a) ∧ connected(b, a, via) ⇒ ∃x ((x=a ∨ x=b ∨ x ∈ via) ∧ ab(x)) 

 

The rule means that if a connected node b is found to be unreachable from a then it 

means that at least one of the components on the route between a and b is abnormal or 

indeed a or b is abnormal. 

 

R5:  reachable(b, a) ∧ connected(b, a, via) ⇒ ∀x ((x=a ∨ x=b ∨ x ∈ via) ∧ ¬ab(x)) 

 

The rule means that if a connected node b is found to be reachable from a then it means 

that every component on the route between a and b is normal and so are a and b. 

 

These rules may be used as a basis to reason about faults in networks. Different 

reasoning methods will make use of different combinations of these rules. This thesis 

will introduce the normal method used with MBD, consistency based reasoning, then 

explain how the simpler deductive and abductive methods may be applied to the current 

problem domain. It will illustrate how logic is applied to a knowledge base (KB) 

representing a simple example network. Initially the reasoning process will be described 

in abstract terms and will assume the availability of an appropriate inferencing engine 

that will operate on the KB. Subsequently, implementation detail for the FDS prototype 

will be provided. 

 

4.5.1.1 Example Network 
 

The different reasoning methods will be illustrated using the small, hypothetical home 

network as shown in Figure 21.  
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Even with such a small network there are still choices over its representation within a 

model, see Figure 22 for one approach.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As the laptop, audio player and switch/ access point are interconnected via wireless lan 

and use a common medium, it makes sense to show the wlan as a single network 

component with nodes representing the laptop, audio player, and switch/ access point 

devices connected to it. In contrast, desktop1 and desktop2 are connected to an Ethernet 

switch which selectively forwards traffic from one port to another. As each port 

connects a distinct part of the network it makes sense to treat each Ethernet cable as a 

distinct network component (named ethernet1 and ethernet2 in Figure 22). The use of a 

repeating hub means traffic on each port is forwarded to every other port so these 

network components are also effectively operating as broadcast media and for 

Figure 21 – Example Network 
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switch / access point repeating hub

audio playerlaptop

desktop1
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switch ethernet3
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laptop audio 
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desktop1 desktop2
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Figure 22 – Network Model 
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simplicity the hub and all its connecting cables will be shown as a single network 

component named ethernet3 in Figure 22. Of course, when modelling the hub the 

practice adopted for the switch/ access point could have been followed instead of that 

reflected by the wlan i.e. to represent the hub as a node in its own right with distinct 

network components for each cable. It could be argued that this would be a superior 

model as it offers the potential to distinguish faults in cables from faults in the hub itself. 

However the model in Figure 22 is sufficient for the current purposes. 

 

For the purposes of this example, assume that the following ping commands3 have been 

issued: 

ping (audio, desktop1) 

ping (desktop2, desktop1) 

ping (desktop3, desktop1) 

ping (desktop4, desktop1) 

ping (laptop, desktop1) 

and that the following observations are available as a result: 

unreachable (audio, desktop1) 

unreachable (desktop2, desktop1) 

unreachable (desktop3, desktop1) 

unreachable (desktop4, desktop1) 

reachable (laptop, desktop1) 

 

4.5.1.2 Consistency Based Reasoning 
 

This method is driven by causal rules of normal behaviour augmented by supplementary 

integrity constraints. Consequently rules R1 and R3 from Section 4.5.1 will be used but 

R1 will be adapted slightly to facilitate comparisons with actual system observations. 

Some further supplementary rules will also be added to allow consistency checks to be 

performed on the knowledge base. The new rules are: 

 

R1A:  ping(b, a) ∧ connected(b, a, via) ∧ ¬ab(a) ∧ ¬ab(b) ∧ ∀x (x ∈ via ∧ ¬ab(x)) ⇒  

should_be_reachable (b, a) 
                                                 
3 for simplicity these commands are expressed in the syntax of the predicates used in the FOL sentences 
and ignore the fact that real ping commands used for routing checks may well use IP addresses 
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R6:  should_be_reachable(b, a) ∧ ¬reachable(b, a) ⇒ False 

 

R7:  reachable (b, a) ∧ ¬should_be_reachable (b, a) ⇒ False 

 

An entry of False in the KB signifies a contradiction. In this case, clearly something 

would be amiss if the contents of the KB indicated that a node should be reachable and 

at the same time included evidence that it is not. Similarly, evidence that a node is 

reachable would contradict conclusions that it should not be.  

 

The KB is populated using these rules as part of the system description and instance 

data covering network connectivity (i.e. instances of connected facts) is added. The 

appropriate observations of behaviour (i.e. instances of ping, reachable and 

unreachable facts) are also added. To simplify the worked examples, the rules for the 

particular cases under consideration will be instantiated. This means all variables are 

eliminated. 

 

The KB will therefore include the following sentences in addition to the ping, reachable 

and unreachable entries listed in the previous section: 

 

Instance data4: 

 

connected(audio, desktop1, {ethernet1, switch, wlan}) 

connected(desktop3, desktop1, {ethernet1, switch, ethernet2}) 

connected(desktop4, desktop1, {ethernet1, switch, ethernet3}) 

connected(laptop, desktop1, {ethernet1, switch, wlan}) 

 

Instantiating R1A and removing redundant terms (i.e. those that evaluate to true within 

a conjunction) gives: 

 

¬ab(audio) ∧¬ab(desktop1) ∧¬ab(ethernet1) ∧¬ab(switch) ∧¬ab(wlan) ⇒  

should_be_reachable(audio, desktop1) 

¬ab(desktop2) ∧¬ab(desktop1) ∧¬ab(ethernet1) ∧¬ab(switch) ∧¬ab(ethernet2) ⇒  

should_be_reachable(desktop2, desktop1) 

                                                 
4 Further connected facts would be part of the KB but the ones shown are those relevant to the ping 
commands used in the example 
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¬ab(desktop3) ∧¬ab(desktop1) ∧¬ab(ethernet1) ∧¬ab(switch) ∧¬ab(ethernet3) ⇒  

should_be_reachable(desktop3, desktop1) 

¬ab(desktop4) ∧¬ab(desktop1) ∧¬ab(ethernet1) ∧¬ab(switch) ∧¬ab(ethernet3) ⇒  

should_be_reachable(desktop4, desktop1) 

¬ab(laptop) ∧¬ab(desktop1) ∧¬ab(ethernet1) ∧¬ab(switch) ∧¬ab(wlan) ⇒  

should_be_reachable(laptop, desktop1) 

 

Applying R3 gives: 

 

¬reachable (audio, desktop1) 

¬reachable (desktop2, desktop1) 

¬reachable (desktop3, desktop1) 

¬reachable (desktop4, desktop1) 

 

This provides the key elements of the working KB. The next stage is to make 

assumptions about which components are abnormal and which are normal and identify 

which combinations of these states lead to a consistent KB and which generate 

inconsistencies. 

 

The process starts by assuming that all components are normal i.e. ¬ab(ci) holds. If the 

KB is consistent at this point then the system is operating normally and no diagnosis is 

required (or possible). If this state is inconsistent then further investigation is needed. 

The following illustrates the process: 

 

Assume all the components are normal, i.e. ab(ci) = False. Then applying R1A will 

give: 

 

should_be_reachable(audio, desktop1) 

should_be_reachable(desktop2, desktop1) 

should_be_reachable(desktop3, desktop1) 

should_be_reachable(desktop4, desktop1) 

should_be_reachable(laptop, desktop1) 

 

R6 can now fire and trigger an inconsistency, e.g.: 
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should_be_reachable(audio, desktop1) ∧ ¬reachable(audio, desktop1) ⇒ False 

 

In fact R6 will be matched by 4 different LHS but any one is sufficient to make the KB 

inconsistent. An inconsistent KB means some of the assumptions must be invalid, i.e. 

some of the components must be faulty. So for arguments sake, assume ab(audio), 

ab(desktop2), ab(desktop3), and ab(desktop4) are all True and all the other ab(ci) are 

False. 

 

With this particular combination of states, the only instance of R1A to fire is: 

 

¬ab(laptop) ∧¬ab(desktop1) ∧¬ab(ethernet1) ∧¬ab(switch) ∧¬ab(wlan) ⇒  

should_be_reachable(laptop, desktop1) 

 

As a consequence KB contains should_be_reachable(laptop, desktop1) as well as the 

observation reachable(laptop, desktop1) which of course is entirely consistent. The 

revised assumptions are therefore valid. It is then reasonable to conclude that faulty 

audio, desktop2, desktop3 and desktop4 components explain the observed behaviour and 

that this is a candidate diagnosis. 

 

It is possible to derive diagnoses from consistent states or inconsistent states. Consistent 

states directly represent diagnoses and inconsistent states represent  conflict sets. They 

are known as conflict sets as any member of the set is sufficient to cause conflict in the 

KB if the member is abnormal. The principle of using conflict sets as the basis for 

generating diagnoses was originally identified in both [58] and [17]. A diagnosis can be 

derived from a conflict set by taking one member from each conflict set. This is known 

as a hitting set as its members ‘hit’ a member of each conflict set.  

 

Providing a KB consistency check function is available, then diagnosis may be treated 

as a search problem in which the consistency of states is checked in a systematic fashion. 

However the danger is that with an exhaustive search up to 2n nodes of the search tree 

may have to be examined (where n is the number of components). One possible 

approach would be to start with an initial state, comprising a single, root node 

representing all system components with their ab() predicates assumed False, then 

expand the search tree by systematically creating child nodes. Each child node inherits 

its parent state but with one component ab() predicate ‘flipped’. Duplication of states 
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that have already been evaluated can be avoided by applying the ‘flip’ operation in strict 

order. Figure 23 illustrates this idea – an X indicates ab() for that component is treated 

as False and √  indicates ab() is True. The tree is potentially very large (2048 nodes in 

the case of this small example network) but the search effort can be reduced as nodes 

below those which evaluate as consistent do not need to be evaluated (as any 

subordinate nodes will also be consistent). These consistent leaf states represent 

diagnoses but a cross check between  other leaf states will still need to be performed to 

identify minimal subsets and therefore minimal diagnoses.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As an alternative to searching for consistent states, inconsistent states (conflict sets) 

may be used instead. In fact Reiter [58] proposed an algorithm which can significantly 

speed up the search process providing a function is available that allows the 

identification of conflict sets. It integrates dynamic consistency checking and tree 

pruning strategies to reduce computational effort. Reiter’s Hitting Set algorithm (HS) 

will identify minimal diagnoses without exhaustively evaluating all states. The precise 

savings will depend on the order in which states are considered which is dependant on 

the conflict set identifier function used but the following will illustrate the scale of 

savings possible with an example. 

 

The minimal conflict sets arising from the example are as follows.  

Figure 23 – Partially Expanded Exhaustive Search Tree 
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{audio} 

{ethernet2, desktop2} 

{ethernet3, desktop3} 

{ethernet3, desktop4} 

 

Note that these are listed for the reader’s convenience; the conflict set identifier function 

will normally identify conflict sets as it progressively evaluates the KB rather than 

being presented with a complete set to start with. 

 
Within Reiter’s original paper the conflict set identifier function is called TP (for 

Theorem Prover). TP takes as an argument a set of components and looks for a conflict 

set drawn from this set of components. If there is no conflict set that satisfies these 

requirements, TP returns a distinguished value denoting consistency. Figure 24 

illustrates the application of this algorithm to the example scenario. Consistent states are 

marked with a tick, node labels for inconsistent states denote conflict sets and path 

labels to consistent states represent diagnoses. Paths marked with a cross have been 

pruned as they satisfy criteria specified in the HS algorithm that mean they will not lead 

to an additional solution. Note that TP does not just return a consistent/ inconsistent 

indicator as required by the exhaustive search process outlined previously. It takes short 

cuts through the search space by ‘jumping’ to potentially interesting states  (i.e. from 

one conflicted state to another). 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 24 – Search Tree for the Worked Example: Use of Reiter’s Hitting Set Algorithm
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In Figure 24, the diagnoses correspond to the 4 nodes marked √. The suspect sets are 

identified by reading the path labels, i.e.: 

{audio, desktop2, desktop3, desktop4} 

{audio, desktop2, ethernet3 } 

{audio, ethernet2, desktop3, desktop4} 

{audio, ethernet2, ethernet3 } 

 

Some key points are worth noting: 

 

• Rather than the possibly 2048 nodes required of an exhaustive search, Reiter’s 

algorithm means Figure 24 requires only 12. 

• Returning minimal conflict sets from TP (as assumed in Figure 24) will provide 

the best overall performance but the algorithm copes with conflict sets returned 

in any order.  

• The set of conflict sets can be regarded as a statement of the faults in a system 

where each conflict set acts as a disjunction (one or other of the members must 

be faulty) whilst the set of conflict sets is a conjunction (all conflict sets hold 

together). Consequently the conflict set view can be regarded as a diagnosis 

expressed in conjunctive normal form (CNF). This is an important realisation 

which will form an important plank of the next section. 

 

Consistency based reasoning is a general method that can be used for any problem 

providing a causal model of normally expected behaviour is available. However, as 

demonstrated, it is quite complex. The consistent state search strategy illustrated by 

Figure 23 can be satisfied with a simple inference capability but the search is potentially 

expensive. Reiter’s HS algorithm reduces search costs but the TP function required by it 

demands use of a more powerful and logically complete inference engine. Either way 

consistency based reasoning will be computationally expensive.  

 

This thesis will now consider some alternative approaches suitable for use within the 

FDS prototype. 
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4.5.1.3 Deductive Reasoning 
 

By exploiting characteristics of the problem domain, diagnostic rules and deductive 

reasoning may be used to realise a concept which this thesis will term a Conflict Set 

Analyser. This is a diagnostic agent, which, for comparison purposes, has been 

implemented both in a rule based form using Jess, the Java Expert System Shell [61], 

within a Java wrapper (the CSAnalyser agent) and also as a pure Java agent using graph 

structures for its main working data (the CS2Analyser agent). These are two different 

implementations using the same underlying logic. Diagnosis is based on the knowledge 

embodied in rules R4 and R5 of Section 4.5.1 and is applicable to problems where 

conflict sets can be readily identified. For this class of problem it offers considerable 

simplification over consistency based reasoning. 

 

As explained earlier, a conflict set identifies a set of components, one of which must be 

faulty. From the diagnostic rule R4, the CS Analysers identify conflict sets as consisting 

of all components on the path from a source to an unreachable destination node, 

inclusive. So the CSAnalysers operate by analysis of a network model of connectivity, 

however they use deductive reasoning, i.e. they reason forwards from symptoms to 

identify candidate causes. 

 

Initial conflict sets are formed from the set of x values generated by each R4 that fires, 

i.e.: 

{desktop1, ethernet1, switch, wlan, audio} 

{desktop1, ethernet1, switch, ethernet2, desktop2} 

{desktop1, ethernet1, switch, ethernet3, desktop3} 

{desktop1, ethernet1, switch, ethernet3, desktop4} 

 

Using R5, the CSAnalysers create a set of cleared components as the union of all  x 

variables from the RHS, i.e. they exonerate all components on routes related to 

reachable symptoms. In addition, the source node for an unreachable symptom is 

exonerated on the grounds that it has been able to originate the symptom and so is 

presumed to be operational itself, i.e. an additional rule is assumed: 

R8: unreachable(b, a) ⇒ ¬ab(a) 
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Initial conflict sets are updated to remove any exonerated members, i.e. {desktop1, 

ethernet1, switch, wlan, laptop} to give a set of final conflict sets: 

{audio} 

{ethernet2, desktop2} 

{ethernet3, desktop3} 

{ethernet3, desktop4} 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note that by using this method it has been possible to generate the conflict sets without 

the need to consider consistency based reasoning. This set of conflict sets can be 

represented as an AND / OR tree of suspects, see Figure 25. As mentioned earlier, the 

set of conflict sets when viewed as logical propositions form a complex logical sentence 

in CNF. However diagnoses are normally viewed as alternative sets of components all 

the members of which are believed to be faulty, i.e. a disjunction of conjunctions which 

is a complex logical proposition in disjunctive normal form (DNF). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 25 – CNF Suspect Tree 

Figure 26 – Initial DNF Suspect Tree 
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Now any logical sentence can be expressed as an equivalent one in DNF, and it is 

possible to convert the suspect structure from CNF to DNF by normalising the structure, 

see Figure 26. If this conversion process is followed, then the DNF structure will need 

to be pruned to remove selected substructures that represent supersets of alternative 

diagnoses. These are deemed to be redundant following the principle of parsimony, as 

discussed earlier. In the case of our example, this allows the two substructures audio  ∧  

ethernet2 ∧  desktop3 ∧  ethernet3 and audio  ∧  desktop2 ∧  desktop3 ∧  ethernet3 to be 

removed, see Figure 27. In practice it would also be necessary to check and prune the 

CNF structure for subsets as this can have a major affect on conversion run times if the 

conflict sets are not minimal. 

 

This conversion process allows the following minimal diagnoses to be reported: 

{audio, ethernet2, ethernet3 } 

{audio, desktop2, ethernet3 } 

{audio, ethernet2, desktop3, desktop4} 

{audio, desktop2, desktop3, desktop4} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The author believes this approach using a combination of deductive reasoning and 

conflict set conversion has not previously been reported in the literature. Reiter alludes 

to the idea of directly deriving conflict sets from the system description and 

observations but does not expand on this as a technique. In [46] Ligeza comments “In a 

general case, the search for conflicts is not an easy task. In the original work by Reiter, 

no efficient method for conflict generation was given”. Knight et al [40] and Ligeza [46] 

Figure 27 – Pruned DNF Suspect Tree 
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have both shown how structural information can be used to speed up the diagnostic 

process. The key insight they offer is that not all theoretical combinations of 

components can form possible conflict sets for a given structure – two independent, 

unconnected components cannot logically feature in a single conflict set. To this end, 

[40] uses dependency graphs and [46] uses a notation termed Potential Conflict 

Structures to reduce the potential search space. However both these approaches still 

require evaluation of candidate KB states for consistency. The CS Analyser approach 

avoids this step entirely. 

 

As a footnote, the remainder of this section will consider whether  the Hitting Set (HS) 

algorithm can be utilised to speed up the CNF to DNF conversion process. This issue is 

not core to the research but is offered as a potentially interesting insight. However 

readers may choose to bypass this material and proceed direct to Section 4.5.1.4. 

 

The HS algorithm was designed to speed up the search for diagnoses and integrated the 

identification of conflict sets with search tree navigation. Section  4.5.1.2 indicated how 

the algorithm could operate given prior knowledge of the conflict sets and showed the 

benefit when compared to an exhaustive search through suspect space. This raises the 

question of whether it can provide benefit in place of the CNF-DNF conversion. 

 

The answer is a qualified yes providing the conflict sets are sorted in ascending size 

order. The performance of the HS algorithm is critically dependant on the order in 

which conflict sets are presented by the TP function. A TP function that returns the 

smallest conflict set that satisfies its arguments will ensure the fastest overall 

performance of the algorithm as  it will return minimal conflict sets first. In contrast, a 

worse case ordering for the HS algorithm (corresponding to maximal conflict set first) 

means substantial search effort will be wasted as heavy pruning of already expanded 

search nodes will occur. Run times of seconds achieved when processing smallest 

conflict sets first can degenerate to hours if an inverse ordering is applied. 

 

In comparison the CNF-DNF conversion process is relatively insensitive to the order in 

which unreachable symptoms are encountered and conflict sets are generated. Overall 

the HS algorithm with appropriate ordering does provide a performance improvement 

over CNF-DNF conversion but only for larger numbers of concurrent faults, see Figure 

28. 
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Figure 28 – CS2Analyser Performance (95% confidence limits) 

 

4.5.1.4 Abductive Reasoning 
 

Within FDS, the AltAnalyser diagnostic agent provides an alternative to the Conflict Set 

Analysers. It operates by analysing dependency graph structures and is implemented 

entirely in Java. Its underlying algorithm deals with symptoms for a single source at a 

time, i.e. reachability symptoms for multiple destinations but the same source node. 

Multiple sources may be handled by repeatedly executing the core algorithm and then 

logically combining the partial results with a Diagnostic AND. 

 

The diagnostic process for the AltAnalyser agent has been devised by extending 

principles outlined by Price [56] for the analysis of dependency graphs. It applies 

abductive reasoning based on the knowledge that abnormal components cause 

unreachable symptoms and normal components cause reachable symptoms, so it is 

possible to hypothesise about possible combinations of normal and abnormal 

components by working backwards from the available symptoms. So like the 

CSAnalysers, AltAnalyser operates by analysis of a network model of connectivity, 

however it uses abductive reasoning rather than deductive. Its diagnosis is based on the 

knowledge embodied in rules R1 and R2 of Section 4.5.1. 

 

The core processing steps (for a single source) are as follows:  
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• From a network model (a connection graph of nodes and sub-networks), 

construct a dependency tree of node and subnet components which is rooted at 

the source node for the selected reachability symptoms. Each vertex in the 

dependency tree corresponds to a network level component in the home network. 

• Annotate the graph structure with status information arising from the 

reachability symptoms. See Figure 29 for the desktop1 viewpoint for our 

particular example. For diagrammatic purposes, vertices for reachable nodes will 

be marked with a solid tick or a cross for unreachable nodes.  

• Firstly, use reachable symptoms to exonerate intermediate nodes by traversing 

the graph from target (leaf) node to the source (root) node for each symptom, 

updating status attributes. Mark the target node’s vertex with a tick and, if its 

parent is not already marked, then mark the parent with a tick. Continue to 

backtrack to the root ticking unmarked vertices. Stop marking once a prior mark 

is encountered. Further marking is redundant effort. 

• Secondly, use unreachable symptoms to implicate intermediate nodes again by 

traversing the graph. Mark a target node’s vertex with a cross and, if its parent is 

not already marked, then also mark the parent with a cross, and again backtrack 

to the root until prior marks are found. Prior marks will either be ticks, and take 

precedence, or crosses in which case further marking is redundant. This structure 

may now be regarded as a reachability graph. The dotted annotations in  Figure 

29 indicate inferences drawn from the received symptoms. Note that networks 

are passive components whose status can only be inferred from the status of the 

active nodes they serve.  

• After the final sets of annotations are applied this graph can be used to determine 

suspect components, identified by vertices now marked with a cross. A separate 

structure that reflects these diagnostic results can be generated by treating each 

suspect vertex as a logical proposition, i.e. an assertion that the component in 

question is suspect, and linking them together by logical AND and OR 

connectives. Rather than expressing this in sentential form, an AND / OR tree 

may be built by traversing the reachability graph adding suspects into the new 

structure. See  Figure 30. Each descent of a level in the reachability graph causes 

an OR vertex to be generated (e.g. from ethernet2 to desktop2). Each sibling 

suspect causes an AND vertex to be generated (e.g. from desktop3 to desktop4).  

• In general, the AND / OR tree will need to be normalised to create a series of 

alternative diagnoses in disjunctive normal form. As mentioned earlier, any 
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complex logical proposition (i.e. one containing AND and OR connectives) may 

be expressed in DNF with equivalent meaning. The structure in Figure 30 can 

therefore be normalised to generate one equivalent to that shown already in 

Figure 27 which allows identification of the same 4 alternative diagnoses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Strictly speaking, Figure 29 is based on an inverted dependency structure as it is being 

used to reason about the status of lower level components knowing that higher level 

components are functional. Standard dependency trees allow the tracing of non 

functioning high level components via dependencies to lower level components which 

may be responsible for causing the observed failure. Note that [46] introduces a general 

purpose notation called logical causal graphs which are effectively the dual of the 

inverted dependency graphs used here. This comparatively recent publication also 

provides rules for abductive inference for analysing these AND / OR structures which 

are broadly equivalent to those which underpin the AltAnalyser agent. 
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Figure 30 – Initial AND / OR Suspect Tree 

Figure 29 – Dependency Model with Reachability Annotations 
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To summarise, this section has described an algorithm which embodies abductive 

reasoning techniques for diagnosis of network level suspects. From a structural model 

of network topology, a dependency model has been generated. By reference to 

reachability symptoms this has been transformed into a reachability model which in turn 

was used to generate an AND/OR structure of logical propositions. This structure is 

finally converted to a series of alternative diagnoses. 

 

4.5.1.5 Comparisons 
 

There are various criteria that could be used to compare the three different reasoning 

methods described for analysing network models. This section will consider 

applicability, implementation choices and performance.  

Consistency based reasoning is the most general method. It only requires causal models 

of normal behaviour and the principles can be applied to any problem domain. However 

it is complex and potentially computationally intensive.  

The deductive approach embodied in the Conflict Set Analyser is much simpler  but is 

only applicable if it is possible to formulate diagnostic rules that allow the generation of 

conflict sets directly. Darwiche [10] also compares a deductive approach with a 

consistency based approach (although he terms the former rule-based and the latter 

model-based) and concurs that consistency based reasoning can be more 

computationally demanding than deductive reasoning. However, he argues that 

“developing a forward system model is far easier than identifying diagnostic rules”. The 

author of this thesis does not disagree but would advocate due consideration is given to 

the scope for diagnostic rules as the system model is formulated. 

The abductive approach used by the AltAnalyser is also simple but its applicability 

relies on having causal models of both normal and abnormal behaviour.  

The different approaches offer different implementation choices. Consistency based 

reasoning demands the use of an inferencing engine. The natural choice for deductive 

reasoning would be use of an inference engine (as in the CSAnalyser implementation 

using the general purpose Jess rules engine) but a graph based procedural 

implementation is also practical depending on the complexity of the rules. In this 
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particular case with limited rule chaining required then it is certainly feasible (as 

evidenced by the CS2Analyser implementation). 

Abductive reasoning is naturally realised as a graph algorithm using a procedural 

implementation (e.g. AltAnalyser). 

With regard to performance, for the example scenario described in Section 4.5.1.1, there 

is little to choose between the different options as the problem scale is small. Run times 

for the three FDS analyser agents described are shown in Table 3. Performance figures 

in this section reflect average round trip times from despatch of a diagnosis request 

message to the analyser agent until receipt of the solution response message back at the 

requesting agent. All measurements were taken on a 1.7GHz Pentium 4 Windows XP 

PC with all agents executing on the same host so there is zero network latency but 

message marshalling and unmarshalling processing is still included. The experimental 

error values represent 95% confidence limits. 

 Analysis Times 
(ms) 

Experimental 
Error (ms) 

CSAnalyser 975.4 ± 11.9 

CS2Analyser 697.0 ± 46.4 

AltAnalyser 717.9 ± 52.7 

Table 3 – Basic Scenario Solution Times 

From Table 3 there is negligible difference between the deductive and abductive 

methods if the Java implementations of these methods (CS2Analyser and AltAnalyser) 

are compared. The Java implementation of the Conflict Set Analyser (CS2Analyser) 

shows a slight advantage over the Jess implementation (CSAnalyser) which is not 

surprising as it is a bespoke problem solver rather than one built on a general purpose 

rule engine. In fact what is surprising is that CSAnalyser is so close to CS2Analyser 

indicating that the Jess rule engine is remarkably efficient at what it does. 

 

To more clearly differentiate the performance of the various agents, larger scale 

problems will need to be considered. To this end, the hypothetical network shown in 

Figure 31 will be adopted. This network is structured in a somewhat unorthodox fashion 

but by specifying different combinations of reachable and unreachable symptoms 

between any of the 51 devices (d0 – d50) it enables some extremely large search spaces 
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to be contrived. With this network configuration the largest diagnosis would involve 

1010 suspect combinations if all nodes were unreachable from d0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results in Table 4 and Table 5 for a 512 x 9 diagnosis show that AltAnalyser is best 

for analysing single source symptoms (Table 4) and CS2Analyser is best for multi-

source symptoms (Table 5). This is a consequence of the main data structures used, 

being either conflict set oriented (CS and CS2Analyser) or diagnosis oriented 

(AltAnalyser). AltAnalyser generates results which are more closely aligned with the 

final diagnosis structure and incur less final conversion overhead if only single source 

symptoms are processed. The conflict set analysers always require a final conversion 

from conflict sets to diagnoses and are largely insensitive to the number of sources. 

AltAnalyser is fastest in a single source situation but degrades noticeably with 

increasing numbers of sources.  

 Analysis Times 
(ms) 

Experimental 
Error (ms) 

CSAnalyser 4347.1 ± 38.4 

CS2Analyser 3071.2 ± 98.5 

AltAnalyser 2860.0 ± 63.4 

Table 4 – Analysis Times for a 512 Alternative Diagnosis, 9 Fault, Single Source Scenario 

As a consequence CS2Analyser is most naturally suited for use within holistic diagnosis 

(where symptoms are likely to originate from multiple sources) whereas the 

Figure 31 – Hypothetical Network for Performance Comparisons 
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AltAnalyser is most suited to collaborative diagnosis where symptoms predominately 

relate to a single source (the local host). 

 
 Analysis Times 

(ms) 
Experimental 

Error (ms) 

CSAnalyser 4542.4 ± 31.9 

CS2Analyser 3113.4 ± 74.6 

AltAnalyser 3848.4 ± 93.0 

Table 5 – Analysis Times for a 512 Alternative Diagnosis, 9 Fault, Multiple (9) Source Scenario 

 

4.5.2 Application Models & Analysis 
 

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, model based diagnosis is a process normally driven by 

models of structure and behaviour. A behaviour based model of a component essentially 

allows a software simulation of that component to be created so that its outputs can be 

checked. However reservations about the limits of such practice for software 

components have already been aired in Section 4.1. Instead, this thesis will focus on 

structure based models for software components. The author did conceive of a 

behaviour based approach which might avoid some of the anticipated problems by 

declaring integrity constraints which are capable of generating validation models for 

‘off-line’ checking. This scheme has not been implemented however it is included as an 

option for future work, see Section 6.1.3. 

 

Structure based models typically take the form of dependency models. As discussed in 

Section 2.2.1, dependency models are a common technique within fault diagnosis and 

involve the application of a simple principle: the fault free operation of an entity is 

reliant on the fault free operation of all dependant entities. Therefore the successful 

operation of an entity can be used to exonerate all its dependants whereas the detection 

of a failure in an entity will implicate that entity and all its dependants until they can be 

cleared. Unlike the dependency structures considered in Section 4.5.1.4, these models 

are treated as regular, non-inverted structures. 

 

For OSGi applications, this thesis proposes that two basic types of structural models are 

considered: static models which define the dependencies  relating to components 

packaged within an application bundle and dynamic models which show how 
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components are deployed across platforms. For convenience, static dependency models 

can be packaged as a part of the bundle they describe. A deployment model will be 

different for every home network and therefore has to be dynamically managed either 

by the application or the diagnostic system on the application’s behalf. The information 

in the two models can then be combined to create a ‘composite’ dependency model 

reflecting dependencies between component instances which may be analysed to 

identify suspect components once a problem with a particular application has been 

notified.  

 

Components identified within application dependency models can be of arbitrary 

granularity - remember that the goal is to identify least replaceable units so there is no 

benefit in decomposing systems beyond this point. An example will illustrate the 

principles and processing involved. 

4.5.2.1 Example Application 
 
The primary application used within this research has been a photo display application 

developed by the author of this thesis to run on the OSGi service platform. Its 

development was intended to provide practical experience of using the OSGi API and to 

create a simple resource for use in fault diagnosis experiments. The purpose of the 

application is to provide an electronic photo album for use in a modern home 

environment. The expectation  is that a household will consist of various family 

members each of which will have their own camera and various personal computers 

available on which to store their photos. The photos may therefore be distributed across 

a number of different hosts however there is a general requirement that they be 

browsable remotely. This is so the photos can be readily shown to friends and family, 

for example from the comfort of the lounge, rather than demanding that people cluster 

round a computer screen tucked away in a spare bedroom. The album should be capable 

of being displayed on a range of client devices, including, for example, lightweight web 

tablets or PDAs connected by wireless networks.  

 

In outline, the Photo application scans a server’s hard disk for JPEG images, 

dynamically constructs web pages containing the images found and allows the user to 

display these pages via their browser and to navigate through the directory structures of 

the electronic images. It allows captions to be recorded both for individual images and 

for whole directories. In this way related photos would be stored in the same directory 
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and the hierarchical structure of the host file system can be exploited to aid organisation 

of the photo collection. 

 
In OSGi terms, the application is offered as a service – the PhotoService – executing on 

a service platform. The application supports distributed working in two ways – the 

client browser can execute on a different host to the ‘photo server’ and there can be 

multiple photo servers running on the network with the photo collection distributed 

across them. The photo servers communicate between themselves to share photo 

resources. The user only needs to access one of them directly to access the PhotoService. 

 

 
Figure 32 – Photo Display Start Up Screen 

The user would treat one of the servers as a ‘home’ server and access the Photo Display 

startup screen on this host to gain entry to the application (see Figure 32). On this screen, 

the user can leave the input field blank to access photos on the local host or enter an IP 

address for another host on the home network to access other photos. Any JPEG images 

found on a selected host are displayed to the user, one at a time along with any available 

captions and navigation options (see Figure 33). A more sophisticated GUI that hides 

underlying IP addresses could of course be developed and still use the same underlying 

PhotoService. 

 
Each photo server requires its own instance of an OSGi framework. Each OSGi 

framework incorporates its own web server which serves photo images on that host. The 

home server ‘talks’ to the other servers to find out what images they have installed and 

the URL at which their web server will make them accessible via HTTP. The home 

server dynamically generates HTML documents containing embedded references to 
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images on both the home and remote servers. The system architecture is illustrated in 

Figure 34. 

 

 
Figure 33 – Example Picture Viewer Display 

 

The heart of the application is the PhotoService class. This is actually a Java interface 

class and strictly speaking forms the specification for the PhotoService. An instance of 

an implementation class (PhotoServiceImpl) that satisfies this specification executes 

within an OSGi framework on each server.  

 

Requests from a client browser do not access the PhotoService directly. Instead they go 

first to the web server, which interprets the request based on the specified path and then 

either routes them to a Java Servlet or a static HTML page within the Photo application 

or, if the request is for an image, will access the PhotoService instance to translate the 

request into the internal path to the appropriate image file and then return the image file 

contents to the requesting browser. Each host is configured with a variable (photo.root) 

specifying the pathname of the root of the photo directory structure on that machine. 

 

Requests that are routed to a servlet are validated (e.g. for valid user options) and then 

calls to methods within the local PhotoService object are made as necessary. 
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PhotoService checks whether the request is for a local photo and if so, finds it within the 

local file system together with its caption (if any). If the request is not local then the 

PhotoService object will attempt to pass on the request to an instance of itself running 

on the relevant server. The local PhotoService therefore acts as a proxy for all remote 

PhotoService instances and each instance of PhotoService operates in both client  and 

server roles. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Photo application is structured into two types of OSGi bundle – a PhotoUI bundle 

which offers a browser based user interface and calls the underlying PhotoService to 

access photo resources – and a Photo bundle which implements the PhotoService itself. 

Figure 35 – Deployment Model 
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To provide a worked example, assume the Photo application is deployed within  the 

example home network shown in Figure 21, and that the Photo and PhotoUI bundles are 

deployed on nodes desktop1 – desktop4 and can be accessed from browsers on any of 

the nodes desktop1 – desktop4 and also laptop. Figure 35 illustrates the deployment 

model. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each application bundle exposes a number of external interfaces (ways in which the 

functionality they contain may be invoked) and embodies a number of dependencies 

(other system entities on which the code relies for successful operation). Figure 36 and 

Figure 37 illustrate the dependency models for the two Photo bundles. Green nodes 

marked with an ‘E’ represent external (callable) entry points to the bundle, pink nodes 

marked with a ‘B’ represent code within bundles and blue nodes marked with an ‘M’ 

represent miscellaneous other entities which may range from complex sub-systems (e.g. 

RMI) to simple application configuration settings (e.g photoroot which represents the 

fact that the photo.root property needs to be set correctly for PhotoService to operate 

successfully). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 36 – The Photo Bundle Dependency Model 

Figure 37 – The PhotoUI Bundle Dependency Model 
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4.5.2.2 Application Symptoms 
 
Problem notifications take the form of symptoms which, as mentioned in Section 4.2, 

may originate from users or instrumented applications. A problem notification will 

identify a target component (typically an external entry point) on a specific platform. 

Within FDS, a naming convention has been adopted for instances of software 

components which combines a type name (e.g. a Java class name) with the name of the 

platform it is deployed on, separated by a hyphen. For example, PhotoServiceImpl-

desktop1 would refer to the PhotoServiceImpl component deployed on the desktop1 

platform. 

 

Three categories of notification are available. The broadest category is  generic – which 

means that a problem has been experienced with the application that the target 

component forms part of but the notifying code cannot be specific as to which 

component may be at fault. A generic notification therefore implicates all components 

associated with the application and an initial diagnosis will consist of multiple suspect 

sets containing single components identified by walking up and down the composite 

dependency structure generated from combining bundle dependency models and 

deployment models (e.g. see Figure 38 where each different background colour 

indicates a different host).  

 

Of course, generic notifications can generate very large initial diagnoses which can be 

computationally expensive to process. However two further notification categories are 

available which allow the generation of much smaller initial diagnoses. These are 

named subset, meaning that only the subset of components from the target component 

downwards in the composite dependency structure are suspected, and specific, meaning 

that only the specific target component itself is suspected. Problem notifications also 

include the identity of the component generating the symptom. 

 

Drawing on the example Photo application, a notification from the PhotoUI bundle on 

desktop1 (the source) experiencing problems with the PhotoService on desktop2 (the 

target) would generate an ‘abnormal’ symptom as follows: 

(notification abnormal PhotoService-desktop2 PhotoUI-desktop1 generic) 
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Note that user interface components are most likely to generate generic notifications as 

they are unlikely to have much (if any) knowledge of the internals of the services they 

use. Service implementation code is much more likely to generate subset notifications. 

A specific notification is only likely to be generated where a component implicates  

itself (in which case, source and target will be the same).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further details of application model analysis will be presented as part of the discussion 

of testing in Section 4.6.4. 

4.5.3 Incremental Analysis & Subsumption 

Section 4.2 introduced the idea of combining logical viewpoints by using incremental 

analysis. However to properly integrate distinct viewpoints the diagnostic system must 

support subsumption, i.e. the situation where faults identified by one viewpoint are 

deemed to explain the symptoms and apparent faults under consideration by another 

viewpoint. For example, in a home network, faults at a network level, e.g. a 

disconnected network cable or a network hub that has been inadvertently switched off, 
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Figure 38 – Composite Dependency Structure for Deployed Photo Example 
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can manifest as application problems triggering abnormal symptoms. Subsumption 

means that an application analyser responding to these abnormal symptoms should look 

no further if a network level analyser has already identified a problem which would 

explain the symptoms being experienced.  The complication is that one logical 

viewpoint knows nothing about the scope and internal rules of another and a specific 

network fault cannot reasonably be expected to explain every possible application level 

problem. So the key issue is how to maintain a separation between viewpoints yet still 

determine the linkages that mean suspects from one analysis viewpoint should subsume 

those from another. An example will illustrate the problem. 

 
Consider the example network illustrated in Figure 39. Components a, c and e are 

platforms, b and d are network links and f and g are software components deployed on 

platform e and forming part of the same application. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Imagine that node e is deemed unreachable from a whilst node c is deemed reachable 

from a. A network level analyser would reasonably conclude that 

 
Dnet = d | e; ok(a, b, c) 

 
Furthermore imagine that an attempt to access the application on e from a has failed as a 

result of the network level problems and gives rise to an application analyser diagnosis 

of 

 
Dapp = f | g | e;  

 
Now the direct Diagnostic AND of these two partial diagnoses would give a potentially 

erroneous result, i.e.: 

Dbad = Dnet d& Dapp =  e; ok(a, b, c) 
 
Platform e may be the culprit but without further information network link d could also 

be the cause. To emphasise the point, assume that platform e has been tested and 

exonerated, so, 

f g

a ec
b d

Figure 39 – Hypothetical Small Network 
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Dnet = d; ok(a, b, c, e) 
 

Then in this second case,  

Dbad = Dnet d& Dapp =  d, f | d, g; ok(a, b, c, e) 
 

which is even further removed from the optimal diagnosis of d; ok(a, b, c, e). 

 

A solution is provided by using a slightly more sophisticated incremental analysis 

process instead of a direct d& operation. 

 

Incremental analysis demands available symptoms are analysed from the viewpoint’s 

perspective and that any other viewpoint’s partial diagnosis is expanded before these 

partial results are combined using a d& operation, see Figure 40. Expansion means that 

given a set of suspects, a viewpoint hypothesises faults in its domain of interest that 

might explain the malfunction of these ‘prior’ suspects. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The expansion process: 

• is based purely on structural information, i.e. the network model in the case of the 

network analyser, and is independent of network level symptoms 

• ignores clears and faults and operates only on suspects 

• all unrecognised suspects (i.e. those outside the viewpoint’s domain of interest) are 

carried forward unchanged 

Figure 40 – Incremental Analysis with 2 Viewpoints, 
Logical Information Flow
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• each recognised suspect is checked to see if any possible alternative suspects could 

be implicated in its place; if so then these are included in the expanded partial result, 

e.g. for a network analyser checks are made on each prior suspect with respect to the 

route to it from problem notification source nodes. 

 

For a complex partial diagnosis, expansion may be achieved by converting suspect 

structures from disjunctive normal form (DNF) into conjunctive normal form (CNF) 

then attempting an expansion for each constituent disjunct in turn. Results will need to 

be re-normalised to DNF at the end of the process. In the case of multiple source nodes, 

expansions for each source should be conjoined. 

 

For the first scenario outlined for Figure 39, assume that viewpoint x in Figure 40 is a 

network analyser and viewpoint y is an application analyser. Then 

 
R1 = analysenet(symptoms) =  d | e; ok(a, b, c) 

R2 = analyseapp(symptoms) =  f | g | e;  

 
R3 will then be the expansion of the application analyser’s view (R2) from a network 

perspective, i.e. 

R3 = expandnet(R2) = f | g | e | b | c| d;  
 
Note that f and g are unrecognised so are carried forward, e is recognised and given that 

the expansion occurs with respect to a source node of a, possible alternative suspects to 

e would be components b, c or d. 

 

R4 will then be the expansion of the network analyser’s view (R1) from an application 

perspective. However the application analyser is unable to expand any of these suspects 

so R4 = R1, i.e. 
R4 = expandapp(R1) =  d | e; ok(a, b, c) 

 
The correct result is then 
 

R5 = R3  d& R4 = d | e; ok(a, b, c) 
 

i.e. the network link suspect is preserved and in fact the R4 suspects are now able to 

completely subsume the R3 suspects. 

 

For the second scenario postulated for Figure 39, i.e. with an exonerated platform e, 
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R1 = analysenet(symptoms) =  d; ok(a, b, c, e) 

R2 = analyseapp(symptoms) =  f | g | e;  

R3 = expandnet(R2) =  f | g | e | b | c| d;  

R4 = expandapp(R1) = d; ok(a, b, c, e) 

 

The final result again shows that the network view is able to subsume the application 

suspects: 

R5 = R3  d& R4 = d; ok(a, b, c, e) 
 

This example highlights the importance of ignoring clears when performing an 

expansion; although platform e is in fact cleared, the network level expansion to 

generate R3 still treats it as a suspect. Premature pruning would break the linkage 

between the viewpoints and prevent the eventual subsumption of all the application 

suspects. 

 

The symmetrical logical information flow of Figure 40 is a simplification. In practice 

analysis of different viewpoints does not occur in parallel. One reason is that analysers 

can create additional symptoms so the full set of symptoms would not necessarily be 

available to all analysers at the same time; another reason is that clears and faults 

identified by one viewpoint can significantly streamline the analysis of another, so 

smart sequencing of analysis calls can reduce solution times. So analyser calls need to 

be sequential and at the time the first viewpoint is considered, the identity of subsequent 

viewpoints is not necessarily known. 

 

The solution adopted within FDS is that each analyser capable of performing a 

subsumption leaves a ‘calling card’ within its output diagnosis. Subsequent analysers 

can use the calling card to call the earlier analyser and request an expansion of its 

current working diagnosis. The calling card contains the address of the analyser agent 

and a token which the creating analyser uses to retrieve data structures that it stored at 

the time it left its calling card. The data structures will include all models it has used for 

analysis. Figure 41 illustrates this arrangement. 

 

If multiple calling cards are created within a diagnosis, then it means multiple analysers 

can potentially perform expansions and their results will need to be combined with a 

logical OR. Note that expansions (and therefore calling cards) are only warranted if 
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subsumptions may occur, i.e symptoms indicating faults have been detected. For 

example, a network analyser detecting the presence of unreachable symptoms will leave 

a calling card but one processing only reachable symptoms will not. Note also that there 

is no need for a Diagnostic OR operator. The OR in Figure 41 is a simple logical 

disjunction. Unlike the Diagnostic AND there is no need for rules to regulate the 

pruning of clears and faults as these are ignored for the purposes of expansion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The calling card scheme allows the same diagnostic results to be generated regardless of 

the order in which viewpoints are processed. Furthermore the diagnostic system does 

not need to know which viewpoints are capable of subsuming others. To illustrate this, 

again consider the Figure 39 example: if the network analyser is called before the 

application analyser  then results will achieved as indicated in Figure 42 where R1 to R5 

take the same values as previously. 

 

Note that R1 and R2 are pure logical viewpoint results, R3 is a calling card expansion, R4 

is a local expansion and R5 is the combined result. 

 

If instead the application analyser is called before the network analyser (see Figure 43), 

results would be as follows: 

R1 = analyseapp(symptoms) =  f | g | e;  

R2 = analysenet(symptoms) =  d | e; ok(a, b, c) 

Figure 41 – Calling Card Based Expansion Scheme 
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R3 = expandapp(R2) = d | e; ok(a, b, c) 

R4 = expandnet(R1) = f | g | e | b | c| d; 

R5 = R3  d& R4 = d | e; ok(a, b, c) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However if the application analyser is aware that it cannot decompose (and therefore 

subsume) any other viewpoints’ suspects, then it need not leave a calling card and the R2  

to R3 step may be discounted. This optimisation is adopted in FDS. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To consider the generality of the scheme, imagine the situation where three different 

viewpoints decompose the system under inspection in three different ways, see Figure 

44, i.e. viewpoint 1 regards component a as dependent on components b and c; 

viewpoint 2 regards component b as dependent on components d and e; viewpoint 3 

regards component c as dependent on components f and g. In addition, viewpoint 2 

suspects component e of being faulty, viewpoint 3 suspects component g of being faulty 

but viewpoint 1 is only aware a fault exists somewhere that affects its domain of interest. 

Therefore the diagnosis for each of the three viewpoints would be: 

 
D1 = a | b | c; 

D2 = e; 

Network Analyser
(incremental mode)

Symptoms

Application Analyser
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Figure 42 – Cascading Network then Application Analysers 

Figure 43 – Cascading Application the Network Analysers 
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D3 = g; 

 

The viewpoint 2 expansion of D1 would be a | b | c | d | e; whilst the viewpoint 3 

expansion would be a | b | c | f | g; The composite expansion involving both viewpoints 

would be a | b | c | d | e| f | g; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As no viewpoint can expand viewpoint 2 and no viewpoint can expand viewpoint 3, the 

final result would be  

(a | b | c | d | e| f | g;) d& (g;) d& (e;) = g, e; 
 
The scheme described enables incremental analysis to generate valid diagnoses both 

when the prior diagnosis comes from a local analyser or from a collaboration. In the 

latter case, collaborator agents are required to preserve calling cards within the working 

diagnosis so ‘downstream’ analysers, at as yet unknown locations, may benefit.  

 

4.5.4 Soft Exoneration 
 
Related to the issue of subsumption is an operation that this thesis will term  soft 

exoneration. This is required after subsumption has occurred during an incremental 

analysis when performed on a consensus diagnosis following a collaboration. In such a 

situation, one or more suspect sets will have been dropped but corresponding entries 

need not have appeared in the cleared set.  

 

The problem is that other agents who have contributed to the consensus, i.e. who are 

members of the collaboration grain, remember the unsubsumed consensus and will re-

assert it at the next collaboration. The subsumed suspects may be thought of as 

‘shadow’ entries in the collective memory of the pool of collaborating agents. Running 

a further collaboration promotes these shadows to full suspects again. 

 

b c

a

b c

a

d e

b

d e

b

f g
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Figure 44 – Three Example Viewpoint Decompositions 
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The solution is for the agent performing the subsumption, which will be the lead agent 

for the grain, to advise the other agents in the grain that the subsumed suspects are not 

necessary for a final diagnosis. A soft exoneration is therefore a suggestion to an agent 

to remove selected components from its suspect sets but not to include them in the 

cleared set as they are not fully exonerated. 

 

So soft exoneration can be thought of as a corrective step. Fortunately it is fast – it 

requires only simple updates to working diagnoses, is only required if there is a 

difference in a lead agent’s successive diagnoses and is only sent to members of its 

grain, i.e. to agents that have already proven to be responsive in the last collaboration 

cycle. 

 

4.6 Agent Architecture 
 
This section explains the architecture adopted for the FDS prototype to realise the 

concepts discussed earlier. 

4.6.1 Agent Roles and Responsibilities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FDS agents interact as illustrated in Figure 45 and embody the following roles and 

responsibilities: 

 
Collaborator: The hub of diagnostic activity. A collaborator agent is deployed on each 

agent capable node in the network, collects symptoms, e.g. from locally executing 

applications and other sources, invokes services on other agents as needed (e.g. 

Figure 45 – FDS Agent Architecture 
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analysers) and collaborates with its opposite numbers on other nodes. This agent 

reasons about the diagnostic steps to achieve a final diagnosis but does not understand 

the semantics of symptoms and models beyond their type. 

 

Analyser: As indicated earlier, an analyser reasons about available symptoms and 

postulates combinations of faults that would explain the observed behaviour. Different 

types of analyser encapsulate different knowledge and expertise. FDS includes various 

analysers, details are provided in Section 4.7.1. Analysers provide an ‘on demand’ 

analysis service, and expect to be supplied with a pool of symptoms and instances of all 

the types of model they require, returning a diagnosis or a failure indication to the 

invoking agent.  

 

Modeller: Acts as the custodian of the models for an individual home network. May 

understand the internals of some models (e.g. in FDS, the Modeller  actively maintains a 

model of the home network topology) but treats others as ‘black boxes’ returning copies 

of them to agents on request. 

 

Monitor: Helps to maintain the network model for a domain by registering the presence 

of a node with the modeller agent. Supports a form of ‘ping’ capability by responding to 

query requests from other agents accordingly.  

 

Tester: A generic agent that tests components deployed on its host, as required, by 

invoking component specific test procedures and returning a pass/ fail/ ‘unable to run 

test’ indication back to the requesting agent. 

 

Reporter: Generates a colour coded display of diagnostic results for the user by 

overlaying status information on top of a graphical representation of the network when 

sent a diagnosis by a collaborator. The original reporter agent requested a network 

model from the modeller agent as required. A subsequent AltReporter agent streamlined 

operations by accepting  an accompanying model with a diagnosis. 

 

User: Provides an interface to allow users to submit problem notifications to FDS if 

required. 

 

Examples of the interations between these agents are illustrated in Appendix D. 
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4.6.2 OSGi / Agent Integration 
 
FDS agents are implemented using the FIPA-OS agent platform [21] and also employ 

facilities provided by the OSGi service platform. As a consequence this leads to some 

interesting challenges in structuring the code and integrating both sets of facilities. Both 

OSGi and FIPA-OS offer sophisticated Java APIs. As explained previously, OSGi 

offers facilities for dynamic deployment of program code by enabling the installation 

and activation of bundles. A bundle packages together a set of Java classes and 

associated resources and may be downloaded from remote locations by specifying the 

bundle location in the form of a URL. FIPA-OS provides mechanisms for inter agent 

communications and a ‘yellow pages’ Directory Facility service to enable the lookup of 

available agents and their properties. Inter agent messages are expressed in ACL, 

FIPA’s Agent Communication Language. 

 

The OSGi service platform controls the loading of classes. For a Java program to be 

able to access a class loaded by OSGi, the program itself must be packaged within a 

bundle and loaded by OSGi. The OSGi service platform then logically connects 

together the bundles using (importing) and providing (exporting) classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One consequence of an agent based approach is that the FIPA-OS agent platform needs 

to be able to instantiate FDS classes when an FDS related message arrives on a FIPA-

OS enabled host. FIPA-OS therefore must be packaged as a set of OSGi bundles so that 

it can ‘see’ the necessary FDS classes loaded by OSGi. In fact all the software used by 

FDS, see Figure 46, has been packaged as OSGi bundles to enable easy deployment 

within the home network. This software includes Jess, the Java Expert System Shell 

[61], Rhino [47], the open source JavaScript interpreter, and a third party package 

providing a Java native code interface for ping functionality using ICMP [23]. 

Figure 46 – FDS Software Environment 
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Creating an OSGi bundle involves creating a Java archive file containing the required 

classes together with a manifest file containing appropriate manifest header declarations. 

Manifest headers are recognised by OSGi and used to control access to and execution of 

bundle code. Jess and the ping package were converted to bundle form without 

problems. Rhino and FIPA-OS necessitated a small number of source code changes to 

correct some OSGi incompatibilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FDS code is packaged into a set of core bundles, containing the functionality always 

required for the basic diagnostic infrastructure, and a set of optional bundles offering 

extra capabilities. These include: add-on analysers to address new problem areas or act 

as alternatives to existing analysers, test procedures to be invoked by tester agents and 

diagnostic plans for use by collaborator agents. The bundles used by FDS are illustrated 

in Figure 47. The arrows indicate bundle dependencies, i.e. the bundle at the tail of an 

arrow requires access to code within the bundle at the head of the arrow. 

 

Core FDS is split into two bundles – fds and fdsdata. Although this adds complexity to 

the bundle structure shown in Figure 47 it allows the FDS code dependencies from the 

fipaos bundle to be restricted to the fdsdata bundle. This is important as any updates to a 

bundle mean that all bundles dependent on it will need to be stopped and restarted to 

Figure 47 – FDS Bundle Dependency Model 
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refresh linkages. By minimising the coupling, disruptions to the agent platform as a 

result of FDS updates are minimised. 

 

The dependency from fipaos to fdsdata is unavoidable if remote management of the 

software is to be achieved using OSGi mechanisms. Unfortunately it means that with 

the release 2 OSGi service platform used for this research, an explicit declaration is 

needed in the fipaos bundle manifest linking it to the fdsdata bundle. However recent 

revisions of the OSGi specification have added more flexibility in this area and the 

introduction of the DynamicImport-Package header with support for wildcard specifiers 

means that in the future the same fipaos bundle could be used unchanged with multiple 

different agent systems providing some simple naming conventions are adopted for the 

agent packages (for example that their Java package names all start with ‘fipaos.’).  

 

A key element of FDS is its agent loader. This is not an agent itself but provides a 

bridge between the OSGi and FIPA-OS worlds. On activation of the FDS bundle on a 

platform, the agent loader is instantiated and launches the FDS agents required on that 

platform. The agent loader also exposes the FDS interface to OSGi applications to 

enable the supply of problem notifications and application models as required. The 

agent loader in turn is then able to directly call the collaborator agent on that platform to 

pass on notifications  (for example originating from applications) and models (such as 

application structure models originating from bundle resource files). Collaborators then 

distribute models to their home domain modeller. All inter agent communications are 

effected by message passing. 

 

4.6.3 Open FDS 
 

FDS contains no hard coded knowledge of analyser properties. Instead, analysers 

declare which types of symptom they recognise and which types of model they require 

to perform an analysis. They do this by registering specific properties via the FIPA 

Directory Facility. This allows FDS to be open and enables new analysers to be 

deployed onto OSGi capable hosts provided they are packaged as OSGi bundles and 

support the FDS analyser service protocol (an instance of the standard FIPA Request 

protocol).  
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Collaborators use the supplied information to build a table of available analysers which 

records their needs and capabilities. Collaborators then use this information to decide 

which analysers to invoke based on their current symptom pool. Collaborators request 

the appropriate models required from the modeller agent (unless they already possess a  

cached copy of them) and supply them along with a copy of their current symptom pool 

to the selected analyser. 

 

Analysers also register treatment rules and diagnostic plans for the symptom types they 

handle. These specify the actions or sequences of actions to be executed by collaborator 

agents when presented with these symptom types. FDS is equipped with two standard 

plans (Standard Holistic Diagnosis and Standard Collaborative Diagnosis) but this 

collection  can be extended with others as required. In fact new types of problem can be 

addressed by new types of symptom plus analysers to process them and can involve the 

activation of new plans which are able to interrupt the currently active plan. For 

example, such plans could trigger the activation of new specialist monitor agents to 

generate additional symptoms before resuming the suspended plan. 

 

FDS provides an automatic selection mechanism to determine which type of analyser to 

call at each analysis step within a plan. To support the mechanism, symptoms  are 

allocated a status attribute which is set to unresolved when they are newly created and 

then subsequently set to either resolved, as they are analysed, or to unrecognised if no 

suitable analyser is available.  

 

In collaborative mode, once a symptom is marked as resolved it is not considered again 

for analyser selection unless an explicit reset is performed, i.e. each collaborative 

symptom normally contributes to an evolving diagnosis once only. In holistic mode, 

providing there is at least one unresolved symptom available at the start of an analysis 

phase then all symptom status attributes are reset to unresolved. So assuming that some 

new symptoms have been created since the last analysis, in  holistic mode all symptoms 

will be considered in every auto-analyse cycle. 

 

If a symptom pool contains symptoms that map to different analysers, and the analysers’ 

logic is sound and not conditional on prior results then the actual diagnosis produced 

will be independent of the order in which the analysers are called. This is essentially the 

case with FDS as after protracted evaluation the core set of analysers appears to be 
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logically sound (although a further set of analysers have been kept intentionally flawed 

for research purposes) and the current FDS analysers avoid logic which is conditional 

on prior results from other viewpoints. But even if the results are not affected, analyser 

sequencing can have a big impact on end to end solution times depending on whether 

the candidate fault search space expands or contracts as each analyser contributes its 

viewpoint. Therefore analysers are allowed to submit a priority value for treatment rules 

which collaborators use to guide symptom and analyser selection. In a sense, analysers 

bid to be able to process particular types of symptom (see Table 6 for standard FDS 

analyser bid values).  

 

Collaborators then invoke the analyser with the highest priority rule given the set of 

unresolved symptoms. This mechanism allows analysers to influence the sequence in 

which they are called. However analysers do not necessarily have full knowledge of the 

capabilities of other analysers or indeed know which other analysers are available. So 

collaborators in the experimental FDS have been allowed to adjust rule priorities based 

on the solution times they achieve in practice. 

 

Analyser Type Symptom Type Holistic bid Collaborative Bid 

ExcAnalyser exception 6 6 
AppAnalyser inactive 

abnormal 
normal 
active 

accessible 

5 
3 
1 
1 
1 

5 
3 
1 
1 
1 

AltAnalyser unreachable 
down 

reachable 
up 

7 
8 

3.3 
1 

7 
8 
1 
1 

Analyser unreachable 
reachable 

7.3 
3.5 

7 
1 

CSAnalyser unreachable 
reachable 

7.3 
3.5 

7 
0.5 

CS2Analyser unreachable 
reachable 

7.3 
3.5 

7 
0.5 

NodeAnalyser down 
up 

8 
1 

8 
1 

Table 6 – Analyser Bid Values 

Essentially this self learning ability allows collaborators to develop rule heuristics to 

improve solution times but unfortunately this is likely to be of limited value if the 
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experience of faults is restricted to individual home networks. Faults within any single 

home network will probably be constrained in both diversity and number. To maximise 

benefit, rule experience would need to be shared amongst many home domains. A 

remote management agent acting as a repository for such collective experience may 

well be the best solution to this problem. However allowing dynamic rule priority 

adjustment also presupposes that viewpoint logic is order independent. This is true for 

the current FDS but may not be so for future analysers. A generalised solution that is 

able to preserve order dependency when needed, whilst allowing self optimisation when 

safe to do so without being vulnerable to misuse as a result of rogue analyser bids, 

remains an outstanding issue. 

 

The rationale for the bid values shown in Table 6 is as follows. The general principle is 

that symptoms that are most likely to lead directly to the root cause of problems should 

be processed first, so the more specific a symptom is, assuming it indicates a problem, 

then the higher its priority should be. The highest priority is therefore allocated to down 

which indicates that a specific platform is faulty whilst the lowest priorities are 

associated with  up, normal, active and accessible which do not indicate that a problem 

exists – they actually suggest that something is working satisfactorily.  Unreachable is a 

high priority in that it indicates that there is a network problem which might explain 

inactive, abnormal and exception symptoms. In fact priorities are ordered unreachable 

> exception > inactive > abnormal as each of these can in turn explain the subsequent 

symptoms. 

 

CS2Analyser and AltAnalyser are broadly equally capable analysers but, as shown in 

Section 4.5.1.5, CS2Analyser is generally better suited to holistic diagnosis and 

AltAnalyser is better suited for collaborative diagnosis so their holistic and 

collaborative bid values are pitched accordingly. CSAnalyser bids mirror the 

CS2Analyser bids and Analyser (whose logic is somewhat flawed, see Section 4.7.1) 

matches the best bids from CS2Analyser and AltAnalyser. 

 

Note that for holistic mode, the reachable symptom bids are set higher than the 

abnormal bid from AppAnalyser which means a network analyser will run before the 

AppAnalyser and help to reduce the suspect space being considered by the AppAnalyser. 

This is a case where analyser call sequence can have a big impact on performance  (and 

will be illustrated by results in Section 0). The collaborative mode is not similarly 
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affected as a responsive platform will clear itself and an explicit network analyser call 

as a preface to AppAnalyser activity is not required. 

 
To complete this subsection, it should be noted that the entire symptom pool is made 

available to each analyser as it is invoked. Symptom states only influence the analyser 

selection process; once selected, an analyser can ‘see’ all the symptoms collected by the 

invoking agent, i.e. the symptom pool and analysers follow a blackboard model of 

knowledge sharing [54]. Once an analyser has run, all the symptoms that it has declared 

that it can handle are marked as resolved, this includes any ‘collateral’ symptoms as 

well as the higher priority, ‘trigger’ symptom(s).  

4.6.4 Testing 
 
A means of testing diagnoses is essential as part of an end to end diagnostic process. 

FDS distinguishes between agent capable platforms, IP nodes, network links and 

software components and uses an appropriate test method depending on component type. 

 

Network links are tested by using the long established practice of ‘pinging’ nodes 

connected to the suspect link and then looking for a response before a timeout period 

expires. If the target nodes are agent based platforms then FDS sends a message using 

FIPA Request protocol to a FDS monitor agent, i.e. the node is effectively pinged at an 

application level. If the node is an IP device then it is pinged at a network level by 

sending ICMP messages to it. Although the agent platform could also be pinged using 

ICMP, these messages can be less reliable than the FIPA protocol carried over TCP – 

certainly some devices choose to ignore ICMP requests if busy – and the use of monitor 

agents for this purpose facilitiates virtual host operations (see Section 4.7.2). 

 

Testing nodes is more complex as it is desirable to be able to distinguish failures in the 

IP network, e.g. unplugged cables, from failures in the nodes themselves. Therefore 

agent capable nodes are contacted using a secondary communications channel  as well 

as the primary (IP) channel. In the FDS prototype, the secondary channel is 

implemented using the X10 protocol. This is a low bit rate mechanism that transmits 

signals over mains cabling. It uses low cost, readily available commercial adapters that 

plug into the mains power supply and the serial port of a PC. It employs a broadcast 

mechanism that works over limited distances but the range is normally sufficient to be 

able to contact devices connected within the same house. The author implemented a 
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simple messaging protocol  on top of X10 so that FDS installations on different hosts 

within the same home domain could contact each other using their node names specified 

in the FDS network model. Such a secondary communications channel is crucial to be 

able to disambiguate diagnoses involving network level components. In fact fault 

detection in general is reliant on some measure of redundancy if it is to be effective. 

 

The X10 solution is reasonably low cost but very slow and is critically dependant on the 

device being mains powered. An attractive alternative technology is ZigBee  [76] which 

offers low cost wireless communications to battery powered  devices. 

 

Non agent devices are those with dedicated functionality and such devices will 

inevitably be limited in the test facilities they offer. Most IP devices support ICMP and 

so FDS uses this to ping devices over the primary (IP) network as it cannot reach them 

using the secondary channel. 

 

FDS tests software components using tester agents distributed on a per node basis. A 

collaborator wishing to test a software component will send a request to the tester agent 

on the platform where the particular software component is deployed using the standard 

FIPA Request protocol.  The tester will attempt to invoke a test procedure devised 

specifically for the component concerned. Test procedures are supplied in Java classes 

named after specific entities in application models (e.g. Test_photoroot is the class 

containing the test procedure for entity photoroot, Test_DisplayRootServlet tests the 

DisplayRootServlet class etc). Test procedures are deployed via OSGi bundles and may 

be updated separately to the components to which they relate. 

 

The test procedure embodies knowledge of how to trigger execution of the particular 

entity using pre-defined input data and knows what the expected results should be. The 

procedure therefore returns a value indicating whether the test has been passed or failed  

or possibly not run for some reason. This enshrines the principle of information hiding 

and decouples applications from the diagnostic system, i.e. FDS does not need to know 

anything about the internals of the entities under test. These entities are identified by 

arbitary names appearing within application dependency models supplied by application 

bundles whilst test procedures are optionally provided as add on bundles to FDS. There 

is clearly a coupling between test bundles and applications but not with FDS itself. 
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However a fault diagnosis system is only as good as the models and test procedures it 

has available to it. If FDS attempts to test a component and no test procedure is 

available then no inferences can be drawn on the status of the component. Development 

of test procedures is costly and although it could be argued that the idea of operationally 

deployable test procedures has strong synergies with the principles of Extreme 

Programming [2], it is not practical to guarantee complete test coverage for every 

eventuality. Operational fault diagnosis should not be considered as a substitute for 

thorough development testing. As a rule of thumb, configuration problems such as those 

detected by Test_photoroot are probably a good example of the class of problem this 

type of approach can solve economically. 

 

Tests can be computationally expensive to execute and overly aggressive testing of 

suspects can overload a system. FDS therefore allows for selective testing, where a 

limited number of tests are attempted within each refinement cycle as determined by a 

test batch size. This is provided as an alternative to an aggressive testing option when all 

suspects are tested at the same time. The  order in which selective tests are attempted 

can have a significant effect on  the number of test cycles required and therefore the end 

to end solution times. Previous authors (e.g. de Kleer and Williams [17] with the theory 

of minimal test entropy) have devised elaborate schemes to optimise the number of tests 

required for a given set of suspects. However to properly minimise testing costs, the 

tester agent would need to be aware of the likely costs of executing individual tests 

(information which would have to be provided by the test procedures themselves to 

preserve agent and test procedure decoupling) and then use this information to negotiate 

with collaborator agents over which tests to actually run. But the economics of testing 

can be complex. For some components, tests can take longer to pass than fail and in 

other cases, the reverse is true. FDS therefore takes a simple approach and just sorts 

suspects in ascending order of the sums of the cardinalities of the suspect sets they 

appear in. In this way components appearing in singleton suspect sets are tested first. In 

addition, AppAnalyser returns suspects belonging to the target component in an 

abnormal symptom and its dependants in depth order (deepest first) before returning 

other more loosely associated components in the case of generic notifications. The FDS 

selective testing strategy essentially works in a bottom up manner and targets suspects 

which will have the most effect in pruning the working diagnosis down to a final 

diagnosis when tests run and return a fail indication. The reasons for this should become 

clear shortly. 
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Test procedures are classified as either full functional tests (meaning that they provide a 

comprehensive check that the component is functioning correctly) or accessibility tests 

(meaning a more limited check that the component is at least responsive and providing 

some functionality). 

 

A tester agent will attempt to run a full functional test first and if that is not available 

will switch to attempting an accessibility test. The tester agent is invoked using the 

FIPA Request protocol and returns an inform message with the test results (either PASS 

and the level – full functional or accessible – or FAIL) or it will return the protocol’s 

failure message if the test could not be run, e.g. the required test procedure was not 

available or some pre-requisite for the test procedure could not be satisfied. 

The collaborator will create active, accessible or inactive symptoms in response to these 

test results. Note that the only symptom created for a failure (to run test) message may 

be a reachable symptom indicating that the platform on which the tester agent executes 

is at least responding. 

 

Active symptoms, generated in response to a successful full functional test, will 

exonerate the suspect and all its dependants when processed by the AppAnalyser. This 

means components are removed from suspect sets and added to the cleared set so a test 

procedure should only be classed as full functional after due consideration. From a 

practical perspective, it is much harder to write a test that will comprehensively 

exonerate a component (and so signal that it is active) than one that only checks some 

aspects of behaviour. In this latter situation a test FAIL generates an inactive symptom 

and a test PASS generates an accessible symptom.  

 

Accessible symptoms in effect indicate that no fault has been found yet. They will not 

trigger exonerations but will cause the component to be dropped from its suspect set – 

effectively a soft exoneration. This means the suspect may be re-instated as and when 

more evidence emerges but attention will focus on other components in the short term. 

 

This is why the FDS strategy is designed to take advantage of inactive responses more 

than active ones. However, inactive components do not necessarily signify that the 

component is faulty, it depends on the status of their dependants. If there are no 

dependants or the dependants are all cleared then an inactive component will be deemed 
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faulty. If any of the dependants is itself faulty then no inference will be drawn on its 

parent. 

 

As a result of network tests, reachable and unreachable symptoms may be created. In 

addition, platform up and platform down symptoms may result from secondary channel 

tests. Furthermore, any response from a tester agent will create a reachable symptom for 

the target platform (if one does not already exist) and a timeout on the part of the tester 

agent will trigger an unreachable symptom. 

 

At the moment, the monitor agent on a platform provides the equivalent of an 

accessibility test only. However its role could be extended to provide the option for a 

full functional test by implementing device type specific tests for it to execute. This 

would harmonise the test philosophy across hardware and software components but 

remains as possible future work at this time.  

4.6.5 Diagnostic Plans 
 
The purpose of diagnostic plans is to decouple diagnostic logic from the collaborator 

agents that will enact it and so enable new plans to be introduced as required. This is an 

important aspect in the realisation of an open FDS. Plans are complex entities with 

various internal factors, affecting plan structure and execution, and various external 

factors affecting their access. Internal factors will be discussed first. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At a conceptual level, a plan describes the sequence of high level diagnostic operations 

required to achieve the goal of a final diagnosis. From an implementation perspective, a 

plan is effectively a program that drives a collaborator agent through an API. A 

conceptual or high level representation of the standard holistic and collaborative plans 

are shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49. These follow a top down decomposition style of 

Holistic Plan

Aggregate Auto
Analyse Refine

Test Auto
Analyse

iterate until final 
diagnosis 
achieved or 
tests exhausted

*

Holistic Plan

Aggregate Auto
Analyse Refine

Test Auto
Analyse

iterate until final 
diagnosis 
achieved or 
tests exhausted

*

Figure 48 – Holistic Plan, High Level View 
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presentation made popular by Jackson Structured Programming (JSP) [33]. In these 

diagrams, an asterisk denotes an iteration and a o symbol indicates conditional (i.e. 

optional) execution. 

 

Despite the impression of a smooth processing sequence created by the high level views, 

plan execution is actually piecemeal as leaf level activities relate to the transmission and 

reception of messages to distributed agents and are therefore fundamentally 

asynchronous and interrupt driven in nature. Processing will therefore be frequently 

interrupted and need to resume, in due course, from the point in the plan it left off. In 

addition to low level message handling, whole plans may be suspended and resumed as 

a consequence of the execution of a treatment rule that (temporarily) invokes a new plan. 

 

This kind of programming issue is not new and the idea of program inversion to address 

the so-called structure clashes between high level and low level program views was an 

important element of JSP. Program inversion espoused the mechanical transformation 

of high level sequential programs, as reflected in Figure 48, into co-routine form to 

resolve structure clashes and consequently can be used to satisfy the low level 

requirements of the chosen agent architecture. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 49 – Collaborative Plan, High Level View 
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The standard FDS plans were conceived as sequential logic and then hand translated to 

an inverted form expressed as Java statements, with calls to public methods exposed by 

the collaborator agent to implement the run time API. For example, the Aggregate step 

in Figure 48 maps to an aggregate() method within the collaborator agent. Certain 

structures, e.g. iterations, need to be transformed into a ‘re-entrant’ form controlled by 

local status variables. This ‘inverted’ code was then ready for final compilation to 

generate the executable Java bytecode form.  

 

It would certainly be possible to devise a specialised diagnostic plan language and a 

compiler to mechanically apply program inversion and generate the necessary plan 

bytecode. Plan source code would then be a literal program statement representation of 

Figure 48 and Figure 49 which would obviously simplify the process of creating new 

plans. However, for the moment, this remains as an exercise for the future. 

 

Turning to external factors, plans primarily make use of OSGi service registrations to 

publish their availability. In fact plans themselves are not directly deployed across an 

FDS enabled network, instead plan factories are. A plan factory will then instantiate a 

plan object on demand. Specific plan factory and associated plan classes are defined as 

subclasses of a PlanFactory and Plan class and are packaged into bundles. The standard 

plans are included in the core fds bundle but extra plans can be provided in addon 

bundles as required. The BundleActivator class for the enclosing bundle will then 

instantiate plan factory objects on bundle start up and register them as OSGi services 

under the PlanFactory class name. A collaborator agent can then perform an OSGi 

service look up for all instances of PlanFactory available on its host and create plan 

instances as it needs to execute a specific plan.  

 

Analysers may reference addon plans within their treatment rules. In such cases the 

analyser and plan may be deployed on a different host to the collaborator. However the 

collaborator will need local access to the plan so that it can execute it within its Java 

Virtual Machine. In a sense the plan needs to become part of the collaborator agent. 

Therefore analysers include the bundle location of any plans they reference as part of 

their FIPA service registration. This allows collaborators to install the plan bundle 

locally and so enable subsequent access via OSGi service look ups, as illustrated in 

Figure 50. 
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By following the procedures outlined above, a collaborator needs no hard coded 

knowledge of plan names, locations or internal details to be able to invoke a plan. 

Invoking a plan effectively transfers high level control to the plan object which then 

makes callbacks on operations provided by the collaborator. In essence, the collaborator 

delegates tactical control, the responsibility for deciding the sequence of diagnostic 

operations, to the plan. 

 

 

Figure 50 – Plan Access 

 

4.6.6 Notifications & Application Instrumentation 
 
Symptoms may be collected proactively by periodically ‘routining’ selected 

components within the network (e.g. by interrogating devices and invoking test 

procedures) or reactively collected as notifications of abnormal behavior from 

instrumented applications or external agencies. The FDS prototype exposes an interface, 

FDSService, as an OSGi service, which instrumented applications such as the Photo 

application can use to pass information into FDS when they encounter a problem. In a 

Java application, this would typically follow an exception being thrown. Although 

instrumentation may be regarded as intrusive, without the active participation of 

applications, diagnostic ability will be limited.  In such a case, periodic automated 

checks of network connectivity are still possible and FDS also provides a user agent to 

allow manual entry of observations. However this still requires application models or 

heuristic knowledge to drive the diagnosis and manual symptom entry is intrusive for 

the user. Essentially more informed diagnosis is possible with the cooperation of 

applications and, of course, the availability of more information. 
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The FDSService interface provides a notifyAbnormal() method with a signature as 

follows: 

 
void notifyAbnormal(String tProcess, String tHost, String sProcess, 

String type, String comment); 

 
Parameters are: 
 
tProcess – the name of the target process; the name of a software component as it 

appears in an application model 

tHost – the name or IP address of the target host, ie. where tProcess executes 

sProcess – the name of the calling (source) process as it appears in an application model 

type – generic, subset or specific 

comment – a freeform text string with additional information; not actually used within 

FDS currently. 

 

Note that a source host parameter, identifying the current (notifying) host, is added by 

the FDSService when it passes the symptom on to its collaborator agent. 

 
OSGi applications may then be instrumented to deliver notifications to FDS when an 

exception is thrown or other run time problem is encountered. See the example code 

fragment below taken from the PhotoServiceImpl class of the Photo application: 

 
try { 
 PhotoRMIService server = (PhotoRMIService) 
 Naming.lookup("rmi://" + serverName + "/PhotoRMIService"); 
 return server.getRemRoot(serverAddr); 
} 
catch (java.lang.Exception e) { 
 fds.notifyAbnormal("PhotoRMIService", serverName,  
 "PhotoServiceImpl", "subset", "Calling=getRemRoot; Exception="  
 +e.getClass().getName()+"; Msg="+e.getMessage()); 
 throw new PhotoException("PhotoServiceImpl: Can't contact " + 
 "/PhotoRMIService on remote server " + serverName +  
 " for getRoot();\n" + e.getClass().getName()+": 
"+e.getMessage()); 
} 
 
The line of code in bold triggers the notification to FDS and returns without blocking to 

the calling code. The variable fds acts as a reference to the fault diagnosis system  in the 

form of an OSGi service reference which indirectly allows the Photo application client 

to invoke the notifyAbnormal() method within its local collaborator agent and pass on 
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relevant data such as the problematic destination serverName. The call is indirect as it 

passes through the FDS agent loader which forwards the call to the relevant agent object.  

 

Following FDS notification the application throws its own exception which the 

application may choose to handle. In the case of the Photo application these manifest as 

error messages within a browser window (various examples appear in Appendix B; 

Figure 69 corresponds to the particular code fragment above). 

 

4.7 FDS Prototype 
 
The FDS prototype is built on an OSGi framework developed by Gatespace [22] which 

has subsequently evolved into the open source Knoplerfish package [41]. 

 

Development of the prototype has essentially followed a toolkit approach whereby 

facilities have been introduced, used for experimentation with manual selection of 

diagnostic operations via agent GUIs (see for example, the collaborator agent GUI in 

Figure 51) in order to identify appropriate strategies to be enshrined in end to end 

processes and encoded in diagnostic plans. The agent GUIs are therefore not intended 

for end user operations and many of the options provided have subsequently been 

dropped from regular use. 

 

 
Figure 51 – Collaborator Agent GUI in FDS Prototype 

 

The prototype can be configured to operate with varying levels of automation – from, at 

the top level, complete automated processes from initial problem notification through  

to a final diagnosis, down to basic step by step manual operations where every operation 

may be manually selected and even the analyser type can be manually selected within 

each analysis cycle. 

 

Various configuration options are achieved using disk files rather than via the GUIs (for 

convenience over repeated test runs and as the agent GUIs are already extremely 

complex in some cases). These include capabilities to enable performance logging and  
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a ‘forceLocal’ directive to ensure the use of same host analysers (if available). This 

option can help to distinguish processing costs for alternate diagnostic strategies when 

conducting performance tests. 

 

Examples of system interations within the prototype are illustrated in Appendix D. 

 

4.7.1 Analysers 
 
The FDS prototype includes a variety of both network level and application level 

analysers as shown in Table 7. AltAnalyser and AppAnalyser together provide a 

comprehensive range of analysis facilities and are capable of handling all the problem 

scenarios described in this thesis. They form the analysers provided within the core fds 

bundle. The other analysers are packaged in a mixture of addon bundles. 

 

Two application analysers are provided in AppAnalyser and ExcAnalyser. AppAnalyser 

is implemented in Jess within a Java wrapper and embodies the dependency model 

scheme discussed in Section 4.5.2. Note that Jess is used for a number of analysers as it 

provides a rule-based programming system with good performance characteristics that 

may be readily integrated with other Java based systems. 

 

Category Analyser Bundle 

Application AppAnalyser 
ExcAnalyser 

core 
addon4 

Network 

Analyser 
AltAnalyser  
CSAnalyser 

CS2Analyser 
NodeAnalyser 

addon1 
core 

addon1 
addon2 
addon3 

Table 7 – FDS Analysers 

 

ExcAnalyser stands for exception analyser and embodies a very simple case base of 

Java exceptions. Use of ExcAnalyser requires that applications notify details of 

exceptions in addition to the standard abnormal symptoms. These details include the 

exception class name, the exception message and the context in which the exception 

was thrown, i.e. the destination process and platform that the source process was 

attempting to call and the source process and platform names. An example exception 

symptom is: 
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(exception java.rmi.ConnectIOException "Exception creating connection to: 
192.168.0.7; nested exception is: java.net.NoRouteToHostException: Operation timed 
out: connect" PhotoRMIService desktop2 PhotoServiceImpl desktop1) 
 
This indicates PhotoServiceImpl-desktop1 encountered a ConnectIOException 

attempting to call PhotoRMIService-desktop2. 

 
Within the current FDS, the exception analyser only recognises exceptions concerned 

with connection problems (java.net.NoRouteToHostException, 

java.net.PortUnreachableException, java.rmi.ConnectIOException with an embedded 

java.net.NoRouteToHostException. and java.net.ConnectException). For the first three 

cases it generates an unreachable symptom between the affected platforms and for the 

last case an inactive symptom against the RMI process on the destination platform. 

 

Note that ExcAnalyser is atypical of FDS analysers in that it does not generate 

diagnoses but only interprets symptoms and adds additional symptoms to the pool. 

Strictly speaking it could be regarded as a pre-analyser. 

 

Although in principle one might have thought use of the ExcAnalyser would improve 

the diagnostic process as it extracts more information from the available symptoms, in 

practice it lengthens solution times as it increases the number of analyser calls whilst the 

symptoms it contributes will eventually become available by other means anyway. 

However this experience suggests that an exception analyser could provide benefits if it 

can identify suspects that would not normally be implicated by an application’s 

dependency model or if it can confirm faults for components which have no test 

procedures defined. 

 

An exception analyser may therefore offer an alternative strategy for analysing 

application problems if the case base were open and extensible, i.e. if applications were 

able to register  any application specific exceptions they throw and specify rules for 

extracting relevant information from the exception messages. If this allowed the 

exception analyser to interpret the exceptions and directly identify suspects or faults 

then dependency models would not be needed. 

 

The FDS network analysers are described in Table 8. These were primarily developed 

as experiments in different reasoning methods and implementation techniques. 

Diagnostic results from these analysers are discussed in Section 5.3.1. 
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Name Implementation Comments 
Analyser Simple Jess rules Very first FDS analyser; only returns a 

single suspect set; limited incremental 
analysis; no calling cards; only handles 
reachability symptoms; flawed analyser 

AltAnalyser Pure Java implementation; 
uses abduction algorithm, 
see Section 4.5.1.4 

Returns exhaustive suspect sets; full 
incremental/ expansion/ calling card 
facilities; handles  up & down symptoms as 
well as reachability symptoms; the most 
well rounded FDS network analyser 

CSAnalyser Jess based; deductive 
conflict set approach, see 
Section 4.5.1.3 

Returns exhaustive suspect sets; limited 
incremental/ expansion facilities; no calling 
cards; flawed analyser 

CS2Analyser Pure Java implementation; 
deductive conflict set 
approach, see Section 4.5.1.3 

Returns exhaustive suspect sets; full 
incremental/ expansion/ calling card 
facilities; only handles reachability 
symptoms; sound analyser 

NodeAnalyser Pure Java implementation; 
very simple deductive logic 

Only handles up & down symptoms; full 
incremental facilties; sound analyser 
 

Table 8 – FDS Network Analyser Characteristics 
 

The FDS prototype provides a number of additional features to assist experimentation. 

These are described in the following sub-sections. 

 

4.7.2 Virtual Hosts 
 
The prototype has been designed to offer a virtual hosts facility so that agents for 

multiple logical hosts may be deployed on the same physical platform. This provides a 

big step towards enabling the evaluation of behaviour for larger agent communities with 

limited numbers of computing platforms. 

 

The agents themselves do not distinguish between virtual host and ‘real’ distributed host 

operations. The agent loader is the only element of FDS which concerns itself with real 

agent locations. A mixture of real and virtual hosts can be accommodated. The only 

requirement is that the mapping from logical to physical host is specified in a 

configuration file at FDS startup. 

4.7.3 Scripted Execution 
 
The prototype exposes a command line interface by means of a Rhino console [47]. 

This supports the full JavaScript language and allows scripted execution of agent 

functions. 
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Agents on remote hosts can be started and stopped while in addition agents on the local 

host (and the local virtual hosts) can have any of their public methods invoked. 

Symptoms can be primed to local and remote hosts allowing the controlled diagnosis of 

a wide range of fault scenarios. 

4.7.4 Performance Testing Facilities 
 
FDS agents have been instrumented to record the elapsed run time of operations using 

the standard timing mechanism available to Java applications (the 

System.currentTimeMillis() method) and report them to the console. 

 

In addition, if performance logging is enabled then CPU usage and elapsed time is 

recorded using third party software [59] accessed via the Java native code interface and 

saved in disk files for subsequent analysis. To be able to collate measurements taken 

concurrently across distributed hosts, plan start and end events are signalled across all 

platforms and recorded within each platform’s log. Log files on all hosts can be opened 

and closed either by means of a button click on any collaborator agent GUI within the 

home domain or by command line instruction (which of course can be included within 

scripts). 

 

Each platform within the author’s experimental network has a different physical 

configuration and therefore different processing power available. The platforms used for 

the main performance experiments reported in Section 5.2 are shown in Table 9. 

 
Platform fujitsu lulu peterulaptop 

Processor Pentium 4 Pentium 4 Pentium III 

Clock Speed 1.7 GHz 3 GHz 1 GHz 

Main memory 256 MB 512 MB 512 MB 

Operating System Windows XP Home 
Edition 

Windows XP Home 
Edition 

Windows XP 
Professional Edition 

Relative Processing 
Power 

1 2.08 ±3.3% 0.95 ±8.0% 

Table 9 – Platform Characteristcs 

To be able to calculate normalised CPU values, benchmark tests were executed on each 

platform. These tests consisted of the execution of 5 million Diagnostic AND operations 

by an FDS collaborator agent on a reference diagnosis. The average of the timings from 

repeated runs was used to calculate weighting factors to convert each platform’s 
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measurements to a ‘fujitsu equivalent’ value. Fujitsu was chosen as is was the primary 

experimental machine. The weighting factors are shown in Table 9 as ‘Relative 

Processing Power’. 

 

4.8 Review of FDS against Original Vision 
 
Having now described the proposed solution for fault diagnosis within a connected 

home in some detail, it is perhaps appropriate to re-visit the ideas outlined in Section 4.1 

and compare the final solution with the original vision. 

 

The first point to make is that although the application of meta knowledge to drive 

diagnostic processes has been a recurrent theme throughout this research, fully fledged 

strategic reasoning has been deferred for future work. As indicated as early as Section 

1.4, strategic reasoning came to be regarded as an optional extra rather than an essential 

requirement once a set of ‘safe’ diagnostic options emerged. The safe options have 

emerged as: 

• Grain based collaborative diagnosis 

• Selective testing with a fixed (small) batch size 

• Re-active behaviour with activations triggered by instrumented applications. 

 

The diagnostic knowledge model depicted in Table 1 has certainly guided the 

development of FDS analysers but the strict hierarchy suggested by the level numbers 

has been abandoned. Instead, the underlying principles of multiple logical viewpoints 

and multiple sources contributing to a shared knowledge pool have developed. This has 

impacted on the incremental analyser architecture, formulation of the Diagnostic AND 

operator and the principles of expansion and subsumption. 

 

With regard to the specific diagnostic knowledge levels identified, Level 1, Device 

Topology, corresponds directly to the network model and functionality provided by the 

set of FDS network analysers. 

 

Level 2, Application Topology, matches the idea of application deployment models but 

is not used in isolation. It is always used in combination with the equivalent of Level 3 

knowledge, originally referred to as the Application Call Hierarchy but which has now 

evolved into the idea of bundle dependency models. These models are more general 
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than the call hierarchy. They are able to reflect not just the set of possible dynamic 

program calls but any other dependencies including any static pre-requisites. Although 

the Level 2 and 3 knowledge exists in separate models, it is always used in the form of a 

composite dependency structure used by the AppAnalyser agent. 

 

Level 4, Application Integrity, has also evolved into a more generalised solution of 

external test procedures rather than necessarily embedded test routines. This approach is 

more flexible and can be used to augment existing deployed code. Of course, the test 

procedures could still be used to invoke internal test routines as envisioned by the Level 

4 description but are not limited to this approach. 

 

Level 5, Application Interaction models have not been developed at this time as the 

application models of Level 2 and 3 together with the three categories of problem 

notifications from instrumented applications (generic, subset and specific) were felt to 

offer a viable solution, although a refinement of this idea is mentioned as possible future 

work in Section 6.1.3. A Level 5 based solution would have required more application 

information, a complex supporting system and quite possibly incur higher run time costs. 

 

Finally, the idea of a reference centralised solution (holistic diagnosis) and the 

development of a theory of negotiation between distributed agents which allows the 

production of equivalent results (i.e. the Diagnostic AND operating as part of the 

collaboration protocol) has continued to be central to the research direction. 

 

The detail of the collaboration process has evolved but at an abstract level remains 

surprisingly faithful to the original vision. However, in one specific area the details have 

changed. The idea of specifically targeting agents for collaboration was not pursued. 

Instead the principle of universal collaboration emerged so that all agents in a domain 

would share the same results. Consequently the order independence of operations (e.g. 

within the Diagnostic AND) became an important requirement. 
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5 Critical Evaluation 
 
This section will evaluate the ideas within this thesis both from the perspective  of 

diagnostic accuracy, i.e. the quality of diagnoses produced, and also on the basis of 

performance. The principle performance metric considered will be solution time, i.e. the 

elapsed time from initial problem notification to the availability of a final diagnosis. 

5.1 Scenarios Considered 
 

A series of problem scenarios of increasing complexity will be defined as follows: 

• Basic scenarios – where all relevant information is available on a single host.  

• Multi-host problems – where a fault in a distributed application may give rise to 

near-simultaneous problem notifications on more than one host. 

• Repeating problems – where the same underlying problem, albeit manifested in 

different guises, emerges at different locations. 

• Increasing problem scale – where multiple concurrent faults occur in different 

applications. 

 

Each of the scenarios will make use of the Photo application deployed on a small 

experimental network consisting of 3 Windows PCs and an Ethernet switch/ wireless 

access point. See Figure 52. This network normally forms part of the author’s home 

network. A variety of different faults will be deliberately created, both at an application 

level and at a network level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each scenario will be described in terms of the circumstances which give rise to the 

operational problems being considered, the initial symptoms as generated by 

ethernet2

ethernet3

ethernet1

fujitsu

peterulaptop

lulu

linksys

Figure 52 – Experimental Network 
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instrumented applications and the final diagnosis reached. The end to end diagnostic 

sequence will be described for both collaborative and holistic approaches. These 

sequences will identify the symptoms and intermediate diagnoses generated at each step. 

The size of the diagnoses produced at each step will  be denoted as |size|. Note that the 

details of symptoms, diagnoses and diagnostic sequences appear in Appendix B, 

together with relevant screen shots from the FDS prototype and Photo application. The 

current section will concentrate on providing an explanatory commentary on these 

results. For the convenience of the reader, set up, fault and user operation details appear 

in both locations. 

 

Note that the user error reporting code in the Photo application pre-dates the FDS 

prototype and that the error messages from the Photo application shown in screen shots 

in Appendix B were a genuine attempt to give meaningful error messages to the user. 

However  these frequently reflect a programmer’s view of the world rather than 

necessarily a user’s view and it is interesting to compare the error messages with the 

actual fault as determined by FDS. 

 

For the purpose of these evaluations only AppAnalyser and AltAnalyser agents are used 

for analysis. Although the CS2Analyser is potentially a better choice than the 

AltAnalyser for network level analysis within collaborative diagnoses, the difference is 

negligible for these scenarios. In addition, aggressive testing is used (except where 

stated) as it simplifies the scenario descriptions and has an equal effect on collaborative 

and holistic approaches. 

 

The initial starting position for each scenario (unless stated otherwise) is that the 

collaborator agent on each host believes its host is ok but knows nothing about the 

status of any other components. 

5.1.1 Basic Scenarios 

5.1.1.1 Scenario 1ai 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu only. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on fujitsu. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface on 

fujitsu. 
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Commentary: 
 
This is the simplest software fault scenario considered and is included primarily as a 

reference point for comparison with other scenarios.  

 

Both holistic and collaborative approaches generate the same (correct) final diagnosis, 

however holistic is simpler, with fewer steps, (a common theme across these scenarios) 

and also achieves a solution slightly faster than collaborative (see Figure 53 and the 

accompanying discussion in Section 5.2.1). 

 

The initial symptom is a generic notification from the PhotoUI bundle, raised when it 

encounters a problem with the PhotoService but cannot be more specific as to the 

precise problem location. The symptom is analysed by the AppAnalyser. In the 

collaborative case, this is the only symptom available at the start of the diagnosis. There 

are potentially 17 alternative suspects that AppAnalyser would generate in normal mode 

comprising 14 software components and the 3 platforms they are deployed over (note 

that although the Photo application software itself is deployed on fujitsu only, the 

application uses client browsers deployed on fujitsu, lulu and peterulaptop). However 

diagnosis D1 is size 16 as the incremental analysis takes into account that the fujitsu 

host is in the cleared set. 

 

Collaboration with lulu and peterulaptop then clears these hosts as well (D2) and creates 

a number of reachability symptoms as bi-products. Testing all 14 suspects (the 14 

suspect sets are all singletons) generates a number of active, accessible and inactive 

symptoms. Note that no test result symptoms are available for the three browsers as no 

test procedures have been provided for them. After analysis the photoroot component on 

fujitsu is reported as faulty as it has an inactive symptom and its only dependant 

component is the fujitsu platform which has already been exonerated. The final 

collaboration shares the result across all hosts in the network. 

 

Note that the standard collaboration plan is formulated on the premise that in most cases 

when the plan executes, all hosts will be reachable. It therefore moves directly to a test 

phase rather than bothering to analyse any symptoms created by the collaboration first. 

These symptoms will still be analysed but only after the first test cycle completes. A 

more cautious collaborative plan that included an analysis step to address any 
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unresolved symptoms before commencing testing would be a smarter choice in the 

presence of network failures. 

 

Turning to the holistic sequence, the aggregate step returns a series of reachable 

symptoms to augment the initial abnormal symptom and the auto analysis step then 

invokes both AppAnalyser and AltAnalyser agents. Its output (D3) is therefore the same 

size as the second working diagnosis from the collaborative sequence (D2) but differs in 

the number of cleared components. The additional clearances are a consequence of the 

AltAnalyser’s analysis of the available reachable symptoms. Note also that the holistic 

aggregate step takes the opportunity to ping all non-agent IP nodes in the network whilst 

collecting symptoms from all agent nodes. It therefore has a ‘(reachable linksys fujitsu)’ 

symptom available that the collaborator sequence never has. However in practical terms 

this makes no difference to the outcome as the second auto analysis step in the 

collaborative sequence benefits from reachable symptoms that span the length of the 

network so it is able to exonerate all intermediate network components. Consequently 

the outcome (Df) is the same in both sequences. 

 

System interactions for both holistic and collaborative processing sequences are 

illustrated in diagrammatic form in Appendix D for this scenario. 

5.1.1.2 Scenario 1aii 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu only. 
 
Causal fault: Software fault deliberately seeded in the PhotoServiceImpl class causing 

routine getPhoto() to throw an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException. 

 
User operation: Attempt to browse localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

Commentary: 
 
In this scenario, a different software fault triggers a run time exception which allows the 

PhotoUI bundle to raise a problem notification (a generic abnormal symptom as in 

Scenario 1ai) and in addition allows the Photo bundle itself to raise a subset notification 

declaring a problem has originated within itself (i.e. PhotoServiceImpl) or one of its 

dependants. The additional symptom allows AppAnalyser to be much more focussed in 

the initial diagnosis producing D2 and D3, both of size 4, in the collaborative and 
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holistic cases, respectively. This leads to far less testing activity and less consequential 

processing for all subsequent steps. 

 

In this scenario, photoroot-fujitsu is tested and found to be valid causing the creation of 

an active symptom. PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu is deemed to be inactive and as all its 

dependants have been cleared or at least deemed accessible, PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu is 

then inferred to be faulty. 

 

As in Scenario 1ai, both collaborative and holistic approaches achieve the same (correct) 

outcome but the initial holistic diagnosis (D3) is more comprehensive than its 

collaborative counterpart with early exoneration of all network components. 

 

The key message from this scenario is that better quality information available at the 

start of a diagnosis (in this case achieved through more application instrumentation) 

significantly eases the diagnostic process. 

 

5.1.1.3 Scenario 1aiii 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu only. 
 
Causal fault: Configuration fault – Photo bundle not started on fujitsu. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface on 

fujitsu. 

 
Commentary: 
 
This problem occurs because no PhotoService is running on fujitsu when the PhotoUI 

bundle attempts to invoke it. So only a generic abnormal symptom is available from 

PhotoUI to guide the diagnosis. However initial diagnoses are smaller than for Scenario 

1ai. The reason is that starting the Photo bundle makes the bundle’s dependency model 

available to FDS. Without it only the PhotoUI dependencies are available. The internal 

dependencies of the PhotoService are unknown and indeed not relevant in this case as 

the service cannot execute. 

 

Again both collaborative and holistic sequences correctly determine that PhotoService-

fujitsu is the causal fault. 
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Note that, as in Scenario 1ai, IndexPage-fujitsu is classed as accessible after testing. 

This is despite the missing Photo bundle. The reason is that this component is a static 

web page stored within the PhotoUI bundle and it can be successfully generated without 

the need to access the PhotoService. The test procedure Test_IndexPage is able to 

successfully validate the page content but as it is rated as an accessibility test rather than 

a full functional test, erroneous exoneration of PhotoUI and its dependant components is 

avoided. 

5.1.1.4 Scenario 1bi 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 
 
Causal fault: Platform fault: peterulaptop is down. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Commentary: 
 
In this scenario, the Photo application is deployed on 2 hosts so the potential suspect 

space is 28 (2 deployed hosts * 11 components indicated by the Photo/PhotoUI bundles 

+ 3 client browsers + 3 platforms), however instrumentation again creates 2 abnormal 

symptoms, one of which is of subset type which focusses attention on the target 

component, PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop, and its dependants. This leads to an initial 

diagnosis in the collaborative sequence (D1) of size 7.  

 

Attempts to test the peterulaptop deployed components are thwarted however as the 

node is unreachable (information revealed but unused from the first collaboration 

attempt). Nevertheless a test of peterulaptop itself via the secondary communications 

channel determines that the platform is down leading to the correct result in the final 

diagnosis Df. 

 

Note that the platform is tested prior to analysis of the reachability symptoms generated 

by the collaborate step as it emerged as a suspect from the initial application analysis, 

however, unlike the earlier scenarios, it was not exonerated by the collaborate step. 
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The holistic sequence achieves the same outcome but shrinks the suspect space faster by 

factoring the unreachable symptom into its initial analysis. Its initial working diagnosis 

is therefore of size 2 leading to fewer test attempts. However as none of the attempts 

causes any test procedures to be run, the difference in practical terms is marginal. 

5.1.1.5 Scenario 1bii 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 
 
Causal fault: Network link faulty – cable ethernet3 between linksys and peterulaptop is 

unplugged. 

 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Commentary: 
 
This scenario is a variant of 1bi where the initial symptoms and diagnoses are exactly 

the same but a network link is faulty rather than a platform. As a consequence, the test 

of peterulaptop via the secondary channel discovers that the platform is up and therefore 

is exonerated as a suspect. 

 

Both collaborative and holistic approaches achieve the same (correct) final diagnosis 

but note that this is a subtly different kind of result than previous scenarios. The fault 

has not been confirmed, only that all alternative suspect sets bar one, the Ethernet link 

feeding peterulaptop, have been eliminated. Note that it is not possible to directly test 

the link in isolation from other components. 

5.1.1.6 Scenario 1biii 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 
 
Causal fault: Intermediate network node faulty – linksys node is down. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Commentary: 
 
This is an interesting variation on the previous scenario. Again a network fault causes 

the same initial symptoms but this time the holistic plan’s earlier analysis of the 
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reachability symptoms, especially with the availability of the ‘(unreachable linksys 

fujitsu)’ symptom, allows it to achieve an end diagnosis in far fewer steps than the 

approach dictated by the standard collaborative plan. 

 

The outcome in both collaborative and holistic cases is valid however it is an end 

diagnosis rather than a final diagnosis. The diagnostic system has not been able to 

differentiate between the possible faults in the ethernet1 cable and the linksys node 

(which does not support secondary communication channels). 

 

Further refinement would be feasible by enlisting the help of the user to provide more 

sensory input (e.g. by asking whether any lights are showing on the linksys box) but no 

automated, in situ test options are available. 

 

The approach dictated by the standard collaborative plan results in 2 distinct ‘test  all’ 

steps. The suspect peterulaptop in the diagnosis D1 leads to multiple alternative suspects 

in D2 when it is exonerated. The second test cycle tests these components and is able to 

exonerate the remaining agent platforms. 

 

The end diagnosis is therefore different from the holistic case as it is more 

comprehensive, showing peterulaptop and lulu cleared as well as fujitsu because of the 

addition testing undertaken. Note this occurs as a consequence of the key symptom 

‘(unreachable linksys fujitsu)’ only emerging as a result of the second test cycle. 

 

It should be pointed out that it would be possible to devise a collaboration based plan 

that is able to achieve the same result in fewer steps if the initial diagnosis emerging 

from the AppAnalyser (D1) were to be presented to the AltAnalyser for expansion. This 

would expand the working diagnosis to size 10 by implicating ethernet3, linksys and 

ethernet1. A ‘test all’ step would then have achieved the same outcome much sooner. 

However in the general case, such early expansions increase diagnostic costs without 

improving diagnostic quality. 

5.1.1.7 Scenario 1c 
 
Set up: For this experiment, a modified network configuration is in use with an 

additional agent capable node introduced on the route between linksys and peterulaptop. 

This node (named phantom) does not physically exist apart from its definition in the 
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network model. The model topology dictates that phantom is required to forward traffic 

to and from peterulaptop. The Photo application is deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 

 
Causal fault: An intermediate agent capable platform is faulty – the ‘phantom’ node is 

deemed to be down. 

 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Commentary: 
 
This scenario provides the same initial symptoms as all the series 1b scenarios but in 

particular acts as a variant of 1bi and 1bii in that platform peterulatop is unreachable 

from fujitsu whilst lulu is still reachable. The diagnostic sequence is very similar to 1biii 

again requiring two distinct test phases when following the collaborative plan. 

 

Correct final diagnoses are achieved as the missing phantom node can be tested via the 

secondary channel but as with 1biii, the collaborative result is more comprehensive as a 

consequence of more wide ranging testing. 

5.1.1.8 Scenario 1d 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu, peterulaptop and lulu. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on fujitsu. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface on 

fujitsu. 

 
Commentary: 
 
This scenario is a variant of Scenario 1ai with a larger number of potential suspects 

resulting from the application deployment over three hosts rather than one. It will be 

used as a reference scenario for performance evaluation, see Section 5.2.1, and to 

demonstrate the effects of selective testing. Three pairs of diagnostic sequences are 

presented. Each pair demonstrates a collaborative and holistic sequence with the same 

test options set. 

 

The first sequence pair present aggressive testing, i.e. an attempt is made to test all 36 

suspects concurrently in a single test cycle. This leads to a large number of generated 
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symptoms but a final diagnosis confirming the single fault (and a lengthy list of 

exonerated components). This first sequence follows exactly the same pattern as 

Scenario 1ai but with larger numbers of symptoms and larger intermediate diagnoses. 

 

The next sequence pair shows the effect of selective testing with a test batch size of 1, 

i.e. only a single suspect is selected for testing in each test cycle. 

 

Both collaborative and holistic approaches require 3 test cycles to finalise the diagnosis. 

Note that the first two cycles eliminate single suspects; the third cycle then identifies the 

fault and effectively provides a short cut to the final solution. 

 

Having discovered that 3 tests are necessary to identify the fault, the third diagnostic 

sequence pair demonstrate the effect of being able to set the test batch size to an optimal 

value. So the third pair of sequences show selective testing with a batch size of 3 which 

means that only a single test cycle is needed to achieve the correct diagnosis. Although 

the same total number of tests are performed as with batch size 1, the results only need 

to be analysed once making a further computational saving. 

 

5.1.2 Multi-host Scenarios 

5.1.2.1 Scenario 2 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu, peterulaptop and lulu. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on peterulaptop. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu 

 
Commentary: 
 
This scenario generates the same initial symptoms as all the 1b series scenarios but has 

a very different cause and the diagnostic process takes a very different course. In  this 

case there are no network faults and all the hosts are reachable. The software fault on 

peterulaptop triggers notifications on both peterulaptop and fujitsu and therefore 

diagnostic processes are initiated on both these hosts effectively at the same time. The 

diagnostic sequences shown in Appendix B therefore report the behaviour of two 

concurrent collaborative diagnoses and two concurrent holistic diagnoses. 
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The important distinction between these approaches is that the collaborations initiated 

by fujitsu and peterulaptop collide and peterulaptop defers to fujitsu (by applying the 

simple name comparison: “fujitsu” < “peterulaptop” to decide precedence). This allows 

the collaborator on fujitsu to lead the rest of the diagnosis and the final (correct) 

diagnosis is shared with all hosts. 

 

In contrast, the simultaneous holistic diagnoses operate independently and both run to a 

normal completion again generating a correct final diagnosis. Note that the aggregate 

step means that both fujitsu and peterulaptop have all 3 initial symptoms available to 

them so both threads follow essentially the same pattern. 

Looking at the collaborative sequences again, it should be noted that the initial 

diagnoses on the 2 active hosts are of different sizes (size 7 on fujitsu, D1, and size 4 on 

peterulaptop, D2). This stems from the different initial symptoms available on the two 

hosts. The peterulaptop diagnosis is more focussed as the application instrumentation 

within PhotoServicveImpl has meant that the RMI related components 

(PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop and rmi-peterulaptop) suspected by fujitsu can be 

discounted. 

 

However as a result of the first collaboration, even though peterulaptop discontinues its 

own collaboration, it contributes its viewpoint to fujitsu and the resultant working 

diagnosis (D3) benefits from peterulaptop’s input. D3 is therefore a more comprehensive 

version of D2. Testing then allows a final diagnosis to be achieved as before. 

 

Note that in the collaborative approach all hosts share knowledge of the final diagnosis. 

In the holistic case fujitsu and peterulaptop have both generated the same final diagnosis  

but lulu is ignorant of these developments. 

5.1.3 Repeating Problem Scenarios 

5.1.3.1 Scenario 3 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu, peterulaptop and lulu. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on peterulaptop. 
 
User operation: A series of attempts to access peterulaptop photos using PhotoUI web 

interface on fujitsu (attempt 1), lulu (attempt 2) and peterulaptop (attempt 3) in turn. As 
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diagnostic processing for attempt 1 is the same as Scenario 2, the details are not 

repeated here. This entry will concentrate on the effects of attempt 2 and 3. 

 
Commentary: 
 
For attempt 2, diagnoses will be initiated at both lulu and peterulaptop as processing for 

the distributed Photo application will occur on both these hosts for the attempted user 

operation. In collaborative mode, lulu already has a diagnosis available that explains the 

notified symptoms (S1 and S2) so the diagnosis generated following incremental 

analysis is unchanged and the subsequent collaboration also confirms no further change 

in state. 

 

The problem notification on peterulaptop creates no new symptoms as the abnormal 

symptom being notified already exists. However a residual symptom exists from 

attempt 1. This is a reachable symptom created as a side effect of the collaboration 

request received from fujitsu. Now certain symptoms are recognised by collaborators as 

benign and do not activate diagnoses. Reachable symptoms fall into this category. 

Consequently this symptom is still labelled as unresolved and the combination of this 

unresolved symptom and the attempt 2 notification means that an auto analysis step 

executes followed by a collaboration step. However the working diagnosis remains 

unchanged by any of this processing as the existing faults explain all the symptoms. 

Also, because this processing is computationally lightweight, all these steps complete 

whilst lulu is analysing its symptoms and the collaborations do not collide. 

 

For the holistic case, aggregations are initiated at both lulu and peterulaptop but rather 

than duplicating all the processing of attempt 1, as the symptoms recording the test 

results from attempt 1 are still available, both lulu and peterulaptop independently 

achieve the same final diagnosis following a normal auto analysis step. No further 

testing is initiated. 

 

For attempt 3, all activity is focussed on peterulaptop. This time a new symptom is 

created as the notification is of a generic abnormal from PhotoUI rather than the subset 

abnormals previously notified. However, as with attempt 2, the collaborative approach 

confirms the existing diagnosis is still adequate and for the holistic approach, 

aggregating and analysing the domain wide symptoms reaches the same conclusions. 
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5.1.4 Increasing Problem Scale Scenarios 

5.1.4.1 Scenario 4 
 
Set up: Three applications, Photo, Audio and Video, have components distributed 

across fujitsu, lulu and peterulaptop. The Photo application is deployed on fujitsu. The 

Audio application is deployed primarily on peterulaptop and the Video application is 

deployed primarily on lulu. Photo is a real application with real test procedures. Audio 

and Video are dummy applications with dummy test procedures configured to give the 

desired results. However the application models and symptoms for Audio and Video are 

valid and as far as FDS is concerned these are genuine applications with genuine 

operational problems. The use of the dummy applications allows modification of the 

application models to vary the number of components and therefore the complexity of 

the problem.  

 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on fujitsu plus seeded faults for 

components configFile-lulu and generalWebServer-peterulaptop. 

 
User operation: Users simultaneously raise notifications of operational problems with 

the PhotoService on fujitsu (by the user on fujitsu), the EPG (Electronic Program Guide) 

on lulu (by the user on lulu) and the audio controller on peterulaptop (by the user on 

peterulaptop). Each notification triggers an abnormal symptom of generic type against 

the nominated component. 

 
Commentary: 
 
It is impractical to present the same level of detail for the diagnostic processing of these 

multiple and larger applications as for the earlier scenarios. For  the collaborative cases, 

diagnoses are activated simultaneously on each of the 3 active hosts. Initial diagnoses 

have some common suspects (e.g. browsers and platforms) but are largely distinct. As a 

consequence collaboration requests lead to refusals on compatibility grounds and also 

deferments because of collisions. The refusals lead to concurrent refinements on each 

host and allow the dominant collaborator (on fujitsu) to eventually finalise a diagnosis 

with global consensus. This is an optimal diagnosis. 

 

In holistic mode, each host would independently perform the same diagnositic activity 

once they had aggregated the same set of initial symptoms. This leads to three fold 

redundancy of activity and puts a severe load on the entire home domain. To prevent 
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system overload, activations were disabled on lulu and peterulaptop. The fujitsu host 

was allowed to complete the diagnosis and achieved the same optimal diagnosis as for 

the collaborative approach. Of course, taking this approach means that lulu and 

peterulaptop are unaware of the results. 

 

Note that the performance figures reported in Section 5.2.3 are measurements of single 

host activations in the holistic case but multi-host activations in the collaborative case. 

5.2 Performance 
 
This section will consider the overall system performance of the FDS prototype for a 

range of scenarios defined in Appendix B. The performance of specific analysers was 

considered under Section 4.5. Note that no performance results for network faults are 

considered as, for such scenarios, end to end solution times are dominated by timeout 

periods for unresponsive network nodes. Consequently such results tell us little about 

the underlying diagnostic behaviour. 

 

The measurements in this section were taken on the author’s experimental network with 

FDS running in normal, distributed mode. Analyser selection was set to ‘forceLocal’ 

meaning that collaborator agents were constrained to select analysers running on their 

own hosts.  

5.2.1 Scenario 1 Series Performance Results 
Figure 53 provides a breakdown of the processing time for the first basic scenario (1ai). 

The potential suspect space is 17 for this scenario and it also corresponds to test case 1 

of Scenario 4. Therefore Figure 53 reflects the same processing as the first plot point in 

Figure 60.  For this low complexity scenario, the holistic approach provides a slightly 

faster solution time. Note that the test step is the largest single processing step and takes 

equivalent time in both collaborative and holistic approaches. 

 

The holistic case benefits from a short aggregate step compared to the longer 

collaborate steps and soft exon step of the collaborative approach (which is coloured 

yellow to reflect its close relationship to the collaborate step). However holistic suffers 

from the need for more analysis time, in particular needing 4 analysis calls against the 3 

for the collaborative approach (the first analysis step in collaborative mode only has a 

single abnormal symptom to process whereas the aggregation step delivers both 
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reachable and abnormal  symptoms). On balance for this scenario, the effort saved by 

avoiding collaboration overheads leads to shorter solution times. This is a common 

characteristic for low complexity scenarios. 

 
Figure 53 – Scenario 1ai Elapsed Solution Time Performance Comparison 

 

 
 

Figure 54 – Scenario 1d Elapsed Solution Time Performance Comparison 
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Turning to Figure 54, a very similar problem scenario is depicted, the only difference 

being the larger potential suspect space (39). Causal fault, initial symptoms and 

processing steps are all the same. The big difference is the need for 36 test attempts 

rather than the 14 for Scenario 1ai. Note that Scenario 1d results are not directly 

comparable with  Figure 60 as the test procedures involved differ. 

 

The breakdowns in Figure 53 and Figure 54 should be treated as illustrative rather 

definitive as short, elapsed run timings are suspectible to substantial variability but 

inclusion of error bars would only add confusion to these diagrams. Figure 53 is 

intended to convey a feeling for the relative proportions of the different processing steps. 

The main reason for including Scenario 1d is to provide a worthwhile case on which to 

consider the effects of selective testing. This is revealed by Figure 55. This graph does 

include error bars which suggest that there is no significant difference between 

collaborative and holistic approaches for each of the three test options presented. 

 

However selective testing does show a clear improvement over aggressive testing and, 

perhaps not surprisingly, the ability to select an optimal batch size gives the best results. 

 

 
Figure 55 – Effects of Selective Testing on Scenario 1d Solution Times 
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5.2.2 Scenario 2/3 Performance Results 
 
Scenario 2 is comparable with Scenario 1d in that they share the same potential suspect 

space, the same network configuration and the same fault, albeit occurring on a different 

host which means that different initial symptoms are generated and a more focussed 

initial diagnosis is possible which leads to solution  times shrinking from 16 seconds to 

approximately 10 seconds (see the Figure 55 Aggressive plots versus the Figure 56 

Attempt 1 plots). 

 

The light blue bars in Figure 56 represent collaboration attempts that defer to another 

agent (peterulaptop to fujitsu in attempt 1, peterulaptop to lulu in attempt 2). The results 

are available at the end of the dark blue bars on all hosts (collaborative mode) and on 

the designated hosts at the end of the maroon bars (holistic). 

 
Figure 56 – Solution Times 

For attempt 1 there is negligible difference in the times for collaborative and holistic 

approaches. For repeat attempts, both attempt 2 and 3, collaborative results are available 

noticeably quicker than holistic results. 

 

Note that the holistic solution for attempt 2 is available earlier on lulu than peterulaptop 

as lulu is a more powerful platform which benefits the holistic solution being largely 
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processor bound. The times for the holistic solution on peterulaptop are reassuringly 

consistent between attempt 2 and attempt 3 as the processing is the same in both cases. 

 

Figure 57, Figure 58 and Figure 59 indicate CPU consumption for Scenario 2/3. Figure 

57 plots raw CPU timings and these show a wide variation between different platforms. 

One reason for this is the different platform capabilities (one CPU cycle on lulu is worth 

approximately 2  on fujitsu). Therefore Figure 58 shows CPU times normalised to 

fujitsu equivalent values. 

 

Note that CPU usage is highest for attempt 1, particularly on peterulaptop. This is 

because attempt 1 incorporates test activity whereas subsequent attempts benefit from 

the availability of earlier test results. In addition, most test activity is focused on 

peterulaptop where the suspect software components are located. Processing costs are 

also high on fujitsu as this host leads one diagnostic thread and therefore analyses 

symptoms. The peterulaptop host leads the other diagnostic thread and also incurs 

analysis costs. 

 
Figure 57 – CPU Time Un-Normalised 

 
The CPU usage for lulu on attempt 1 is interesting as this host is largely a passive 

participant and its processing costs are essentially the residual costs of operating FIPA-

OS and FDS platforms within a Java Virtual Machine. The difference between 
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collaborative and holistic approaches indicate the costs involved with maintaining a 

current working diagnosis through collaboration. 

 
Figure 58 – Normalised CPU Time 

 

Figure 57 and Figure 58 are essentially a prelude to Figure 59 which shows the total 

CPU usage, normalised to fujitsu equivalents. This reveals negligible difference 

between collaborative and holistic approaches for attempt 1 but significantly reduced 

costs for repeat attempts using the collaborative approach. 

 

It is interesting to note the comparatively narrow confidence limits for attempt 3. This 

would appear to be a consequence of the single diagnostic thread led by peterulaptop for 

attempt 3. 

 

Finally, returning to the attempt 1 CPU usage results in Figure 59, the holistic costs 

essentially include duplicate runs as a consequence of the near simultaneous 

notifications on fujitsu and peterulaptop. Multiple asynchronous notifications tend to be 

less costly as test results are re-used. 

 

The key message from these results is that repeat problem occurrences are dealt with 

more efficiently by collaborative diagnosis than holistic diagnosis resulting in shorter 
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solution times and lower CPU usage. The holistic approach benefits from re-use of test 

results but still incurs higher costs than collaborative diagnosis. 

 
Figure 59 – Total Normalised CPU Time 

5.2.3 Scenario 4 Performance Results 
 

Scenario 4 considers the effects of multiple concurrent faults and increasing problem 

complexity as reflected by potential suspect space metrics.  Figure 60 plots solution 

times for the various Scenario 4 test cases. As seen earlier in the results for  Scenario 1ai 

and 1d, there is little to choose between holistic and collaborative approaches for low 

complexity problems. However as complexity increases, collaborative diagnosis 

becomes a clearly preferable approach achieving a near linear performance 

characteristic in the face of escalating holistic run times.  

 

To help put these results into perspective, Table 10 provides a breakdown of the Figure 

60 PSS values in terms of the component contribution from each of the affected 

applications. Note that for point 1 only the Photo application is active and only a single 

fault is identified. For all the other cases, three faults are identified. Solution times are 

dependant on network size (number of nodes) and topology, the number of applications, 

application size (number of components), component types (which affects the test 

procedures invoked), the number of notifications, the symptom set (in terms of numbers 
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of symptoms and their type) and, of course, the number of faults. For this experiment, 

the key variant was application size.  

 

Figure 60 – Comparison of Holistic & Collaborative Diagnosis for Distributed Hosts: Elapsed 
Solution Time (95% Confidence Limits) 

The size of an application depends on the granularity of its structural (dependency) 

model and the degree of distribution. If ‘full deployment’ of the Photo application 

within the experimental network (i.e. Scenario 1d) is regarded as representative of a 

typical distributed application, then it would be reasonable to use a component 

contribution of 40 as an approximate, per application, rule of thumb. So a single fault 

PSS would be 40, two concurrent faults in different applications would be 1600, three 

faults would be 64000, etc. On this basis, anything above two faults is likely to risk 

system overload unless processed using grain based collaboration. 

 
Figure 60 Point 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Potential Suspect Space 17 1836 2448 3825 4913 6800 8228 10625 

Component Contribution:  Photo 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 

Component Contribution:  Audio 0 9 12 15 17 20 22 25 

Component Contribution:  Video 0 12 12 15 17 20 22 25 

Mean Holistic Solution Time (S) 8.3 11.6 12.8 19.0 23.0 40.7 57.0 100.5 

Mean Collaborative Solution 
Time (S) 

8.6 12.7 13.0 13.6 14.6 18.4 19.4 18.6 

Table 10 – Application Sizes 
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Figure 61 plots total CPU usage normalised to fujitsu equivalent values. This 

demonstrates that the holistic approach offers clear benefit for lower complexity 

problems  but again reveals the onset of computational explosion at higher scale. For 

simpler problems, the collaborative mechanism provides considerable overhead. For 

more complex problems this is dwarfed by the multiplicative effects of analysing 

largely independent multiple faults. 

 

It should be noted that the collaborative plots reflect genuine performance for 

concurrent problem notifications and distributed diagnosis. However holistic processing 

for scenario 4 has been artificially constrained so that activations only occur on the 

fujitsu host. Symptoms for all the problem notifications are aggregated and analysed 

and all faults are correctly identified but potential activations on peterulaptop and lulu 

are disabled. If not disabled, CPU usage would be approximately 3 times higher with a 

consequential impact on solution times. The key point is that the collaborative approach 

performs better for larger scale problems than holistic even with circumstances adjusted 

to allow the most favourable conditions to the holistic approach. 

 
Figure 61 – Comparison of Holistic & Collaborative Diagnosis for Distributed Hosts: Total 

Normalised CPU Consumption (95% Confidence Limits) 
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A further point to consider is the generality of these characteristics. The exact shape of 

the holistic curves will depend on the analyser algorithms employed but a number of 

general trends can be identified: 

• more symptoms will require more processing; the collaborative approach treats 

symptoms in a distributed manner across the network and individual analysis steps 

will tend to be smaller, 

• a larger set of suspects means more testing which if initiated from a single location 

can become a bottleneck; concurrent despatch of test requests and processing of test 

results across multiple hosts (as is a feature of the collaborative approach) will 

inevitably speed up solutions, 

• but most critically, concurrent faults increase the width of diagnoses; the 

collaborative approach offers the prospect of narrowing the search space for each 

fault  separately (with costs therefore loosely proportional to the sum of the 

individual diagnosis sizes) whereas holistic processing embodies no inherent 

separation and runs the risk of costs being proportional to the product of individual 

diagnosis sizes. 

 

Finally, it is interesting to compare the shape of the solution time graphs of Figure 60 

(depicting true distributed timings of the final FDS prototype) and Figure 16 (with 

virtual host timings from an early prototype) and note that the promise of grain based 

collaboration has actually been delivered. The two graphs reveal similar characteristics 

for holistic diagnosis relative to (grain based) collaboration. However, the absolute 

solution times of these two graphs are not directly comparable because of differences in 

their experimental set up. Apart from virtual host effects, the test procedures in use 

differ, as does the method of measurement of solution times and the version of the FDS 

prototype, which in particular affects AppAnalyser behaviour. Nevertheless the relative 

performance of grain based collaborative and holistic diagnosis is consistent. With all 

other factors the same, the net effect of operating in virtual host mode compared with 

distributed (multi-host) working is to reduce holistic solution times (the elimination of 

network latency is the dominant effect) but increase collaborative solution times 

(because of the reduced processing power available and the single threading of 

potentially concurrent activities). 
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5.2.4 Additional Comments 
Figure 62 illustrates the effect of changing the analyser call sequence from an optimal to 

a non optimal order for holistic runs. This is achieved by modifying the analyser bid 

values from those listed in Section 4.6.3 so that abnormal symptoms (processed by an 

AppAnalyser) are rated as higher priority than reachable symptoms (processed by an 

AltAnalyser). As a consequence, the AppAnalyser is invoked before the AltAnalyser on 

the first auto analysis cycle. Test case 5 of Scenario 4 is selected for this demonstration 

as it is a reasonably analysis intensive run and therefore the increase in solution time is 

quite pronounced. Note however that the resulting diagnoses are unchanged and 

therefore still optimal. Note also that analyser sequencing is less critical on lower 

complexity problems and for collaborative diagnosis in general. 

 
Figure 62 – Effect of Analyser Call Sequence Order (Scenario 4, TC5) 

Disabling the forceLocal restriction allows collaborators to choose analysers delivering 

shorter analysis times (based on a rolling average of analysis times delivered) and 

means that over time, all collaborators within the experimental network switch to 

selecting lulu for analysis because it offers the most powerful platform. However, in 
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general this has limited impact on end to end solution times. The exceptions are 

particularly analysis intensive runs e.g. holistic processing of a large suspect space 

problem or non-optimal analyser sequencing. 

 

Although indications from the reported experiments suggest that selective testing will 

always be faster than aggressive, it is possible that in situations of limited test procedure 

availability, aggressive testing may lead to shorter end to end run times. However this is 

more likely to be a case of quickly exhausting the available test options than rapidly 

reaching a solution and in such situations a final diagnosis may not be achievable. 

Consequently, sparse test coverage should not be regarded as a desirable objective. 

 

A variant of holistic diagnosis would be possible where symptoms are forwarded to a 

central diagnoser agent instead of being processed locally. Assuming the central agent  

was reachable, this would reduce the processing costs for multi-host application 

problems (i.e. Scenarios 2 and 3) as redundant concurrent diagnoses initiated by 

different hosts would be avoided. However this would not affect the exponential 

performance characteristic seen in the Scenario 4 results and it would incur an 

additional (albeit small) delay whilst symptoms are forwarded. It also leaves open the 

question of what to do if the central agent were to be unreachable5. Such a variant is 

therefore not a panacea for the deficiencies of holistic diagnosis. 

 

5.3 Other Considerations 
 

5.3.1 The Consequences of Weak Analysers 
 

Some of the network level FDS analysers have known deficiencies and their use in 

certain situations will lead to invalid diagnoses. However a review of their behaviour is 

instructive as it highlights the consequences of flawed analyser design. 

 

The analyser limitations are as follows: 

• The Analyser agent only generates single suspect sets and implements incremental 

analysis as a simple Diagnostic AND of prior diagnosis and viewpoint results. 

                                                 
5 Reverting to ‘standard’ holistic diagnosis after a timeout would seem the most obvious option in this 
situation. 
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• The CSAnalyser generates exhaustive suspect sets but also implements incremental 

analysis as a simple Diagnostic AND. 

 

AltAnalyser and CS2Analyser are both exhaustive and support full incremental analysis 

with local and calling card expansions. These are both capable of generating optimal 

results however AltAnalyser integrates handling of platform status symptoms (i.e. 

up/down symptoms) as well as reachability symptoms. CS2Analyser does not recognise 

up/down symptoms and relies on a separate NodeAnalyser agent for this purpose. 

Nevertheless the CS2Analyser + NodeAnalyser combination is capable of equivalent 

results to AltAnalyser. Analyser and CSAnalyser also do not recognise up/down 

symptoms so need to be used in combination with a NodeAnalyser as well. 

 

Appendix C gives examples of the use of these analysers on some Scenario 1b series 

variants. In all cases the AltAnalyser and CS2Analyser based combinations give 

equivalent (optimal) results. 

 

For Scenario 1bi Revisited, the ‘AppAnalyser + CSAnalyser + NodeAnalyser’ 

combination gives an optimal solution even though its intermediate diagnosis (D5) is 

invalid.  The ‘AppAnalyser + Analyser + NodeAnalyser’ combination gives invalid 

results for both intermediate and final diagnoses. 

 

The difference between these cases is that the exhaustive suspect sets from CSAnalyser 

mean that the NodeAnalyser is able to recover the situation for the final diagnosis. In 

contrast, the Analyser agent essentially chooses the wrong suspect set from the potential 

suspect space (implicating ethernet3 and discounting peterulaptop) and from this point 

on, there is no way back. Even though the NodeAnalyser subsequently confirms 

peterulaptop as a hard fault, ethernet3 remains as a suspect. Furthermore, subsequent 

testing will not improve the result as it is not possible to test ethernet3 in isolation. 

 

For Scenario 1bii Extended, both the CSAnalyser and Analyser based combinations 

give invalid results as neither agent supports expansions. Superficially the Analyser 

based result may appear to be better quality as it seems more focussed (size 6 compared 

with size 18) but its conclusions are still invalid. 
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The key message from these results is that both exhaustive analysis and incremental 

processing with expansions are necessary requirements for a sound analyser. 

 

5.3.2 Recovery from Anomalous Diagnoses 
 

There are two possible anomalous outcomes for an FDS diagnosis. The first is an 

inconsistent diagnosis which occurs when contradictory information has been 

encountered. The second case is an empty diagnosis (i.e. of size zero) indicating that the 

system under inspection is operating normally even though a problem notification may 

have been received. 

 

A contradiction exists if the same component appears in both cleared and faults sets of a 

diagnosis. In such cases, the FDS implementation of the Diagnostic AND operator gives 

precedence to the fault and removes the conflicting entry from the cleared set. It also 

sets a flag in the diagnosis data structure to signal that an inconsistency has occurred 

and will propagate inconsistent flags set in any input diagnosis through to the output 

diagnosis. Any agent using this diagnosis is therefore aware the information is of 

dubious reliability. 

 

In addition to the Diagnostic AND consistency checks, analysers can perform semantic 

checks when processing symptoms and mark a resultant diagnosis as inconsistent if 

appropriate. There are two types of semantic check: 

• Each symptom made available to the analyser is consistent with the other symptoms 

made available to the analyser. 

• The symptoms are consistent with a prior diagnosis, if one is provided. 

 

These checks are particularly important as they may be the only indicator that the status 

of the system has recently changed and that stale symptoms and/or stale partial 

diagnoses may be present. If an inconsistent diagnosis is generated, attempts will need 

to be made to recover the situation. 

 

Three reset and recovery options are provided within FDS: 

• A soft reset on an agent re-instates all local symptoms by resetting their status flags 

from resolved or unrecognised to unresolved. Essentially this allows an agent a 
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second chance to consider the information available to it, possibly after activating 

additional analysers. However, this option will not address an inconsistency. 

• A hard reset on an agent clears the current working diagnosis, clears all its 

symptoms and ‘self certifies’ the agent’s platform in the new working diagnosis (i.e. 

it includes the name of the platform in its cleared set). FDS uses the FIPA Propose 

protocol to allow an agent to propagate hard resets across its current grain, home 

domain or even (for experimental purposes) all domains. This option eliminates the 

inconsistency but also removes all diagnostic information, both stale and current. Its 

main purpose is to reduce the accumulation of stale information in the first place. By 

regularly applying hard resets, the system improves the likelihood that information 

will be current. 

• The recovery option on an agent effects a hard reset (across grain, domain or  pan 

network as required) but also instigates testing (either aggressively or selectively) on 

any faults and suspects in the last working diagnosis achieved before the reset was 

applied. This option is intended to be activated if an inconsistency is detected. 

 

The author has experimented with various recovery strategies. All symptoms are time 

stamped with their creation time and diagnoses are time stamped with a ‘floor time’. 

This floor time is set by analysers as the time of the oldest symptom contributing to the 

diagnosis and maintained by the implementation of the d& operator as that of the oldest 

non-empty contributory partial diagnosis. An inconsistent diagnosis can then be cleared, 

together with all symptoms up to and including its floor time and the diagnosis 

regenerated. By repeating this process, older symptoms will be progressively eliminated 

until consistency is achieved. Given that an inconsistency generally indicates there has 

been a change in component status within the system, it would be unwise to regard such 

older symptoms as still valid.  

 

However this approach can be time consuming and in practice can eliminate so many 

symptoms that the resultant diagnosis is extremely weak. The recovery strategy adopted 

as the standard option within FDS allows the system to rapidly move to an up to date 

view of all suspect components and apparent faults. Note that although this option will 

eliminate the current inconsistency, it is only likely to lead to an immediately useful 

diagnosis if the problem components (i.e. those for which conflicting information 

existed) appear as a suspect or fault within the inconsistent diagnosis and so are re-
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tested. This places an obligation on analysers detecting inconsistencies to generate 

diagnoses accordingly (e.g. to ensure inconsistent components are marked as faulty). 

 

If an inconsistent diagnosis is detected, the recommended steps are as follows: set the 

reset scope to grain (if the mode was collaborative) or domain (if the mode was holistic), 

take the recovery option, analyse the new test results then collaborate to share the 

results. 

An empty diagnosis may mean that no suitable analysers were online to process the 

available symptoms. In this case, additional analysers (within addon bundles) could be 

activated and a soft reset effected before attempting a further diagnosis. 

 

An empty diagnosis could also occur if unreachable nodes become reachable before a 

diagnosis completes. Specifically this could occur if unreachable symptoms had created 

suspects at one agent but subsequent reachable symptoms had caused exoneration of 

those suspects at another agent. Unless conflicting reachable and unreachable symptoms 

are present at the same agent, such a situation will not be flagged as an inconsistency (as 

normal practice is to use clears to exonerate suspects and unreachable symptoms can 

only generate suspects not faults). In such situations, the best option is to perform a soft 

reset and then switch to holistic diagnosis to aggregate all symptoms. If contradictory 

symptoms are then returned, they will be detected during the analysis phase and a 

(domain wide) recovery may be effected. 

 

5.3.3 Increasing Domain Size 
 

Increasing domain size will impact on collaboration performance – the more agents 

there are to consult with, the higher will be the costs. The collaboration protocol and 

grain oriented strategies serve to constrain costs to a near linear relationship with 

domain size but as home networking grows in popularity, the typical domain size is 

likely to grow and a variation in strategy may well become necessary. Domain sizes of 

10 – 20 nodes are unlikely to cause problems but sizes of 100 – 200 nodes could be 

problematic. The solution is likely to lie in hierarchies of domains. If a home network is 

partitioned into a number of sub-domains, then providing applications are contained 

entirely within a sub-domain, there will be no need for collaboration across domains. 

Where such partitioning is not practical, analysis within a sub-domain can implicate 

suspects belonging to remote domains.  Such suspects would remain part of a diagnosis 
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structure until testing confirms an alternative diagnosis as the correct fault scenario at 

which time the remote suspects would be eliminated (through fault pruning). 

Alternatively test options may be exhausted before a final diagnosis is achieved at the 

sub-domain level (especially as a sub-domain will not know how to test a remote 

suspect). In this situation, the lead agent in the sub-domain can ‘hand-over’ the 

diagnosis to an agent in the parent domain which assumes responsibility for its 

resolution. The parent domain agent does this by consulting with agents in the sub-

domain containing the remote suspect. This process is facilitated if references to remote 

component names are qualified using a system of hierarchical domain names. When the 

diagnosis has been finalised results are fed back selectively to the original sub-domain. 

These conclusions would be shared on a ‘need to know’ basis, i.e. a parent would 

forward diagnostic information to a sub-domain for components that belong to the sub-

domain or one of its subordinates or for a component in a remote domain that is 

referenced by a sub-domain’s partial diagnosis. 

 

Such a scheme incorporates some of the ideas to be found in [44], [57] and [62] but 

continues to separate the generic collaborative framework from the more problem 

oriented analysis processes. A collaborator only needs to know the identities of the 

agent based platforms in its home domain, the name of its parent domain (if any) and 

the names of any sub-domains. It may access the network model for its home domain 

for the purposes of formulating appropriate test requests but the collaboration process 

itself  would still be independent of system models. 

 

5.3.4 Bifurcated Networks 
 
An important issue that has not been addressed so far is that of bifurcated networks, i.e. 

when network faults partition the home network into separate ‘islands’ of connected 

nodes. In such a situation, agents within each network partition will be able to 

communicate with each other but without secondary communication channels of 

reasonable capacity, will be unable to communicate between partitions and so global 

consensus will not be possible. 

 

With a purely reactive diagnostic system, a diagnosis which correctly identifies the 

problem will only become available within each partition if an instrumented component 

in that partition attempts an out of partition access. However, if the diagnostic system 
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proactively ‘routines’ the network periodically then each partition should certainly be 

able to identify the problem in due course. 

 

In fact an elegant solution would be for collaborators, when in a quiescent state, to listen 

out for a collaboration or aggregation request from another agent in the domain. If it 

detects no requests after a predefined period then it should wait a further random (but 

reasonably short interval) and then initiate its own collaboration or aggregation request 

depending on its mode setting. In this way, agents can listen out for an FDS ‘heartbeat’ 

and take appropriate action if it is disrupted. The random delay before taking action is to 

reduce the likelihood of collisions between agents competing to start a new heartbeat 

and diagnose the missing signal. Of course, this idea borrows the collision avoidance 

strategy from the standard Ethernet protocol. 

 

Such a scheme has not been implemented but could be easily added to the existing  FDS. 

5.3.5 FIPA-OS Limitations 
 
Although FIPA-OS has been a valuable component of the proof of concept prototype, 

experimental use has suggested that it would be unsuited to operational deployment in 

this kind of system. The key problem has been its susceptibility to failures in 

neighbouring platforms. When FIPA-OS agent platforms are cross linked for DF 

searches, FIPA-OS expects to find its peer level platforms available for federated 

searches and performance of the system is dramatically impaired if they are 

unresponsive. In the context of a fault diagnosis system whose raison d’etre is that 

operational faults will occur and that nodes will become unavailable, this is unfortunate 

to say the least.  

 

FIPA-OS uses a simple broadcast method to propagate search requests to cross 

registered DF agents with a 60 second timeout on all requests. In practice, the system 

behaviour depends on the degree of failure in a remote host. If the host is accessible but 

the agent platform itself is unresponsive then a 60 second delay will be imposed. As 

FDS normally applies much shorter timeouts for agent accesses within a home domain, 

the 60 second time penalty is quite noticeable in comparison. However performance is 

more seriously affected if the host is not accessible (e.g. due to power failure, network 

fault etc). In this case the agent platform hangs until each call to the RMI naming 

lookup service returns a Java exception. As these calls act as if they are single threaded, 
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the delays for each unavailable cross registered DF agent are cumulative. This means 

delays can be substantially longer than 60 seconds. Of course as FIPA-OS is open 

source, the timeout period can be adjusted without too much trouble, but in practice, 

setting time out values of <40 seconds shows no performance improvement in the face 

of even a single host failure. Of course, more wide ranging modifications to FIPA-OS 

would be possible. A simple solution might be to forcibly de-register the unresponsive 

agent but a rather more elegant solution would be to save the agent identifiers of timed 

out DF agents and filter them from the target address list for subsequent federated 

searches. Buckle et al [6] suggest the use of fallback DF agents to avoid a single point 

of failure within the current FIPA-OS design but this will not benefit agent platform 

resilience in the face of failures of the neighbouring hosts themselves. 

 

FDS has been designed so that it is not reliant on DF searches to contact ‘per node’ 

agents (e.g. collaborators, testers, monitors etc) but it does periodically make use of DF 

to locate available analysers and modeller agents, the results of which are cached for 

later use.  It will also perform DF look ups to locate reporter agents if the default 

specified reporter is not available. So some degradation of DF performance in the face 

of network problems would be acceptable but the scale of the current effect and the 

absence of a proven solution, together with a number of other problems experienced, 

suggests that an alternative agent platform should be considered for the future. 

 

5.3.6 Un-Subsumed Diagnoses from Collaborations 
 

Section 4.5.3 explained how incremental analysis achieved suspect subsumption by 

expanding prior suspects shared between viewpoint domains before applying a d& 

operator to combine the partial diagnoses. 

 

Note that the d& only effects subsumption with expanded partials. The d& itself cannot 

perform expansion as it does not understand viewpoints. As a consequence there are 

theoretical circumstances in which the collaboration scheme proposed by this thesis  

could produce un-subsumed diagnoses. 

 

In practice these circumstances will not occur with the current FDS prototype but in the 

more general case, they might. The problem will manifest itself if the following 

conditions all hold: 
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• Logical views exist with overlapping but distinct suspect domains (i.e. some but not 

all suspects are common between different viewpoints) and symptoms which 

indicate the existence of faults occur in both viewpoints. 

• The common suspects are exonerated. 

• Multiple viewpoint analysis occurs simultaneously at different network locations. 

• The first auto analysis step in a collaborative process is able to directly generate a 

final diagnosis or the collaborate operation does not generate collateral symptoms 

applicable to the potentially subsuming viewpoint. 

 

The first three conditions may be encountered in FDS but the fourth will only be if the 

system is not reset on a regular basis to guard against a build up of stale information. 

 

Within FDS, platforms act as the common suspects between network and application 

viewpoints. The significance of generating a final diagnosis with the first auto analysis 

step is that in such cases collaboration requests will never be refused on compatibility 

grounds. In practice in FDS, network and application level initial diagnoses resulting 

from unreachable and abnormal symptoms will always contain at least two alternative 

suspects (i.e. a platform and network link for a network view and a platform and a 

software component for an application view) so simultaneous activations will always 

trigger a collaboration refusal followed by local refinement. 

 

The refused collaboration will still create network level symptoms as bi-products at both 

initiator and participant agents. These may include unreachable symptoms at the 

initiator but will certainly include at least one reachable symptom at the participant and 

at the initiator. These ‘collateral’ symptoms mean that regardless of any explicit testing 

that may take place, a network level analyser will be invoked during the refinement 

cycle and will expand any application viewpoint diagnoses to include network level 

suspects. Subsequent collaborations will then succeed and the application level suspects 

will be subsumed. 

 

If different (overlapping) analyser viewpoints are supported which do not recognise 

reachability symptoms or are able to finalise a diagnosis directly from a problem 

notification then the proposed collaboration mechanism is flawed and may generate 

invalid diagnoses for simultaneous activations. In such situations, it may still be 

possible to recover a valid diagnosis following testing but this will require the 
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availability of a reasonably full range of test procedures. Note however that this 

problem does not apply if either the symptoms for the competing viewpoints are 

available at the same node (therefore the potential problem does not apply to holistic 

diagnosis) or the diagnosis reflecting one viewpoint has completed and is embodied in 

the consensus diagnosis. In both these cases, incremental analysis rules apply rather 

than the plain d& rules. The window of vulnerability therefore occurs only with 

simultaneous activations. 

 

Despite the limited vulnerability, a more general solution to un-subsumed collaborative 

results is desirable. Such a solution may involve performing exhaustive expansions 

(previously discounted on the grounds that it can be computationally expensive) or 

modifying diagnostic structures to maintain separate dynamic lists of potential and 

active suspects so that pruning exonerated suspects does not lose the component as a 

potential suspect. However which is the best solution remains a question for future work. 
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6 Conclusions 
 
This thesis has described how automated fault diagnosis may be integrated within 

connected homes of the future. Specifically it has proposed a generic collaborative 

framework incorporating the Diagnostic AND logical operator, operating within a 

collaboration protocol using a grain based approach to consensus building as part of an 

end to end diagnostic scheme covering application instrumentation, diagnosis and 

testing. Use of the collaborative framework within an open agent architecture enables 

the use of plug-in analyser agents to address an open-ended range of problem scenarios 

and exploit the benefits of distributed processing. 

 

These ideas have been embodied within a proof of concept prototype. Experimental 

results confirm that the prototype delivers correct diagnoses when equipped with sound 

analysers and that, in general, grain based collaborative diagnosis out performs the 

reference solution of holistic diagnosis. In particular, the collaborative approach handles 

multiple concurrent problem notifications efficiently (for the same or different faults) 

whilst the reference solution’s performance degrades badly and risks triggering system 

overload. 

 

Consequently the goals for the research, outlined in Section 1.2, may be regarded as 

achieved. 

 

Key findings of this work are that: 

• Better quality, and more specific, symptoms, achieved through effective 

instrumentation, can speed up the diagnostic process. In particular, information from 

distributed components of the same application can help produce more focussed 

initial diagnoses. 

• Secondary communication channels are essential for differentiating platform and 

network faults and enabling a final diagnosis to be achieved. 

• Holistic processes are generally simpler than collaborative ones (as evidence, 

compare the Standard Holistic Plan in Figure 48 with the Standard Collaborative 

Plan in Figure 49) and lead to lower computational costs for simpler problem 

scenarios.  However the grain based collaborative approach copes much better with 

increasing problem complexity and is recommended as the superior strategy in the 
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general case. It certainly reduces the risk of computational overload that can occur 

with the holistic approach. 

• Repeat problem occurances are dealt with more efficiently by the collaborative 

approach. 

• Selective testing shows a clear performance improvement over aggressive testing 

and applies equally to holistic or collaborative approaches. 

• Some analysers may be more suited to either collaborative or holistic approaches 

depending on how well they cope with symptoms from multiple sources. 

 

The proposed diagnostic processes have been designed to deliver a reasonable 

performance in a wide range of situations, e.g. the so-called ‘standard’ plans have been 

designed for the general case. However, Section 5 revealed that special cases might well 

be resolved more quickly with bespoke diagnostic plans tailored to the specific 

situations. Such plans could be accommodated within the proposed open FDS 

architecture but decisions on when to invoke them would properly be the responsibility 

a (future) strategic reasoning element of FDS. 

 

The original ‘statement of intent’ in Section 1.2 declared that effective fault diagnosis 

would be achieved by means of a balanced resolution of a number of potentially 

conflicting considerations. In fact the emergent policy has been to strive for the 

speediest solution consistent with delivering a correct solution.With hindsight, the 

statement that a correct diagnosis would identify all the faulty components was perhaps 

misguided. In practice, the proposals within this thesis lead to identification of those 

faults necessary and sufficient to explain the observed abnormal behaviour. Of course 

there may be other ‘latent’ faults lurking in a system. Truly resolving all faults creates a 

tension with the aims of achieving a speedy and computationally low cost solution. In 

any case, how does one know that the last latent fault has been found? Selective testing 

means diagnostic processes stop before exhaustively testing all components. Aggressive 

testing may find additional (latent) faults but selective testing and stepwise fault 

clearance is still recommended as the superior strategy. 

 

Section 1.2  also implied pro-active behaviour would be a desirable feature of the 

prototype. In practice the prototype is possibly less pro-active than might have been 

expected given the original stated intentions. Perhaps it would be more apt to 

characterise the system as ‘interactive’ rather than purely pro-active or reactive – once it 
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reacts to a problem notification, it then interacts with components to narrow down the 

suspects and identify the causal faults. 

 

This thesis has concentrated on research issues. Deploying a system such as FDS within 

real home networks raises issues that move beyond research and into the business 

domain. A key issue is rollout strategy which would need to address the problem of 

integrating agents with closed devices compared to open (computing) platforms. 

Embedded agents will need device vendor commitment to support the required 

protocols. Persuading vendors that such a move is in their best business interests 

remains as yet another challenge for the future.  

 

This thesis will close by providing the outline of a number of areas of possible future 

work. 

 

6.1 Future Work 
 
In addition to a number of possible extensions already mentioned in this thesis, such as 

strategic reasoning, self adjusting timeouts, a diagnostic plan compiler, an extended 

exception analyser, support for domain hierarchies and monitor agents offering full 

functional tests, opportunities exist for numerous other work packages. A selection of 

these are described below. 

6.1.1 Evaluation of FDS with Further Applications & Analysers 
 
It would be desirable to establish how well the open FDS architecture copes with  new 

types of problem. A potentially interesting area to investigate would be stream based 

audio applications and the use of a UDP stream analyser to consider the effects of 

network congestion. Other specialist analysers that might be of value would be a port to 

application mapping analyser (a development of ideas in [38]), an anomalous usage 

analyser (based on ideas in [52]) and a fault history analyser that would be able to feed 

back into the diagnostic cycle and offer a capability to predict potential faults within a 

domain based on its configuration. Such a tool might well adopt recent developments in 

telecommunications networks using data mining and machine learning techniques 

[9][35]. Furthermore, generalised versions of the conflict set analysers could be 

developed for processing arbitary dependency structures and therefore be suitable for 

use with application models. 
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6.1.2 Generalisation of Diagnostic Structures 
 
To address the issues raised in Section 5.3.6, it would be desirable to generalise FDS 

diagnostic structures and remove the potential loophole that could preclude the 

possibility of suspect subsumption in certain circumstances. Maintaining separate and 

actual (dynamically generated) suspect sets is believed to be the best solution. 

6.1.3 Application Behaviour Modelling & Analysis 
 
The author has conceived of a novel hybrid value and validation based approach to 

MBD for software applications but chose not to develop the idea as part of this research 

once the current AppAnalyser agent and application instrumentation techniques proved 

adequate. However, more sophisticated behaviour analysis offers the potential to 

identify problems that the current solutions might miss. 

6.1.4 Further Diagnostic AND Optimisations 
 
De Kleer has published numerous papers on ATMS, the Automated Truth Maintenance 

System ([13], [14], [15], [16]). Truth maintenance systems in general are intended to 

help rollback the state of a Knowledge Base (KB) to a consistent state after a 

contradiction has occurred. ATMS adds a level of sophistication in that it maintains all 

KB states encountered and marks them as contradictions or not. So rather than backing 

out or undoing inferences in a KB it allows switching between contexts to effect the 

recovery. This appears to offer speed advantages but at the expense of memory use. 

 

Now it might well be possible to implement FDS on top of a network of ATMS engines 

but what is particularly interesting is that the implementation choices that make ATMS 

viable are also potentially applicable to certain aspects of FDS itself. De Kleer uses bit 

vectors to represent sets which allows union and subset check operations to be very fast. 

These are key operations within the Diagnostic AND and adopting similar 

implementation choices may lead to further optimisations. However the mapping from 

component names to a bit vector representation would be problematic in a distributed 

environment. As De Kleer states, “The ATMS must still access a global database” [15], 

so some benefits of the bit vector approach may have to be sacrificed if it were to be 

applied as part of distributed diagnosis. 
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6.1.5 UPnP Protocols  
 
UPnP may be more appropriate than FIPA protocols within a home network 

environment especially to implement stateless calls for self testing on non agent devices. 

Support for UPnP may be more straightforward and acceptable to device vendors and so 

facilitate take up of FDS style diagnosis in real systems. Therefore it would be desirable 

to evaluate the the role for UPnP either as a replacement or to augment FIPA protocols 

between agents. 

6.1.6 Interface to JVM 
 
Instrumenting applications can be tedious and intrusive. The Java Platform Debugger 

Architecture, JPDA, [65] offers the possibility that some information (for example 

exceptions) could be notified automatically via a debug interface from the Java Virtual 

Machine. This may not provide a complete alternative to application instrumentation but 

would be worthy of investigation. 

6.1.7 Remedial Agent 
 

FDS diagnoses identify faulty components however this may not always provide 

sufficient information for a user to effect a repair. A solution may take the form of a 

remedial agent which mediates on a diagnosis to provide additional advice to a user. 

The agent is likely to be experientially based and might well enter into a dialogue with 

the user to identify and refine corrective actions (e.g. in an expert system style). It may 

also be appropriate to extend the concept of an FDS fault to include failure modes to 

assist remedial agents with their recommendations. 
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Appendix A: Example Diagnostic AND Operations 
 
See table on next page. 
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Category Case V1 V1 V1 V2 V2 V2 VC VC VC
SS C F SS C F SS C F

Basic Suspect Set Combinations

empty 1 {{a}} {} {} {{}} {} {} {{a}} {} {}
equal 2 {{a}} {} {} {{a}} {} {} {{a}} {} {}

different - size 1 partials 3 {{a}} {} {} {{b}} {} {} {{a,b}} {} {}
different - size 2 partials 4 {{a},{b}} {} {} {{c},{d}} {} {} {{a,c},{b,c},{a,d},{b,d}} {} {}

common factors 5 {{a}} {} {} {{a,b}} {} {} {{a,b}} {} {}
6 {{a,b}} {} {} {{a,c}} {} {} {{a,b,c}} {} {}
7 {{a},{b}} {} {} {{a},{c}} {} {} {{a},{b,c}} {} {}
8 {{a},{b}} {} {} {{a},{b},{c}} {} {} {{a},{b}} {} {}
9 {{a,b},{b,c}} {} {} {{c}} {} {} {{b,c}} {} {}

Pruning Effects of Cleared/Faults

null intersections 10 {{}} {a} {b} {{}} {c} {d} {{}} {a,c} (b,d}

cleared intersection with all suspect sets 11 {{a}} {} {} {{}} {a} {} {{}} {a} {}
(soft prune) 12 {{a,b}} {} {} {{}} {a} {} {{b}} {a} {}

13 {{a,b},{a,c}} {} {} {{}} {a} {} {{b},{c}} {a} {}

faults intersection with all suspect sets 14 {{a}} {} {} {{}} {} {a} {{}} {} {a}
(soft prune) 15 {{a,b}} {} {} {{}} {} {a} {{b}} {} {a}

16 {{a,b},{a,c}} {} {} {{}} {} {a} {{b},{c}} {} {a}

cleared intersection with some suspect sets 17 {{a},{b}} {} {} {{}} {a} {} {{b}} {a} {}
(hard prune) 18 {{a,b},{c,d}} {} {} {{}} {a} {} {{c,d}} {a} {}

19 {{a,b},{b,c}} {} {} {{}} {a} {} {{b,c}} {a} {}
20 {{a},{b,c}} {} {} {{}} {b} {} {{a}} {b} {}

faults intersection with some suspect sets 21 {{a},{b}} {} {} {{}} {} {a} {{}} {} {a}
(soft prune until empty suspect set achieved) 22 {{a,b},{c,d}} {} {} {{}} {} {a} {{b},{c,d}} {} {a}

23 {{a,b},{b,c}} {} {} {{}} {} {a} {{b}} {} {a}
24 {{a},{b,c}} {} {} {{}} {} {b} {{a},{c}} {} {b}
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Appendix B: Problem Scenario Definitions 

Scenario 1ai: Basic Software Configuration Fault 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu only. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on fujitsu 
 
User operation: Attempt to access localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface on 
fujitsu. 
 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |16| (D1) Aggregate (S16 – S19) 
Collaborate => |14| (D2, S2 - S3) Normal Auto Analysis => |14| (D3) 
Test All (S4 – S15) Test All (S20 - S30) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
D1 = HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | rmi-fujitsu | peterulaptop | lulu | 
PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu;  
ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | 
browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
D3 = HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | 
browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, 
lulu, ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S2 = (reachable lulu  fujitsu) 
S3 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S4 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu subset) 
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S5 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu)  
S6 = (accessible PhotoService-fujitsu) 
S7 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu) 
S8 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
S9 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S10 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S11 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-fujitsu) 
S12 = (active rmi-fujitsu) 
S13 = (inactive DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu) 
S14 = (inactive DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu) 
S15 = (accessible IndexPage-fujitsu) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S16 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S17 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S18 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S19 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S20 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu subset) 
S21 = (accessible PhotoService-fujitsu) 
S22 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu) 
S23 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
S24 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S25 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S26 = (active rmi-fujitsu) 
S27 = (inactive DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu) 
S28 = (accessible IndexPage-fujitsu) 
S29 = (inactive DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu) 
S30 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-fujitsu) 
 
Final diagnosis: 
 
Df =  - ; + photoroot-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop, rmi-fujitsu); 
 
Additional information: 
 
The application’s error message to the user is shown in Figure 63 and the resulting 

reporter agent’s display appears in Figure 64. 
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Figure 63 – User Error Message in Scenario 1ai 

 
Figure 64 – Reporter Agent Display for Final Diagnosis, Scenario 1ai 

 

Scenario 1aii: Seeded Program Fault 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu only. 
 
Causal fault: Software fault deliberately seeded in the PhotoServiceImpl class causing 

routine getPhoto() to throw an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException 

User operation: Attempt to browse localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 
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Symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |4| (D1) Aggregate (S11 – S14) 
Collaborate => |4| (D2 S3 – S4) Normal Auto Analysis => |4| (D3) 
Test All (S5 – S10) Test All (S15 – S19) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = photoroot-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = photoroot-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
D3 = photoroot-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S3 = (reachable lulu  fujitsu) 
S4 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S5 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu subset) 
S6 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu)  
S7 = (inactive PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu) 
S8 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S9 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S10 = (active photoroot-fujitsu) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S11 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S12 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S13 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S14 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S15 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu subset) 
S16 = (inactive PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu) 
S17 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S18 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S19 = (active photoroot-fujitsu) 
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Final diagnosis: 
 
Df =  - ; + PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, 
ethernet3, peterulaptop, photoroot-fujitsu); 
 
Additional information: 
 
The application’s error message to the user is shown in Figure 65 and the resulting 

reporter agent’s display appears in Figure 66. 

 

 
Figure 65 – User Error Message in Scenario 1aii 

 
Figure 66 – Reporter Agent Display for Final Diagnosis, Scenario 1aii 
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Scenario 1aiii: Bundle Activation Fault 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu only. 
 
Causal fault: Configuration fault – Photo bundle not started on fujitsu. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface on 

fujitsu. 

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
(notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |12| (D1) Aggregate (S12 – S15) 
Collaborate => |10| (D2 S3 – S4) Normal Auto Analysis => |10| (D3) 
Test All (S5 – S10) Test All (S16 – S21) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | 
peterulaptop | lulu | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu;  
ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | 
browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
D3 = PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | 
browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, 
lulu, ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S3 = (reachable lulu  fujitsu) 
S4 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S5 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu)  
S6 = (inactive PhotoService-fujitsu) 
S7 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S8 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S9 = (inactive DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu) 
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S10 = (inactive DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu) 
S11 = (accessible IndexPage-fujitsu) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S12 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S13 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S14 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S15 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S16 = (inactive PhotoService-fujitsu) 
S17 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S18 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S19 = (inactive DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu) 
S20 = (accessible IndexPage-fujitsu) 
S21 = (inactive DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu) 
 
Final diagnosis: 
 
Df = - ; + PhotoService-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
Additional information: 
 
The application’s error message to the user is shown in Figure 67 and the resulting 

reporter agent’s display appears in Figure 68. 

 

 
Figure 67 – User Error Message in Scenario 1aiii 
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Figure 68 – Reporter Agent Display for Final Diagnosis, Scenario 1aiii 

 

Scenario 1bi: Agent-based Platform Fault 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 
 
Causal fault: Platform fault – peterulaptop is down. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |7| (D1) Aggregate (S6 – S9) 
Collaborate => |7| (D2 S3 – S4) Normal Auto Analysis => |2| (D3) 
Test All (S5) Test All (S10) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  
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Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, lulu); 
 
D3 = ethernet3 | peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu); 
 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S3 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S4 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S5 = (down peterulaptop) 
 
 
Holistic: 
 
S6 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S7 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S8 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S9 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S10 = (down peterulaptop) 
 
Final diagnosis: 
 
Df = - ; + peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu); 
 
Additional information: 
 
The application’s error message to the user is shown in Figure 69 and the resulting 

reporter agent’s display appears in Figure 70. This particular scenario is a candidate for 

analysis with the ExcAnalyser Ithe user error message incorporates the system 

generated exception message) but in practice doing so lengthens solution times. 
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Figure 69 – User Error Message in Scenario 1bi 

 

 
Figure 70 – Reporter Agent Display for Final Diagnosis, Scenario 1bi 

 

Scenario 1bii: Network Link Fault 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 
 
Causal fault: Network link faulty – cable ethernet3 between linksys and peterulaptop is 

unplugged.. 
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User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |7| (D1) Aggregate (S6 – S9) 
Collaborate => |7| (D2 S3 – S4) Normal Auto Analysis => |2| (D3) 
Test All (S5) Test All (S10) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, lulu); 
 
D3 = ethernet3 | peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S3 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S4 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S5 = (up peterulaptop) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S6 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S7 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S8 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S9 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S10 = (up peterulaptop) 
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Final diagnosis: 
 
Df = ethernet3;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
Additional information: 
 
The application’s error message to the user is the same as shown in Fig 1bi  and the 

resulting reporter agent’s display appears in Figure 71. 

 

 
Figure 71 – Reporter Agent Display for Final Diagnosis, Scenario 1bii 

 

Scenario 1biii: Intermediate Non-Agent Node Fault 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 
 
Causal fault: Intermediate network node faulty –linksys node is down. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
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Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |7| (D1) Aggregate (S8 – S11) 
Collaborate => |7| (D1 S3 – S4) Normal Auto Analysis => |2| (Deh) 
Test All (S5) Test All (-) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |4| (D2) Normal Auto Analysis => |2| (Deh) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |4| (D2)  
Test All (S6 – S7)  
Incremental Auto Analysis => |2| (Dec)  
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |2| (Dec)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = ethernet2, ethernet3 | lulu, ethernet3 | ethernet1 | linksys;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S3 = (unreachable lulu fujitsu) 
S4 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S5 = (up peterulaptop) 
 
S6 = (unreachable linksys fujitsu) 
S7 = (up lulu) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S8 = (unreachable linksys fujitsu) 
S9 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S10 = (unreachable lulu fujitsu) 
S11 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
End diagnoses: 
 
Dec = ethernet1 | linksys;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
Deh = ethernet1 | linksys;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
Additional information: 
 
The application’s error message to the user is the same as shown in Fig 1bi  and the 

resulting reporter agent’s displays appear in Figure 72 and Figure 73. Note there are two 

alternative end diagnoses as FDS has been unable to distinguish between the candidates. 
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Figure 72 – Reporter Agent Display for First Suspect Set, Scenario 1biii 

 

 
Figure 73 – Reporter Agent Display for Second Suspect Set, Scenario 1biii 

 
 

Scenario 1c: Intermediate Agent-based Node Fault 
 
Set up: For this experiment, a modified network configuration is in use with an 

additional agent capable node introduced on the route between linksys and peterulaptop. 
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This node (named phantom) does not physically exist apart from its definition in the 

network model. The model topology dictates that phantom is required to forward traffic 

to and from peterulaptop. The Photo is application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. 

 
Causal fault: An intermediate agent capable platform is faulty – the ‘phantom’ node is 

deemed to be down. 

 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |7| (D1) Aggregate (S9 – S13) 
Collaborate => |7| (D2 S3 – S5) Normal Auto Analysis => |2| (D4) 
Test All (S6) Test All (S14) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |2| (D3) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Dfh) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |2| (D3)  
Test All (S7 – S8)  
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Dfc)  
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Dfc)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, lulu); 
 
D3 = ethernet3 | phantom;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, peterulaptop);  
 
D4 = ethernet3 | phantom;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu);  
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S3 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
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S4 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S5 = (unreachable phantom fujitsu) 
 
S6 = (up peterulaptop) 
 
S7 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S8 = (down phantom) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S9 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S10 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S11 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S12 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
S13 = (unreachable phantom fujitsu) 
 
S14 = (down phantom) 
 
Final diagnoses: 
 
Dfc = - ; + phantom;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, peterulaptop);  
Dfh = - ; + phantom;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu); 
 
Additional information: 
 
The application’s error message to the user is the same as shown in Fig 1bi  and the 

resulting reporter agent’s display appears in Figure 74. 

 

 
Figure 74 – Reporter Agent Display for Final Diagnosis, Scenario 1ci 
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Scenario 1d: Larger Suspect Space Problem 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu, peterulaptop and lulu. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on fujitsu. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access localhost photos using the PhotoUI web interface on 

fujitsu.  

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
Diagnostic sequence with aggressive testing: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |38| (D1) Aggregate (S35 – S38) 
Collaborate => |36| (D2, S2 - S3) Normal Auto Analysis => |36| (D3) 
Test All (S4 – S35) Test All (S39 – S69) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | peterulaptop | lulu | framework-peterulaptop | 
HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | 
photoroot-lulu | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-
peterulaptop | PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | 
PhotoUI-lulu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | 
DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop | DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | 
PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | 
PhotoRMIService-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | 
IndexPage-lulu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-
lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | 
photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | 
PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | 
rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop 
| DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-
peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
D3 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | 
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photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | 
PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | 
rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop 
| DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-
peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S2 = (reachable lulu  fujitsu) 
S3 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S4 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu subset) 
S5 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
S6 = (accessible PhotoService-fujitsu) 
S7 = (active DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop) 
S8 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-lulu) 
S9 = (active photoroot-lulu) 
S10 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu) 
S11 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-lulu) 
S12 = (accessible PhotoService-peterulaptop) 
S13 = (active rmi-lulu) 
S14 = (accessible HttpService-lulu) 
S15 = (active DisplayRootServlet-lulu) 
S16 = (accessible IndexPage-lulu) 
S17 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
S18 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop) 
S19 = (active DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu) 
S20 = (inactive DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu) 
S21 = (accessible framework-peterulaptop) 
S22 = (accessible framework-lulu) 
S23 = (inactive DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu) 
S24 = (active photoroot-peterulaptop) 
S25 = (accessible PhotoService-lulu) 
S26 = (accessible IndexPage-fujitsu) 
S27 = (active rmi-peterulaptop) 
S28 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S29 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop) 
S30 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S31 = (active DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop) 
S32 = (accessible HttpService-peterulaptop) 
S33 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-fujitsu) 
S34 = (accessible IndexPage-peterulaptop) 
S35 = (active rmi-fujitsu) 
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Holistic: 
 
S35 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S36 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S37 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S38 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S39 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu subset) 
S40 = (accessible PhotoService-fujitsu) 
S41 = (active DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop) 
S42 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-lulu) 
S43 = (active photoroot-lulu) 
S44 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu) 
S45 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-lulu) 
S46 = (accessible PhotoService-peterulaptop) 
S47 = (active rmi-lulu) 
S48 = (accessible HttpService-lulu) 
S49 = (active DisplayRootServlet-lulu) 
S50 = (accessible IndexPage-lulu) 
S51 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
S52 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop) 
S53 = (active DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu) 
S54 = (inactive DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu) 
S55 = (accessible framework-peterulaptop) 
S56 = (accessible framework-lulu) 
S57 = (inactive DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu) 
S58 = (active photoroot-peterulaptop) 
S59 = (accessible PhotoService-lulu) 
S60 = (accessible IndexPage-fujitsu) 
S61 = (active rmi-peterulaptop) 
S62 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S63 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop) 
S64 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S65 = (active DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop) 
S66 = (accessible HttpService-peterulaptop) 
S67 = (accessible PhotoRMIService-fujitsu) 
S68 = (accessible IndexPage-peterulaptop) 
S69 = (active rmi-fujitsu) 
 
Final diagnosis: 
 
Df =  - ; + photoroot-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop, PhotoServiceImpl-lulu, PhotoService-peterulaptop, framework-
peterulaptop, PhotoUI-peterulaptop, HttpService-peterulaptop, PhotoServiceImpl-
peterulaptop, rmi-fujitsu, DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop, rmi-peterulaptop, 
PhotoService-lulu, photoroot-peterulaptop, framework-lulu, PhotoUI-lulu, 
DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu, DisplayRootServlet-lulu, rmi-lulu, photoroot-lulu, 
DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop, HttpService-lulu); 
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Diagnostic sequence with selective testing (batch size 1): 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |38| (D1) Aggregate (S8 – S11) 
Collaborate => |36| (D2, S2 - S3) Normal Auto Analysis => |36| (D5) 
Test One Suspect (S4 – S5) Test One Suspect (S12) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |35| (D3) Normal Auto Analysis => |35| (D6) 
Test One Suspect (S4) Test One Suspect (S13) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |34| (D4) Normal Auto Analysis => |34| (D7) 
Test One Suspect (S5) Test One Suspect (S14) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | peterulaptop | lulu | framework-peterulaptop | 
HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | 
photoroot-lulu | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-
peterulaptop | PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | 
PhotoUI-lulu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | 
DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop | DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | 
PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | 
PhotoRMIService-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | 
IndexPage-lulu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-
lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | 
photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | 
PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | 
rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop 
| DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-
peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
D3 = HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu | PhotoService-
fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | 
framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | 
PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | 
IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop | DisplayPhotoServlet-
peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | 
browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-
fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | 
DisplayRootServlet-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, 
ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
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D4 = photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-
peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | 
HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-
lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-
peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-
peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop | DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | 
PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | 
PhotoRMIService-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | 
IndexPage-lulu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-
lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
D5 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | 
photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | 
PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | 
rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop 
| DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-
peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
D6 = HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu | PhotoService-
fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | 
framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | 
PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | 
IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop | DisplayPhotoServlet-
peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | 
browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-
fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | 
DisplayRootServlet-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, 
ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
 
D7 = photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-
peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | 
HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-
lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-
peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-
peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop | DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | 
PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | 
PhotoRMIService-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | 
IndexPage-lulu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-
lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
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S2 = (reachable lulu  fujitsu) 
S3 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S4 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S5 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S6 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
 
S7 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S8 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S9 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S10 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S11 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S12 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
 
S13 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
 
S14 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
 
Final diagnosis: 
 
Df =  - ; + photoroot-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
Diagnostic sequence with selective testing (batch size 3): 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |38| (D1) Aggregate (S8 – S11) 
Collaborate => |36| (D2, S2 - S3) Normal Auto Analysis => |36| (D3) 
Test Three Suspect (S4 – S7) Test Three Suspect (S12 – S14) 
Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) 
Soft Exon  
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
D1 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | peterulaptop | lulu | framework-peterulaptop | 
HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | 
photoroot-lulu | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-
peterulaptop | PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | 
PhotoUI-lulu | rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | 
DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop | DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | 
PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | 
PhotoRMIService-lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | 
IndexPage-lulu | DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-
lulu | DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu); 
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D2 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | 
photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | 
PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | 
rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop 
| DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-
peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
D3 = framework-fujitsu | HttpService-fujitsu | photoroot-fujitsu | PhotoServiceImpl-
fujitsu | PhotoService-fujitsu | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | 
photoroot-peterulaptop | framework-lulu | HttpService-lulu | photoroot-lulu | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-lulu | PhotoService-peterulaptop | 
PhotoService-lulu | PhotoUI-peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | rmi-lulu | PhotoUI-lulu | 
rmi-fujitsu | PhotoUI-fujitsu | IndexPage-peterulaptop | DisplayRootServlet-peterulaptop 
| DisplayPhotoServlet-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop | browser-
peterulaptop | browser-fujitsu | browser-lulu | PhotoRMIService-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-fujitsu | PhotoRMIService-fujitsu | IndexPage-lulu | 
DisplayRootServlet-fujitsu | IndexPage-fujitsu | DisplayRootServlet-lulu | 
DisplayPhotoServlet-lulu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S2 = (reachable lulu  fujitsu) 
S3 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S4 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S5 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
S6 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S7 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S8 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S9 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S10 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S11 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S12 = (accessible framework-fujitsu) 
S13 = (accessible HttpService-fujitsu) 
S14 = (inactive photoroot-fujitsu) 
 
Final diagnosis: 
 
Df =  - ; + photoroot-fujitsu;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
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Scenario 2: Multi-Host Application Problems 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu, peterulaptop and lulu. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on peterulaptop. 
 
User operation: Attempt to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface 

on fujitsu. 

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
fujitsu 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
 
peterulaptop 
 
S3 = (notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-
peterulaptop subset) 
 
Diagnostic sequence: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis @ fujitsu 
using S1 – S2 => |7| (D1) 

Aggregate @ fujitsu (S1 – S3 + S10 – 
S13) 

Collaborate @ fujitsu => |4| (D3 S4 – 
S5) 

Normal Auto Analysis @ fujitsu => |4| 
(D4) 

And concurrently: Test All @ fujitsu (S14 – S17) 
Incremental Auto Analysis @ 
peterulaptop using S3 => |4| (D2) 

Normal Auto Analysis @ fujitsu => |1| 
(Df) 

Collaborate @ peterulaptop => defers 
to fujitsu’s Collaboration  

And concurrently: 

Note all subsequent ops initiated @ 
fujitsu 

Aggregate @ peterulaptop (S1 – S3 + 
S18 – S21) 

Test All (S6 – S9) Normal Auto Analysis @ peterulaptop 
=> |4| (D4) 

Incremental Auto Analysis => |1| (Df) Test All @ peterulaptop (S22 – S25) 
Soft Exon Normal Auto Analysis @ peterulaptop 

=> |1| (Df) 
Collaborate => |1| (Df)  

 
Intermediate diagnoses: 
 
D1 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D2 = photoroot-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop;  ok(peterulaptop); 
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D3 = framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, peterulaptop); 
 
D4 = framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-peterulaptop | 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, 
peterulaptop); 
 
Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S4 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S5 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
S6 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop) 
S7 = (inactive photoroot-peterulaptop) 
S8 = (accessible framework-peterulaptop) 
S9 = (accessible HttpService-peterulaptop) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S10 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S11 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S12 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S13 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
 
S14 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop) 
S15 = (inactive photoroot-peterulaptop) 
S16 = (accessible framework-peterulaptop) 
S17 = (accessible HttpService-peterulaptop) 
 
S18 = (reachable linksys peterulaptop) 
S19 = (reachable peterulaptop peterulaptop) 
S20 = (reachable lulu peterulaptop) 
S21 = (reachable fujitsu peterulaptop) 
 
S22 = (accessible PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop) 
S23 = (inactive photoroot-peterulaptop) 
S24 = (accessible framework-peterulaptop) 
S25 = (accessible HttpService-peterulaptop) 
 
Final diagnoses: 
 
Df = - ; + photoroot-peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, 
ethernet3, peterulaptop); 

Scenario 3: Repeating Problems 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu, peterulaptop and lulu. 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on peterulaptop. 
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User operation: A series of attempts to access peterulaptop photos using PhotoUI web 

interface on fujitsu (attempt 1), lulu (attempt 2) and peterulaptop (attempt 3) in turn. As 

diagnostic processing for attempt 1 is the same as Scenario 2, the details are not 

repeated here. This entry will concentrate on the effects of attempt 2 and 3. 

 
Initial symptoms generated for attempt 2: 
 
lulu 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-lulu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-lulu PhotoUI-lulu generic) 
 
peterulaptop 
 
A problem notification occurs but no new symptoms are created by attempt 2 as 

peterulaptop already contains the following (resolved) symptom generated by attempt 1: 

 
(notification abnormal PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop 
subset) 
 
Note that peterulaptop will also have various other symptoms available to it as a 

consequence of attempt 1 including in the collaborative case the following unresolved 

symptom: 

 
S3 = (reachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
 
For holistic processing, S* denotes all the symptoms generated, at any node, during 

attempt 1 (shown in Scenario 2). 

  
Diagnostic sequence for attempt 2: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis @ lulu 
using S1 – S2 => |1| (Df) 

Aggregate @ lulu (S4 – S5 + S*) 

Collaborate @ lulu => |1| (Df S4 – S5) Normal Auto Analysis @ lulu => |1| 
(Df) 

And concurrently: And concurrently: 
Incremental Auto Analysis @ 
peterulaptop using S3 => |1| (Df) 

Aggregate @ peterulaptop (S*) 

Collaborate @ peterulaptop => |1| (Df) 
Note this op does not defer to lulu as it 
completes whilst lulu is analysing S1 – 
S2. 

Normal Auto Analysis @ peterulaptop 
=> |1| (Df) 
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Additional symptoms generated during diagnosis: 
 
Collaborative: 
 
S4 = (reachable fujitsu lulu) 
S5 = (reachable peterulaptop lulu) 
 
Holistic: 
 
S6 = (reachable linksys lulu) 
S7 = (reachable peterulaptop lulu) 
S8 = (reachable lulu lulu) 
S9 = (reachable fujitsu lulu) 
 
Final diagnoses: 
 
Df = - ; + photoroot-peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, 
ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
 
Initial symptoms generated for attempt 3: 
 
peterulaptop 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-peterulaptop PhotoUI-peterulaptop generic) 
 
This node will also contain all the symptoms generated during attempts 1 & 2. 
 
Diagnostic sequence for attempt 3: 
 

Collaborative: Holistic: 
Incremental Auto Analysis @ 
peterulaptop using S1 => |1| (Df) 

Aggregate @ peterulaptop (S1 + S*) 

Collaborate @ peterulaptop => |1| (Df) Normal Auto Analysis @ peterulaptop 
=> |1| (Df) 

 
Final diagnoses: 
 
Df = - ; + photoroot-peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, 
ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
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Scenario 4: Increasing Problem Scale 
 
Set up: Three applications Photo, Audio and Video with components distributed across 

fujitsu, lulu and peterulaptop. The same faults are seeded for each test case but the 

problem complexity is varied as shown below by modifying the application models: 

 
Potential Suspects Test Case 

Audio Video Photo 
Potential 

Suspect Space 
1 - - 17 17 
2 9 12 17 1836 
3 12 12 17 2448 
4 15 15 17 3825 
5 17 17 17 4913 
6 20 20 17 6800 
7 22 22 17 8228 
8 25 25 17 10625 

 
 
Causal fault: Bad photo root configuration setting on fujitsu plus seeded faults for 

components configFile-lulu and generalWebServer-peterulaptop. 

 
User operation: Users simultaneously raise notifications of operational problems with 

the PhotoService on fujitsu (by the user on fujitsu), the EPG (electronic Program Guide) 

on lulu (by the user on lulu) and the audio controller on peterulaptop (by the user on 

peterulaptop). Each notification triggers an abnormal symptom of generic type against 

the nominated component. 

 
Initial symptoms generated: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu user-fujitsu generic) 
S2 = (notification abnormal epg-lulu user-lulu generic) 
S3 = (notification abnormal audioController-peterulaptop user-peterulaptop generic) 
 
Final diagnosis: 
 
Df =  - ; + photoroot-fujitsu, configFile-lulu, generalWebServer-peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, 
ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu, ethernet3, peterulaptop); 
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Appendix C: Weak Analyser Examples 
 

Scenario 1bi Revisited 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. An attempt has been 

made to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface on fujitsu. 

Symptoms are available equivalent to the final phase of a holistic diagnosis. Four 

different sets of network analysers are compared. 

 
Causal fault: Platform fault – peterulaptop is down. 
 
Symptoms: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
S3 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
S4 = (reachable lulu fujitsu) 
S5 = (reachable linksys fujitsu) 
S6 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S7 = (down peterulaptop) 
 
Analysis sequence: 
 

App + Alt Analysers 
Normal AppAnalyser => |7| (D1) 
Incremental AltAnalyser => |1| (D2) 

 
App + Analyser + Node Analysers 
Normal AppAnalyser => |7| (D1) 
Incremental Analyser => |7| (D3) 
Incremental NodeAnalyser => |1| (D4) 

 
App + CS + Node Analysers 
Normal AppAnalyser => |7| (D1) 
Incremental CSAnalyser => |7| (D5) 
Incremental NodeAnalyser => |1| (D6) 

 
App + CS2 + Node Analysers 
Normal AppAnalyser => |7| (D1) 
Incremental CS2Analyser => |2| (D7) 
Incremental NodeAnalyser => |1| (D8) 
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Diagnoses: 
 
D1 = peterulaptop | framework-peterulaptop | HttpService-peterulaptop | photoroot-
peterulaptop | rmi-peterulaptop | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop; 
 
D2 = - ; + peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2, lulu); 
 
D3 = ethernet3, peterulaptop | ethernet3, framework-peterulaptop | ethernet3, 
HttpService-peterulaptop | ethernet3, photoroot-peterulaptop | ethernet3, rmi-
peterulaptop | ethernet3, PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | ethernet3, PhotoRMIService-
peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, linksys, ethernet1, ethernet2); 
 
D4 = ethernet3;  + peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, lulu, linksys, ethernet1, ethernet2); 
 
D5 = peterulaptop | ethernet3, framework-peterulaptop | ethernet3, HttpService-
peterulaptop | ethernet3, photoroot-peterulaptop | ethernet3, rmi-peterulaptop | ethernet3, 
PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | ethernet3, PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop;  ok(lulu, 
fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2); 
 
D6 = - ; + peterulaptop;  ok(lulu, fujitsu, ethernet1, linksys, ethernet2); 
 
D7 = peterulaptop | ethernet3;  ok(fujitsu, linksys, ethernet1, lulu, ethernet2); 
 
D8 = - ; + peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, linksys, ethernet1, lulu, ethernet2); 
 

Scenario 1bii Extended 
 
Set up: Photo application deployed on fujitsu and peterulaptop. An attempt has been 

made to access peterulaptop photos using the PhotoUI web interface on fujitsu. 

Symptoms are available equivalent to the final phase of a holistic diagnosis except the 

status of linksys is unknown. Four different sets of network analysers are compared. 

 
Causal fault: Two network links are faulty – cable ethernet3 between linksys and 

peterulaptop and cable ethernet2 between linksys and lulu are unplugged. 

 
Symptoms: 
 
S1 = (notification abnormal PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop PhotoServiceImpl-fujitsu 
subset) 
S2 = (notification abnormal PhotoService-fujitsu PhotoUI-fujitsu generic) 
S3 = (reachable fujitsu fujitsu) 
S4 = (unreachable lulu fujitsu) 
S5 = (unreachable peterulaptop fujitsu) 
S6 = (up peterulaptop) 
S7 = (up lulu) 
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Analysis sequence: 
 

Alt + App Analysers 
Normal AltAnalyser => |3| (D1) 
Incremental AppAnalyser => |3| (D2) 

 
Analyser + Node + App Analysers 
Normal Analyser => |1| (D3) 
Incremental NodeAnalyser => |1| (D4) 
Incremental AppAnalyser => |6| (D5) 

 
CS + Node + App  Analysers 
Normal CSAnalyser => |6| (D6) 
Incremental NodeAnalyser => |3| (D7) 
Incremental AppAnalyser => |18| (D8) 

 
CS2 + Node + App  Analysers 
Normal CS2Analyser => |6| (D9) 
Incremental NodeAnalyser => |3| (D10) 
Incremental AppAnalyser => |3| (D11) 

 
 
Diagnoses: 
 
D1 = ethernet2, ethernet3 | ethernet1 | linksys;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
 
D2 = ethernet2, ethernet3 | ethernet1 | linksys;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
 
D3 = ethernet2, ethernet3;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D4 = ethernet2, ethernet3;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
 
D5 = ethernet2, ethernet3, framework-peterulaptop | ethernet2, ethernet3, HttpService-
peterulaptop | ethernet2, ethernet3, photoroot-peterulaptop | ethernet2, ethernet3, rmi-
peterulaptop | ethernet2, ethernet3, PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop | ethernet2, ethernet3, 
PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
 
D6 = lulu, peterulaptop | lulu, ethernet3 | ethernet1 | linksys | ethernet2, peterulaptop | 
ethernet2, ethernet3;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D7 = ethernet2, ethernet3 | ethernet1 | linksys;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
 
D8 = framework-peterulaptop, ethernet2, ethernet3 | framework-peterulaptop, ethernet1 | 
framework-peterulaptop, linksys | HttpService-peterulaptop, ethernet2, ethernet3 | 
HttpService-peterulaptop, ethernet1 | HttpService-peterulaptop, linksys | photoroot-
peterulaptop, ethernet2, ethernet3 | photoroot-peterulaptop, ethernet1 | photoroot-
peterulaptop, linksys | rmi-peterulaptop, ethernet2, ethernet3 | rmi-peterulaptop, 
ethernet1 | rmi-peterulaptop, linksys | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop, ethernet2, 
ethernet3 | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop, ethernet1 | PhotoServiceImpl-peterulaptop, 
linksys | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop, ethernet2, ethernet3 | PhotoRMIService-
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peterulaptop, ethernet1 | PhotoRMIService-peterulaptop, linksys;  ok(fujitsu, 
peterulaptop, lulu); 
 
D9 = peterulaptop, lulu | peterulaptop, ethernet2 | ethernet3, lulu | ethernet3, ethernet2 | 
linksys | ethernet1;  ok(fujitsu); 
 
D10 = ethernet3, ethernet2 | linksys | ethernet1;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
 
D11 = ethernet3, ethernet2 | linksys | ethernet1;  ok(fujitsu, peterulaptop, lulu); 
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Appendix D: System Interaction Diagrams 
 
This appendix contains diagrams illustrating the key system interactions within the 
prototype FDS for Scenario 1a (see Section 5.1.1.1 and Appendix B). Execution of both 
the Standard Holistic Plan and the Standard Collaborative Plan are shown. Note that 
FIPA agents are identified in blue whilst other key software entities are shown in red. 
 
Interactions are numbered in sequence, however the diagram is simplified in the sense 
that some interactions involve multiple messages in each direction but are shown by a 
single arrow, e.g. the collaboration request, agree, inform and accept sequence between 
a pair of agents is shown as a single (double-ended) arrow. A key to the interactions is 
provided. 
 
Both holistic and collaborative sequences start the same way: 
 

1. Notification of abnormal behaviour from application to agent loader, i.e. 
implementation of the FDSService notifyAbnormal() interface. 

2. Agent loader passes abnormal symptom (S1) to the local Collaborator agent. 
3. This triggers activation of the currently selected default plan, either a Standard 

Holistic Plan or a Standard Collaborative Plan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The holistic interactions continue as follows: 
 

Figure 75 – System Interaction Sequence: Holistic Diagnosis of Scenario 1a 
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4. The lead agent, Collaborator@fujitsu, interrogates the linksys node using ICMP 
and on receipt of a response, creates a reachable symptom. 

5. In parallel it aggregates available symptoms from lulu. 
6. In parallel it also aggregates symptoms from peterulaptop. 
7. The lead agent then analyses the symptom pool. The highest priority symptom 

triggers an analysis request to an AltAnalyser agent. 
8. The next highest priority unresolved symptom indicates a call to an 

AppAnalyser is required. A prerequisite for this call are models of the 
applications in use so a request is made to the Modeller agent for a copy of the 
relevant models. 

9. The AppAnalyser is called with the current symptom pool and application 
models. 

10. At this point all available symptoms have been resolved and the lead agent starts 
to refine the working diagnosis. It therefore calls the Tester agent on fujitsu to 
test suspects deployed on this host. 

11. In parallel it also requests testing of the suspects deployed on lulu. There is only 
one suspect in this category. This is a browser but as there are no test procedures 
available for this component, the lead agent receives an immediate failure 
response. 

12. The lead agent also requests testing of the suspects deployed on peterulaptop. 
Again this is a browser with no test procedures available so triggers another 
failure response. 

13. The Tester agent at fujitsu finds test procedures available for all the suspects it 
has been asked to test (bar the browser) and therefore initiates the relevant 
procedures. 

14. The test procedures invoke various functions within the Photo application. 
15. One of these causes a further malfunction within the application which triggers a 

further notifyAbnormal() call to the agent loader. 
16. The agent loader then passes a further abnormal symptom (S20) to the local 

Collaborator agent. Unlike the first notification, this does not activate a new 
diagnostic process as local activations are disabled during testing. 

17. At this point the results of the test procedures are returned to the Tester agent. 
18. The Tester agent returns test result symptoms to the requesting Collaborator. 
19. The new symptoms trigger further analysis cycles. The highest priority symptom 

is now an inactive symptom so the AppAnalyser is called. There is no need to 
access the Modeller agent this time as cached copies of the application models 
are used. 

20. The remaining unresolved symptoms dictate analysis by the AltAnalyser, so this 
is invoked next. 

21. No unresolved symptoms remain and a final diagnosis has been achieved. This 
is notified to an available reporter agent (AltReporter@fujitsu). 

 
Note that no request for a network model is made within this sequence. This is because 
the Collaborator has already cached a copy earlier. It uses this to create a list of peer 
level Collaborators to contact in the domain and then saves the model to pass on to 
network level analysers, if required. This practice also applies to the collaborative 
scenario, the interaction diagram for which appears on the next page. 
 
The collaborative interactions are as follows (assuming plan activation by steps 1-3 has 
occurred as above): 
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4. The first step of the collaborative plan is to incrementally analyse unresolved 
symptoms against the current working diagnosis. The lead agent, 
Collaborator@fujitsu, determines that the highest priority unresolved symptom 
(in fact the only unresolved symptom at this stage) requires analysis using an 
AppAnalyser. A prerequisite for this call is a copy of the application models in 
use so a request is made to the Modeller agent to retrieve the relevant models. 

5. The AppAnalyser is called with the current symptom pool and application 
models. 

6. The updated working diagnosis is then used as the basis for collaboration with 
peer level agents. A series of collaboration cycles ensue with each Collaborator 
agent. This starts with a cycle 1 exchange with lulu. 

7. In parallel with this, a cycle 1 exchange with peterulaptop takes place. 
8. At the end of cycle 1, the lead agent detects that its current working diagnosis 

has changed from the start of the collaboration (lulu and peterulaptop have been 
able to exonerate their platforms) and so it initiates a further collaboration cycle 
which starts with an exchange with lulu. 

9. In parallel with this, a cycle 2 exchange occurs with peterulaptop. At the end of 
cycle 2, the lead agent recognises that the current working diagnosis is 
unchanged so terminates the collaboration step. 

10. The lead agent then starts to refine the working diagnosis. It calls the Tester 
agent on fujitsu to test suspects deployed on this host.  

11. In parallel it also requests testing of the suspects deployed on lulu. There is only 
one suspect in this category. This is a browser but as there are no test procedures 
available for this component, the lead agent receives an immediate failure 
response. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 76 – System Interaction Sequence: Collaborative Diagnosis of Scenario 1a 
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12. The lead agent also requests testing of the suspects deployed on peterulaptop. 
Again this is a browser with no test procedures available so triggers another 
failure response. 

13. The Tester agent at fujitsu finds test procedures available for all the suspects it 
has been asked to test (bar the browser) and therefore initiates the relevant 
procedures. 

14. The test procedures invoke various functions within the Photo application. 
15. One of these causes a further malfunction within the application which triggers a 

further notifyAbnormal() call to the agent loader. 
16. The agent loader then passes a further abnormal symptom (S4) to the local 

Collaborator agent. Unlike the first notification, this does not activate a new 
diagnostic process as local activations are disabled during testing. 

17. The results of the test procedures are returned to the Tester agent. 
18. The Tester agent returns test result symptoms to the requesting Collaborator. 
19. The new symptoms trigger further analysis cycles. The highest priority symptom 

is now an inactive symptom so the AppAnalyser is called. There is no need to 
access the Modeller agent this time as cached copies of the application models 
are used. 

20. The remaining unresolved symptoms dictate analysis by the AltAnalyser, so this 
is invoked next. 

21. No unresolved symptoms remain and the latest working diagnosis is compared 
with the previous consensus result. A soft exon request for the difference is 
issued to each peer level agent. This entails a request to lulu. 

22. In parallel a soft exon request is sent to peterulaptop. Both agents adjust their 
working diagnoses. 

23. The lead agent then initiates another complete collaboration cycle to check for 
changes anywhere else in the domain. It initiates an exchange with lulu. 

24. In parallel it also exchanges information with peterulaptop. This third 
collaboration cycle ends with the lead agent recognising that no further changes 
to the working diagnosis have occurred. 

25. The final diagnosis is then notified to an available reporter agent 
(AltReporter@fujitsu). 

 
 
 


